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GO FAR WITH

English
GO FAR WITH

Richmond
At Richmond we believe that English takes
you places. It opens doors to new horizons
and allows you to be understood around
the world.
It gives you the power to communicate with
people, so they see you for who you are.
English is connection, confidence and the
security of knowing that you have the tools
you need to forge your future.
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We are Richmond…
...a market-leading publisher of quality English language
teaching materials. Founded in 1992, our aim is to
champion the English language and support those who
teach and learn it, by offering the latest in product
design, classroom methodology and technical innovation.
Here’s a few reasons why we’re different:

Turning language
learners into
language lovers
In an increasingly connected world, we want
learners to be inspired to move beyond basic
communication and to learn to question,
consider and reformulate ideas within the
global community. Our aim is to give you the
tools to help your students stand out from
the crowd and take advantage of the world
of opportunities that English can provide.

Change comes
naturally to us
We didn’t just adapt to the digital age, we were
part of it all along. Richmond was established
in one of the fastest periods of technological
development ever, so like each new generation
of learners, change is second nature to us. With
continual revision and reflection, we deliver
bold digital solutions of the utmost relevance
to today’s learning environment.
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Materials designed
with teachers in mind
Our creative process is one of constant
innovation and collaboration with the
people who know the realities of today’s
classroom better than anyone else,
teachers like you. With our comprehensive
range of print and digital materials, we
have a solution to support you, whatever
your classroom style or situation.

British roots,
international
achievements
We take pride in uniting our in-depth
knowledge of the Spanish market with
some of the best ELT authors in the field.
With our sister offices in Madrid and
Oxford, we retain strong links to a historic
seat of learning while benefitting from a
fresh, dynamic outlook on the future of
English language teaching in Spain.
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Our Partners
Richmond collaborates with other respected
organisations to assure a high quality and
successful learning experience. Learn more
about the talented education professionals
that we are proud to call our partners.

myON Renaissance Reader is a digital
library like no other. With over 5000
enhanced eBooks accessible from a variety
of electronic devices, readers can enjoy a
whole range of literature anytime, anywhere.
myON Renaissance Reader also creates
customised reading lists according to
readers’ interests and Lexile level, ensuring
they are never more than a tap away from
discovering a great new book.

InterActing is a theatre and
training company based in Spain
and the UK. Since 1986, its
founders’ mission has been to
spread their motto- ‘Laugh while
you learn’- around the world.

Trinity College London is a leading
international exam board and independent
education charity that has been providing
assessments around the world since 1877. They
specialise in the assessment of communicative
and performance skills covering music, drama,
combined arts and English language.
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Helbling Languages is an
innovative publisher based
in the UK, Italy and Austria.
Their mission is to promote
global understanding and
communication between speakers
of different languages by
providing teachers and students
with innovative teaching materials
of the highest possible quality.

Amilingua International Studies Centre is a
training centre with over 10 years’ experience in
language teaching. Their founding philosophy is that
with the right motivation and constant innovation,
learning a language can be even more rewarding.

Blink Learning are experts in
developing digital education solutions.
Their services include producing,
adapting and distributing digital course
components for some of Spain’s biggest
publishers. They also provide schools
with access to a range of eBooks and
digital class management opportunities.

Established in 2016 and located in the UK,
Rio Press provide English language
learners worldwide with the highest quality
Vocational English learning materials, so that
they can successfully develop their careers in
rewarding and productive occupations.

The Universitat Internacional de Catalunya
was founded in 1997 with the aim of providing
quality university education and promoting research
beneficial to society. With links to the world of
business and a distinctly international outlook,
it offers 14 degree programs, 12 dual diplomas
and a wide range of postgraduate programs at its
Barcelona and Sant Cugat del Vallés campuses.
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Richmond
Educational Services

Richmond Care

Whatever the dilemma,
Richmond have a team
of
dedicated staff on hand
to
answer your questions
and
troubleshoot any issues.

Richmond
International
Qualifications
In collaborating with
internationally respected
exam boards such as Trinity
College London, Richmond
ensure you and your students
have access to the perfect
materials for exam success.

Richmond Digital Solutions
Our commitment to bringing you the best
digital solutions is second to none. When
you teach with Richmond, you can be sure
of a quality, user friendly product that will
engage today’s learners like no other.
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Richmond teachers benefit from access to a range of solutions to help
them gain the most from our products. From bespoke training to unique
digital solutions, find out what Richmond can do for your institution.

Richmond Academic Consultancy

Nobody knows our books quite like we do, which is why
we offer all our customers the opportunity to really get
to know Richmond courses and key methodology with
the help of our Academic Consultancy.

Richmond
Training
Regular training opportunities
such as our highly popular
Author Sessions keep
Richmond customers up
to date with the latest
developments in education.

Richmond
Premium
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Reaching

new horizons
We’re revolutionising Richmond with a brand-new
website. Modern, practical and super-intuitive,
teachers will be able to access all our educational
materials as well as exciting new content.

Pre-Primary

Primary

Secondary

Young Adults & Adults

English for
Specific Purposes

Exams preparation

Grammar & Vocabulary

Readers

Dictionaries

Richmond want to make teachers’ lives easier by providing all the information you need to
remain up-to-date with the very latest in English teaching.
On the new website, you’ll be able to view upcoming events in the education sector, enjoy
fascinating blog posts and stay in the know with our new magazine.

Are you ready to discover the new Richmond?
www.richmondelt.es

Richmond

Community
Follow us on:

A Theatre in Education Company

Treat your students to a lively and
engaging show that will truly bring
English to life!
Find out how Richmond customers can access an
exclusive discount on theatre shows for schools:
richmondcustomers@santillana.com

Pre-Primary

PRE-PRIMARY

12

cover
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3 Levels

Let Amanda, George and Alfie light up your classroom! This
innovative, three-level series for pre-primary uses its lovable
characters and fun, stimulating activities to teach young children
key concepts, important values and lots of useful vocabulary.

Presents a range of opportunities for students to hear native speakers
through songs, stories, chants, poster audios, IWB activities and videos.
Helps develop important values, such as healthy choices, respect
for others, understanding appropriate behaviour, self-confidence,
mathematical awareness and artistic self-expression.

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book
Stories and Songs CD
Pop-outs
Stickers
Amanda and Friends website

Teacher’s Book
Teacher’s Audio
Teacher’s Resource Book
Posters + Poster pop-outs
Big Story cards
Flashcards + Flashcard cube
Puppet
Cooperative Learning Guide
Phonics Big Book
Teacher’s i-solutions

Encourages students to ‘have a go’ and become active participants in
class, without becoming the focus of your direct attention.
PRE-PRI

Packed with ideas for creating fun and interactive lessons.

MARY

Andrea
Turner

PRE-PRIMARY

Andrea Turner

PRE-PRIMARY

Andrea Turner

EXTRA FEATURES
Cooperative
Learning Guide
This excellent
tool will help
you successfully
apply Cooperative
Learning Dynamics
in your classroom.
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PRE-PRIMARY

PRE-PRIMARY

2

PRE-PRIMARY

1

Phonics
Big Boo
k

Phonics Big Book
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Phonics Big Book

1

2

3

Cooperative Cooperative Cooperative
Learning GuideLearning GuideLearning Guide

Phonics
Big Book

CH R

L SH O TH

A beautifully illustrated resource to
introduce your students to the relationship
between letters and sounds.

Support for Teachers
Teacher’s i-solutions for the classroom

Step-by-step Lesson Plans

Every lesson in the course is presented
as a pathway so that the teaching
sequence is clear at a glance.

PRE-PRIMARY

Digital Teaching

Routine songs

Animated stories

Unit songs

All the songs in
Amanda and Friends
are supported by
engaging videos.
Traditional action songs

My Worksheets

Edit or create
your own
worksheets.

Game Generator

Create your own interactive games.

Digital Learning
Support for Students and Parents
Amanda and Friends website
The place for students and parents to have fun
together at home or on the go!
• Fun, interactive activities
• Videos

• Songs and stories
• Letters to parents

www.amanda.richmonddigital.net
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3 Levels

Rebecca Williams Salvador
Learn with Ollie is an engaging three-level series
which provides pre-primary children with the initial
building blocks for future success in English. It focuses on early
childhood development, devoting as much attention to linguistic
progress as it does to social, emotional, physical and cognitive skills.

Key language and concepts are presented in a clear, meaningful
way through attractive illustrations and photos.
Flexible lesson format and length.
Features original and traditional stories, both as large story
cards and digital animations.
Phonics lesson in each unit helps develop literacy skills.
All About Me! lessons focus on values and good habits through
personalised themes.
Key competences are integrated into the language curriculum.
The unique Teacher’s i-solutions provides all the digital and
audiovisual material you need in one easy-to-access format.

•
•
•
•
•
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For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book
Stories and Songs CD
Pop-outs
Stickers
Learn with Ollie website

Teacher’s Book
Teacher’s Audio
Posters + Poster pop-outs
Big Story cards
Flashcards + Flashcard cube
Puppet
Teacher’s i-solutions

Early literacy
Values
Cross-curricular
Phonics
Digital literacy

Support for Teachers
Teacher’s i-solutions for the classroom

Step-by-step Lesson Plans

All About Me! Videos

Every lesson in the course is presented
as a pathway so that the teaching
sequence is clear at a glance.

PRE-PRIMARY

Digital Teaching

Popular Action Songs

Animated Stories

Game Generator

My Worksheets

Create your own interactive
games.

Edit or create your own personalised
worksheets.

Digital Learning
Support for Students and Parents
Learn with Ollie website

The perfect place for students and parents
to have fun together at home or on the go!
• Fun, interactive activities
• Videos

• Songs and stories
• Letters to parents

www.ollie.richmonddigital.net
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3 Levels

Annette Flavel, Isabel Moreno

Crickets is an extensive pre-primary course based on
the constructivist approach to learning, which motivates
young children to learn a second language through fun
and meaningful activities aimed at fostering cognitive
skills. Ideal for schools with high achievement standards,
Crickets fully engages children in their learning process.

Each unit focuses on one big question to
expand the children’s knowledge of the
world around them.
Emphasis on the development of
Literacy Skills, Phonemic Awareness and
Motor Skills.
Age-appropriate CLIL lessons expand on
the concepts children have learnt.
Encourages interest in, and appreciation
of, early reading with stories that are
presented through
Big Story Cards, Cricket Tales
and extra activities in the Teacher’s
Resource Book.
The unique Teacher’s i-solutions
includes fully interactive teaching and
learning materials organised into
step-by-step lesson plans.
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For the Student
Student’s Book
Activity Book
Tales Booklet
Stories and Songs CD
Pop-outs
Crickets App + website

For the Teacher
Teacher’s Book
Teacher’s Resource Book
Teacher’s Audio
Posters + Poster pop-outs
Big Story cards
Flashcards + Flashcard cube
Puppet
Teacher’s i-solutions

Support for Teachers
Teacher’s i-solutions for the classroom
Step-by-step
Lesson Plans

Every lesson is
presented as a
pathway so that the
teaching sequence is
clear at a glance.

Includes a
wide range of
colourful and
engaging videos.

PRE-PRIMARY

Digital Teaching

Animated Stories

Popular Action Songs

All About Me! Videos
Game Generator

My Worksheets

Create your own interactive games.

Edit or create your own personalised worksheets.

Digital Learning Support for Students and Parents
Crickets App (Level 1)

Crickets website (Levels 2 & 3)

Fun,
interactive
games to
consolidate
student
learning.

Games, stories
and songs
to develop
fine motor
skills, early
reading skills
and listening
comprehension.
746623_Student_Book_1.indd 1

Cian Magenta Amarillo Negro

10/2/16 8:28

www.crickets.richmonddigital.net
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11

3 Levels

Pip’s
Pip’s
Phonics
Phonics
Student’s Book
Student’s Book

Gill Budgell

1

deckmur

Pip’s Phonics is a carefully structured phonics scheme
which was specially written for Spanish-speaking
children and combines the best of Synthetic Phonics
teaching with the best of English language teaching.
Pip’s Phonics teaches children the relationship
between letters (graphemes) and sounds (phonemes)
in an order which quickly allows them to use their
phonic knowledge and skills to read and write.

Gill Budgell
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Cian Magenta Amarillo Negro

08/10/13 14:31
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Gill Budgell

Pip’s
Phonics
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Pip’s Phonics • Student’s Book
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rce Book

Student’s Book

Cian Magenta Amarillo Negro

08/10/13 14:35
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Reinforces letters that Spanish speakers may
find difficult.
Lessons can be tailored to each individual class.
Set of readers available for each level, featuring
the course characters and providing the
perfect opportunity for students to practise
independent reading.
Fully interactive i-book which combines all
the teaching and learning materials in one
place, facilitating lesson-planning and providing
alternative ways to approach the course
content.

For the Student
Student’s Book
Stickers
Pop-outs
Readers
Pip’s Phonics website

For the Teacher
Teacher’s Resource Book
Class Audio
Teacher’s i-book
Action Frieze
Pip’s Phonics website

Jingle Flashcards

Sound Flashcards

Picture Flashcards

Decodable word cards

SUPPLEMENTARY
MATERIAL

Support for Teachers
Teacher’s i-book for the classroom

PRE-PRIMARY

Digital Teaching

Pronunciation guides

Direct access to author Gill
Budgell’s videos, teaching correct
pronunciation.

A fantastic
visual tool which
demonstrates correct
letter formation.
Animated grapheme guides

Direct access to
four different
types of jingle.
Jingles

Digital Learning Support for Students and Parents
Pip’s Phonics Website

Pip’s Phonics Action Frieze

Includes
videos for
parents and
teachers plus
downloadable
audio for
extra practice
at home.

A useful tool to help
children remember
sounds using Total
Physical Response.
Available to download
from the Pip’s Phonics
website, it includes
individual sound guides
that allow you to
introduce each new
sound at your own pace.

www.richmondphonics.net
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2 Levels

M@th
Adventures

,wor a ni gnittis sdrib elttil eviF
.wolb ot trats dniw eht leef yehT
,os ekil tsuj sgniw eht pafl yehT
.og ot evah sdrib elttil owT
,wor a ni gnittis sdrib elttil eerhT
.wolb ot trats dniw eht leef yehT

Rebecca Lee Williams
M@th Adventures is an innovative
course that promotes the development of
mathematical skills through engaging and
hands-on activities. It teaches a wide variety
of skills such as counting, patterning,
graphing and estimating and provides
plenty of fun ways for children to practice
maths concepts in class and at home.

MP 24:21 51/5/2

4 ddni.3htaMBS_revoc

Features topics and vocabulary
appropriate for children learning
English as a second language but
without too much emphasis on the
language itself.
Packed with songs and rhymes that
allow the children to learn and
practise the maths concepts.
Exclusive user website with videos
and interactive games provides
further opportunities for practice in
class or at home.

For the Teacher
Teacher’s Guide
Pocket Cube
Resource Pack
Teacher’s Resource CD
M@th Adventures website

35

26

8/25/14 11:01 AM

www.richmondla.com/mathadventures
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Student’s Book
Resource Pack
Student’s CD
M@th Adventures website

Subtracting: 1 less

Shapes: rectangle

U2SB2Math.indd 26

For the Student

U3SB2Math.indd 35

8/28/14 2:50 PM

SUPPLEMENTARY
MATERIAL

760328_cubierta _ 0001-0002

Packed with fun activities,
I Can Trace and Cut!
helps pre-primary children
develop their fine motor
skills. The clear structure of
the activities encourages
continuous progress, as
children learn to manipulate
a variety of tools for
painting, drawing, writing
and other manual tasks. The
straightforward instructions
provide an appropriate
setting for children to
practice their English.

i ca n

Tr AC e

t
c
N
U
AD !
760328_cubierta _ 0001-0002.indd 1

PRE-PRIMARY

I Can Trace
and Cut

03/03/16 16:30

Develops abilities and skills for graphic activities such
as drawing, painting and writing.
Develops tonic control and proper posture positioning.
Develops the ability to control a variety of graphic
implements including crayons, pencils and
paintbrushes.
Enables students to create pictures with agility and
precision.
Prepares pre-primary children for the movements of
handwriting.

For the Student
Student’s Book

For the Teacher
Downloadable Teacher’s
Resource Booklet PDF at
www.richmondelt.es
Task: Look at the train. Trace the lines with a crayon. Follow the arrows. Tear pieces of blue paper.
Paste them in the sky. Tear pieces of green paper. Paste them on the grass.

760328 _ 0001-0016.indd 7

Key words: Crayon, paper, tear, paste,

7

train, sky, grass, blue, green, house, flower,
moon

20/01/16 16:30
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PRIMARY

24

25

6 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

Wonder
Susan House, Katharine Scott

1

2

something new.
methodology behind the
provide a pleasant learning

Wonder in its verb format is to feel curiosity and be excited by something new.
The noun transmits something that causes such a feeling. The methodology behind the
Richmond Wonders series lives up to this definition and will provide a pleasant learning
experience for both the children and the teacher.

bjectives leading off from
gain with the subsequent

Susan Houseleading off from
Each unit of work is a web of different strands of learning objectives
Katharine Scott
a central focus. The unit web strands interleave and interleave again with the subsequent
levels to create a solid language fabric.

Story cards
Talking puppet

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Pop-outs

Teacher’s Resource Book

Stickers

Teacher’s Audio Material

Activity Book + Audio CD

Posters

Flashcards
and Word cards
Story cards
Talking puppet

• Songs and stories from the Student’s
Book included on the audio CD

Go
Digital!

Teacher’s i-book for IWB

Wonder 2 Student’s Book

Wonder 1 Student’s Book

Flashcards
and Word cards

• Includes Audiovisual material

Student’s i-book
Interactive Practice:
The Wonder game

Activity Generator

Wonder is a six-level series for primary
which lives up to its name by stimulating
children’s curiosity with delightful
illustrations and exciting activities. Each unit
consists of a central theme with a range
of learning objective strands which are
continuously consolidated to create a solid
language foundation.

Susan House
Katharine Scott

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Activity Generator

All Richmond digital
materials are available
for you to use
on a VLE
or LMS!
www.richmondwonders.net

491764_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

18/02/14 10:49
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something new.
methodology behind the
provide a pleasant learning

Wonder in its verb format is to feel curiosity and be excited by something new.
The noun transmits something that causes such a feeling. The methodology behind the
Richmond Wonders series lives up to this definition and will provide a pleasant learning
experience for both the children and the teacher.

bjectives leading off from
gain with the subsequent

Each unit of work is a web of different strands of learning objectives leading off from
a central focus. The unit web strands interleave and interleave again with the subsequent
levels to create a solid language fabric.

Story cards

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Pop-outs

Teacher’s Resource Book

Activity Book + Audio CD

Teacher’s Audio Material

• Songs and stories from the Student’s
Book included on the audio CD

Posters

Go
Digital!

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Student’s i-book
Interactive Practice:
The Wonder game

Activity Generator

The Knowledge Strand includes content objectives
based on subjects such as Geography, History and
Science.
The Creative Strand features content from arts such
as Music, Drama, Art and Dance.

Wonder 4 Student’s Book

Wonder 3 Student’s Book

Flashcards
and Word cards

20/02/14 11:02

4

Flashcards
and Word cards
Story cards

The Functional Strand involves pupils using the target
language in familiar, everyday situations.

Teacher’s i-book for IWB

The Culture Strand introduces students to different
aspects of the English-speaking world and the varied
cultural environments in which the target language is
used.

• Includes Audiovisual material

Activity Generator

All Richmond digital
materials are available
for you to use
on a VLE
or LMS!

Susan House
Katharine Scott

Susan House
Katharine Scott

www.richmondwonders.net

491889_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

20/02/14 11:07

5

24/02/14 14:46

6

Wonder in its verb format is to feel curiosity and be excited by something new.
The noun transmits something that causes such a feeling. The methodology behind the
Richmond Wonders series lives up to this definition and will provide a pleasant learning
experience for both the children and the teacher.

something new.
methodology behind the
provide a pleasant learning

bjectives leading off from
again with the subsequent

Each unit of work is a web of different strands of learning objectives leading off from
a central focus. The unit web strands interleave and interleave again with the subsequent
levels to create a solid language fabric.
Susan House
Katharine Scott

Posters

Teacher’s i-book for IWB

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Activity Book + Audio CD

Teacher’s Resource Book

• Songs and stories from the Student’s
Book included on the audio CD

Teacher’s Audio Material

Go
Digital!

Student’s i-book
Interactive Practice:
The Wonder game

• Includes Audiovisual material

Activity Generator

Susan House
Katharine Scott
Wonder 6 Student’s Book

Wonder 5 Student’s Book

Flashcards
and Word cards

Flashcards
and Word cards
Posters

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Activity Generator

All Richmond digital
materials are available
for you to use
on a VLE
or LMS!
www.richmondwonders.net

492103_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1
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20/02/14 11:11

28/03/14 11:40

The Literacy Strand is skills-based and focuses on
the development of literacy skills for language learning:
reading, writing and oral expression.

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book
Pop-outs (1-4)
Stickers (1-2)
Activity Book + Audio CD
Student’s i-book
The Wonder Game
Wonder website

Teacher’s Book
Teacher’s Resource Book
Teacher’s Audio
Posters
Flashcards + Word cards
Story cards (1-4)
Talking puppet (1-4)
Teacher’s i-book
Activity Generator
Wonder website

More
practice

1.17 Listen and write the number.

Lesson 1

SC
More
phonics

1

B’eautyªfi ne∑
>e∑ hairsty¬æ
hairstylæ

muµ

Unit 2 Lesson 4

All the core work is divided into a
welcome unit and eight main teaching
units. The units in turn are divided into
ten lessons. Additionally, there is a
section which covers special days at
the end of the book.

1

1

6

i-flashcards

brot™e®

IWB

F

O™, nø!

SC

sis†e®

3

4

More
phonics

5

granda∂

Yo¤´®æ S<park¬æ!

Thifi ifi m¥ muµ.

More
phonics

Unit 2 Lesson 6

1

Review

1.21 Listen and point. Then, sing the song.

Family words |

1.20 Listen and circle the pictures.

More
practice

This is my (grandma). You’re (Claude).

461465 _ 0015-0022.indd 15

1

i-flashcards

FP

More
29/07/13
08:12
practice

I†´fi fantasti©!

1

Look and colour Beauty’s hair.

P

More
15
practice

More
practice

Lesson 8

i-poster

1.23 Look and guess the family members. Then, listen and check.
Jim

Tom

Grace

Lisa

Unit 2

Recognising family groups |

8

7

grandmå

2

 Can we live without
water?
 Can we live underwa
ter?
 What can live underwa
ter?

Lesson 5

i-poster

P

More
practice

4

Lesson 1

I wonder...

2

More
practice

6

2 Waterworld

Unit 2

5

3

Play Who am I?

More
phonics

2 1.19 Listen to the story.

C”han@æ m¥ hai®,
S<park¬æ! da∂

2

PRIMARY

1

Student’s Book

F

2 A family photo
Unit 2

P

More
practice

IWB

SC
F
over
the water

More
phonics
dragonflies

More
phonics

More
phonics
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1

SC

butterfly

More
Emotions
and opinions, Hair colours
phonics

on
the water
beetle

water lilies

461465 _ 0015-0022.indd 18

duck

under
the water
frog

pondweed

grass

bamboo

5 5 The children follow the men. They drive through a

2 That night, it rains heavily. The next day, the

1.19 Read and listen to the story.

gate and stop outside a big building. The children
can’t follow the men inside so they hide in the bushes.

children go back to the wetlands. They check
the water level, but it is even lower now.

1 The children from the primary school are doing projects
for the Town Council. Melissa, Tarik and Adam are doing
their project on the Moss Wetlands. There are small
rivers and lots of ponds in the wetlands. It is full of wild
plants and animals.
The water level is
very low today.

make
a word web.
That isn’t
good.We
really need rain.
Around the water

on the water.
a…
around the water.
any …
under
water.
Let’s…come
andthe
check
some
over the water.
again tomorrow.

Living things

Ponds

Non-living things

25/02/14 16:37

It’s a pump!

1 Talk about the evidence with a classmate.

1.20 Listen to the clues and say the words.
More
practice

P

P

F

Flower

visitor

popular

1

teacher
binoculars
investigator
tractor
water
peculiar

SC SC
More
phonics
22

More
phonics

Final spellings: er, ar, or

|

Investigation, Water

492044 _ 0017-0026.indd 22

Crime report

• plants
• insects
• frogs
• water
• birds
• water lilies
• grass
• bamboo

There aren’t any … .

i-book

2 Complete the sentences to gather the facts
3 Complete the sections and write

with a classmate.

a police report.

Moss Town Police
.
The children go to … because they …
They notice that … .
….
That night it … a lot but the next day
The children ask their friends to … .
On the second night they see … .
The men … .

More
practice
24

More
practice

492044 _ 0017-0026.indd 24

P

P

F

F

Collecting information; writing a report |

snails

More
beetles
practice

23

P

P

F

F

20/02/14 13:16

More
practice

SC SC

More
phonics

More
practice

More
phonics

Grammar help

This is my (friend).

29/07/13 08:12

Presentation: My family |

This is my (brother). (His) (hair) is (red).

461465 _ 0015-0022.indd 22

29/07/13 08:13

P

P

F

F

SC SC

Morenouns
Singular, plural and uncountable
phonics
There is a frog on a flower.
There isn’t a duck on the pond.
There are some dragonflies over the water.
i-poster
There aren’t any butterflies in the water.
There is some grass around thei-poster
water.
i-flashcards
There isn’t any bamboo under the water.

IWB life.
3 Collect pictures to make six sentences about pond

2

The evidence
Now, there aren’t many …
.
And there isn’t much … .

The facts
The children go to the wetlands

They find out about … .

froglets

swim
fly
move

More
phonics

i-book
IWB

Description of the crime
scene
Moss Wetlands is an important
water park.
There is … and there are
….

3

4

14

to do a … .

25/02/14 16:38

6

i-book

7
... .

8

13

12

Language review |

There isn’t much … . There aren’t many … .

5

In this pond there

GGoo1

Witness
Name: … Age: …

The children think … .
They go home and … .

Making introductions in the classroom |

Thifi ifi m¥ sis†e®.
He® hai® ifi brow>.
He® e¥efi a®æ brow>.

i-flashcards

Moss Town Police

The facts

22

Act out the scene.

IWB

Reflects the structure of the Student’s Book and
provides children with more lesson-by-lesson practice.
The accompanying Audio CD contains all audio
material along with all the songs, chants and stories.

or

More
butterflies
practice frogs

small
big
colourful

These animals fly over the water.
They are very colourful.
Are they … ?
This plant is very big.
It lives around the water.
Is it … ?

There aren’t many … .

i-flashcards

plant
flower
animal
legs
tail

There isn’t any … .

Thifi ifi m¥ da∂.
H”ifi hai® ifi brow>.
H”ifi e¥efi a®æ g®æe>.

Activity Book
Unit 2 Lesson 9

grass
pondweed
They
see … . They
follow … .

around/on/
under/over/
in the water

More
phonics

arrest the men and the next day the
children are in the news.

1.21 Copy the spelling chart. Then, listen and complete.

492044 _ 0017-0026.indd 23

F

SC

8 Ms James calls the police. The police

What do the children think the problem is in the beginning?
ar
er
What is the real problem?
What do they do to solve the problem?
How do they watch the men and collect evidence?
clues
thethe
words.
Then, play a guessing game.
What do2theMake
children
dofor
with
evidence?
What do the police do?
water lilies
tadpoles
dragonflies
ducks
bamboo |
Comprehension

20/02/14 13:16

There isn’t much … .

i-poster

IWB

1
2
3
4
5
6

Moss Town Police

P
4

Yes! And
I know how
we can
stop them!

Are you sure
Oh, yes! Look at
about this?
the evidence.
They’re
They’redraining
draining
the
thewetlands!
wetlands!
Imagine
Imagineyou
youare
area apolice
policeofficer.
officer.
You
Youare
arepreparin
preparin
g gtotowrite
writea acrime
crimereport.
report.
1 Read the story again and answer the questions.

Unit 2 Lesson 8

2
More
practice

3

461465 _ 0015-0022.indd 20

the wetlands. They make a big poster and include
all their photos. The next day, all the visitors are at
the Town Hall to see the projects. Their teacher,
Ms James, is very shocked.

pipe in the water. Suddenly, there’s a loud noise.

492044 _ 0017-0026.indd 17

Talk about your family.
More
phonics

29/07/13 08:12

i-flashcards

20

7 7That night, the children prepare their project on

4 things
On the| second night, they see a big tractor arriving.
| Living
and Non-living
with their friends. Pond
Theylifewatch
all that
There is/are some … . There isn’t/aren’t any …Some
around,men
over, get
on, under.
out of the tractor. They put a large17

More
19
practice

3

i-poster

And we can
take photos.

I can see them with
the binoculars.

More
practice

2

2

1.22 Listen and number the pictures.

They take lots of photos and make notes for their
investigation. Then, they ride home to search on
the Internet. They find an article about Super Parks.

This is a plan to make
the wetlands the
biggest theme park
in the country.

This
Thisisisthe
thebest
best
place
placetotowatch
watch
the
thebuilding.
building.

Around the water

3 The children organise watch teams
night and all the next day.

IWB

But the wetlands are really
important. They stop floods.

I think
need help
On thewe
water
with this problem.

On the water

1

6 The children watch the men for a long time.

This is very
peculiar.

3 Use the picture and your own ideas and

1.15 Listen and say True or False.

2 Make sentence chains.

461465 _ 0015-0022.indd 19

3
Sequencing changes of emotions

Hellø Jaµefi!
I´µ fi>æ thankfi. Thifi ifi m¥
H”o‰ a®æ yo¤? fr^en∂, Jaµefi. H”o‰ a®æ yo¤?

IWBi-flashcards

Unit 2 Lesson 7

The wetlands heroes

path

1

There is
There isn’t
There are
There aren’t

2

Culture

rocks

fish

Unit 2 Lesson 6

1

29/07/13 08:12

i-poster

i-flashcards
i-poster

around
the water

2
Emotions and opinions, Hair colours |

| Phonics: initial sounds Beauty and Grumps

Oral review

bridge

492044 _ 0017-0026.indd 25

11

10

er, ar, or, Uncountable nouns, Animals, Plants

9

25
25/02/14 16:38

SC SC
More
phonics

More
phonics

i-poster

i-flashcards

IWB

i-book

Teacher’s i-book for
the classroom
The Wonder Teacher’s i-book is a fully interactive version
of the Wonder course, which integrates all teaching and
learning materials cross-referenced into one single
format.
• Animated stories
• Culture clips
• Additional IWB activities

• Extra interactive practice
• Interactive Routines
Posters (Levels 1 and 2)
• Vocabulary Game
Generator

www.richmondwonders.net
27

6 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

Young
Achievers

Sarah Fash, Suzanne Harris,
Martyn Hobbs, Julia Starr Keddle

1

1

Young

, a fast-paced grammar
on. This, combined with
he confidence they need.

Young Achievers will challenge and motivate. A blend of skills, a fast-paced grammar
syllabus and phonics provides children with a strong foundation. This, combined with
a cross-curricular and cultural focus, gives primary children all the confidence they need.

xternal exam practice for
give them the tools they

Throughout the course children are presented with integrated external exam practice for
both Trinity GESE and Cambridge Language Assessment to give them the tools they
need for success.
Sarah Fash
Young Achievers aims to provide children with the support they need to achieve all
their language goals.

Teacher’s Audio Material
Posters
Flashcards and
Word cards

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Pop-outs

Teacher’s Resource Book

Stickers

Teacher’s Audio Material

Activity Book + Audio CD

Posters

• Songs and stories from the Student’s
Book included on the Audio CD

Go
Digital!

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Student’s i-book

Young Achievers combines a unique blend
of skills, phonics and fast-paced grammar to
challenge, motivate and provide children with a
strong language foundation. Together with the
course’s cross-curricular and cultural focus, this
unique blend will give primary children all the
tools they need for success.

Book
Sarah Fash

Flashcards and
Word cards

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Interactive Practice:
The Young Achievers
game

Activity Generator

Young

Achievers
Student’s

Young Achievers Student’s Book

Teacher’s Resource Book

Young Achievers Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

2

Book

ey need to achieve all

For the Teacher

2

Achievers
Student’s

Activity Generator

Digital Activity Book

All Richmond digital
materials are available
for you to use
on a VLE
or LMS!
www.richmondyoungachievers.net

514455_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

3

3

Young

Young Achievers will challenge and motivate. A blend of skills, a fast-paced grammar
syllabus and phonics provides children with a strong foundation. This, combined with
a cross-curricular and cultural focus, gives primary children all the confidence they need.

xternal exam practice for
give them the tools they

Throughout the course children are presented with integrated external exam practice for
both Trinity GESE and Cambridge Language Assessment to give them the tools they
need for success.
Suzanne Harris
Young Achievers aims to provide children with the support they need to achieve all
their language goals.

Posters
Flashcards and
Word cards

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Activity Book + Audio CD

Teacher’s Resource Book

• Songs and stories from the Student’s
Book included on the Audio CD

Teacher’s Audio Material

Flashcards and
Word cards

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Student’s i-book

Book

Grammar is treated as a key part of the course, with
a clear focus on production and fluency.

Achievers
Student’s

Vocabulary is introduced using a variety of interesting,
age-appropriate topics. Key vocabulary is also integrated
into grammar and skills practice.
The focus on CLIL and cultural connections helps
to give children a broader learning experience.

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Interactive Practice:
The Young Achievers
game

Activity Generator

Communicative activities throughout each unit give children
ample opportunities to use vocabulary and grammar.

Martyn Hobbs
Julia Starr Keddle

Posters

Go
Digital!

Young

Young Achievers Student’s Book

Teacher’s Audio Material

Young Achievers Student’s Book

Teacher’s Resource Book

4

Book

ey need to achieve all

Teacher’s Book

4

Achievers
Student’s

, a fast-paced grammar
on. This, combined with
he confidence they need.

For the Teacher

14/07/15 13:07

10/07/15 13:18

Activity Generator

Digital Activity Book

Young Achievers aims to provide children with the support
they need to achieve all their language goals.

All Richmond digital
materials are available
for you to use
on a VLE
or LMS!
www.richmondyoungachievers.net

514477_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

5

5

14/07/15 13:08

Young

Young Achievers will challenge and motivate. A blend of skills, a fast-paced grammar
syllabus and phonics provides children with a strong foundation. This, combined with
a cross-curricular and cultural focus, gives primary children all the confidence they need.

xternal exam practice for
give them the tools they

Throughout the course children are presented with integrated external exam practice for
both Trinity GESE and Cambridge Language Assessment to give them the tools they
need for success.
Martyn Hobbs
Young Achievers aims to provide children with the support they need to achieve all
Julia Starr Keddle
their language goals.

Book

ey need to achieve all

Teacher’s Resource Book
Teacher’s Audio Material
Posters
Flashcards and
Word cards

Teacher’s i-book for IWB

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Activity Book + Audio CD

Teacher’s Resource Book

• Songs and stories from the Student’s
Book included on the Audio CD

Teacher’s Audio Material

Martyn Hobbs
Julia Starr Keddle

Flashcards and
Word cards

• Includes Audiovisual material

Student’s i-book
Interactive Practice:
The Young Achievers
game

Activity Generator

Young

Achievers
Student’s
Book

Posters

Go
Digital!

6

Young Achievers Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Young Achievers Student’s Book

For the Teacher

6

Achievers
Student’s

, a fast-paced grammar
on. This, combined with
he confidence they need.

14/07/15 13:10

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Activity Generator

Digital Activity Book

All Richmond digital
materials are available
for you to use
on a VLE
or LMS!
www.richmondyoungachievers.net

514499_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

28

14/07/15 13:12

13/07/15 11:52

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book
Language Reference (3-6)
Activity Book
Pop-outs
Activity Book Audio CD
Student’s i-book
Digital Activity Book
Young Achievers Game
Young Achievers website

Teacher’s Book
Teacher’s Resource Book
Teacher’s Audio
Flashcards and Word cards
Posters
Teacher’s i-book
Activity Generator
Young Achievers website

1

Student’s Book

Unit 2
Lesson 2

1

Listen and number.

1.19

balloonfi

Read and listen.

1.17

I†´fi Geor@æ´fi birthda¥!
Happ¥ birthda¥,
Geor@æ!

1

The Student’s Book is made up of a
Welcome, eight main and three review
units. Each of the main units is divided
into ten lessons plus a two-page unit
review. Throughout each unit, skills and
language practice is fully integrated.

2 Let’s celebrate!
2

Unit 2

Lesson
wis™! 5
MMaa§æ§æ åå wis™!

B”lo≤ ou† t™æ
cand¬efi, Geor@æ!
Le†´fi oπe> p®eßentfi!

3

p®eßentfi

1

A

surprise for

Toda¥ ifi Da∂´fi birthda¥!

5

2

B”ananafi!

Wha† ifi i†?

2 Trace the words.

3

1.18

Listen and number.

3

car∂

balloo>

ca§æ

part¥ ha†

4

P

More
practice

OK

F

Grammar

p®eßen†
More
practice

cand¬æ

P

More
practice

F

It’s a party!

S”urprißæ!!!

SC

Balloons and candles!

1.

More
phonics

Wha† colou® ifi t™æ car∂?

Wha† colou® a®e t™æ part¥ +
hatfi?
®e∂
3. Wha† colou® a®e t™æ balloonfi?
2

2

26

Lesson 2

IWB

¥ello≤

491215 _ 0022-0033.indd 26

Circle true (T) or false (F). Then read and check your answers.

bl¤æ

Tornado
Tornadochasers
chasers by Natalie Spinner
Earth. Wind speeds can be as high as 480 kph.

twice and that it always hits the tallest building. Believe it or

Some tornadoes only last for minutes, but bigger ones can

bl¤æ

=

+

®e∂

=

Mixand
andmake
makenew
newcolours.
colours.
1.1.Mix

1

More
phonics

SC

2

3

1 Look and complete.

i-poster

More
phonics

øø ∫

©

π

3 Act out the story.

å p®eßen†

last for hours and travel over 130 km! They can also do a lot

you have to follow Dr. Cox’s advice.

of damage. In the USA, there are about 1,000 tornadoes every

More
practice

i-flashcards

try to find shelter.

SC

π

å †edd¥ ∫±a® †edd¥ ∫±ar

Unit

2

Paintyour
yourballoon.
balloon.
2.2.Paint

2

1. You must / mustn’t take your mobile phone with you.
i-poster
2. You have to / mustn’t stand still for a long time.
Livia and Marius’s father decided that the new boy,
Flann, should help their old cook, Salvia, in
IWBthe
5. You must /kitchen.
mustn’tFlann
checkloved
on neighbours.
the old cook. And he loved the
food
shefood
prepared!
6. You have todelicious
/ mustn’t
take
and water with you.

4

eat heavy food

weather was always changing, but it was green all
year round, and the air smelled like honey. But one

prisoner. They travelled south, and finally Petronius

5 Make a safety poster
for him
extreme
hot weather.
bought
in a slave
market.

‘That
P was the worst day of my life,’ Flann said.
‘Petronius is an evil man.’

More
practice

More
phonics

anticlockwise direction.

clockwise direction!

Unit

Listen and classify Alexa’s advice.

2

A grumpy servant opened the door.

scared because he never wanted to be a slave again.
He couldn’t believe the family really cared about
him. So he decided to leave and look after himself. At
least that way he could be free.
practice
practice
‘But Flann,
we never want
to lose you,’ P
said Livia.

More

The weeks passed. Livia and Marius felt sad. Salvia
felt lonely. Every time Livia saw Petronius, she felt
embarrassed about her big mistake.

More

i-poster

‘You’re our friend,’ said Marius.

23

More
practice

F

i-flashcards
Three

days later, the whole family travelled back to
31/01/14 11:12
their house in Rome. During the journey, Salvia held
SC stop
Flann’s hand the whole time! Flann couldn’t
smiling, he was going to his new home!

One morning near the end of summer, Livia and
Marius left the villa while it was still cool. Salvia had IWB
made them lunch, which Livia carried in a bag.

More
phonics

They walked a long way to a beautiful lake
surrounded by tall trees.

More
practice

2

1.16

2

SC

More
phonics

More
phonics

i-poster

Achieve!

Lesson 9

Read and listen to the story.

Read and answer the questions.

1

1

C L I L2

note
what
the numbers refer to.
i-poster
1. What did Livia, Marius andRead
Flannand
do in
the
afternoons?
2. What is Flann’s homeland
like?
1,500

1,250

65 million

Volcanoes are exciting, but they are also
destructive and uncontrollable - they shape
our planet and affect our lives. There are about
1,500 active volcanoes in the world, and many
of them are under the sea. Ninety percent of
the world’s volcanoes are situated in the Ring
of Fire on the edges of the Pacific Ocean (see
map below), and 500 million people live within
the danger zone of a volcano.

36,000

26

IWB

514488 _ 0022-0033.indd 26

Record breakers
Indonesia has 130 active volcanoes and has
had some terrible disasters. The biggest one
was the eruption of Mount Tambora in 1815,
which killed more than 90,000 people. In 1883,
Mount Krakatoa erupted. The island it was on
was uninhabited, but the eruption still killed
36,000 people because, when the volcano
collapsed, huge tsunamis hit nearby islands. The
worst volcanic disaster in the 20th century was
the eruption of Mount Pelée on the Caribbean
Island of Martinique in 1902. Hot gases and
mudslides killed over 30,000 people.

Read and listen to the story.

T he wettest place

1. Marius decided to go to Petronius’s villa.

500 million

90,000

130

on Earth

3. Flann had left some food in his room.

1

1.23

More
phonics

15

500
rainy

5. Livia held Flann’s hand the whole way back to Rome.

care
rivers

clouds
roots

i-poster

More
practice

More
practice

is

rivers which during the (3)

27

P

IWB
F

28/01/14 08:11

the wettest place in the world. Much of the rain falls during
the (2)

i-flashcards

grow India natural
stronger summer

Cherrapunji, in Meghalaya, (1)
27

2

Lesson 10

Culture

Read and complete. Then listen and check.

4. Flann left because he was unhappy.

Killer volcanoes

It is impossible to melt rock, isn’t it? Not really!
Volcanic lava is molten rock, and its temperature
can reach 1,250°C. So lava starts fires as it
flows over homes and land. Burning ash from
514488
_ 0022-0033.indd
volcanoes also covers fields and
kills crops,
and
28/01/14
08:11
huge clouds of ash block the sunlight. Volcanic
gases are poisonous and can kill people and
animals. In 1986 in Cameroon, Africa, carbon
dioxide from Lake Nyos, a volcanic crater,
killed 1,700 people and 3,500 animals. Some
scientists even believe that 65 million years ago
toxic volcanic gas caused the extinction of the
dinosaurs!

Unit

IWB

Read, underline the mistakes and correct the sentences.
2. Petronius’s servant screamed loudly.

3. What was the worst day of Flann’s life? Why?
i-flashcards
4. Where do you think Flann has gone? Living with volcanoes

1.17

P
F

More
phonics

i-flashcards

Unit

1

.

30

31

491215 _ 0022-0033.indd 30

27/11/13 10:31

491215 _ 0022-0033.indd 31

27/11/13 10:31

Flann tried
to explain.
On the
day he disappeared, he
You mustn’t
exceed
the speed
limit.
More
Moredon’t
wokehave
up to
thechase
sound
of hunters with dogs. He was
We
to
tornadoes.
phonics
phonics

‘You must apologise to our good neighbour,’ Crispus
said. ‘Salvia
has discovered
that food
is missing from
Write questions
and interview
a tornado
chaser.
the kitchen again and your brother found a note in
the boy’s room. The note says goodbye.’

i-flashcards

IWB

.

‘What happened, Flann? Why did you leave?’
Grammar
SC

Petronius woke up!

Petronius put Livia in a wagon and drove her home.

SC
More
phonics

i-poster

.

asked a lot of questions.F

‘Well, I’m going to wake him up.’ Livia took a deep

You don’t have to use expensive equipment.

F

More
phonics

I†ªfi å

wear
a helmet
Marius
were very happy to see him again. They

Write Natalie’s breath
notes. and screamed as loud as she could until

P

2.

†edd¥ ∫±arfi

More
More They found
Flann sitting
P in a small cave. Livia and
practice
practice

(mustn’t)
‘My master’s sleeping. He’s a very
important man. He
doesn’t talk to silly little girls.’

28/01/14 08:11 514488 _ 0022-0033.indd 23

T™eyª®æ

‘Come on,’ she said. ‘Let’s follow them.’

‘I want to speak to Petronius,’ Obligatory
Livia said.

3

1.

3.

Livia pointed at footprints in the earth. Human
drive a special vehicle
footprints!

chase them by yourself

4

‘What if it wasn’t a dream?’ asked Livia. ‘I think
Petronius has captured Flann.’

More
practice

As soon as they arrived, they dropped their things,
took off their sandals and jumped into the clear water.

‘What
doclose
you want?’ he asked.
get too

drink plenty of fluids

SC

exceed the speed limit

‘That doesn’t make sense,’ said Marius. ‘Petronius

‘But that was a dream!’ said Marius.

Describeyour
yourballoon.
balloon.
4.4.Describe

M”¥ balloo> ifi
¥ello≤, oran@æ
an∂ bl¤æ.

After they had dried themselves in the sun, they ran
Livia knew she was right. Flann
was /adon’t
prisoner, and
(doesn’t
back to have their lunch. But the bag was gone!
be tornado season she had to rescue him! So she went to Petronius’s villa
be impatient
have to)
and rang the bell.
for a tornado to occur
‘Somebody has taken our food,’ said Marius.

She told Marius about the noises she heard when she
was asleep.

More
practice

F
514488 _ 0022-0033.indd 22

South of the equator,
they rotate in a

use expensive
equipment
sold him
to Dad. He got a lot ofOptional
money for him.’

Youday,
have
to use
lots ofhis
sun
cream!
And
pirates
attacked
village
and took Flann as
a you mustn't eat heavy food!

22

1.13

Part 2
One long, hot afternoon, after playing for a few hours in the
garden, Livia, Marius and Flann fell asleep in the shade of
an olive tree. Livia had a strange dream. She heard men’s
voices. Then she heard people running and a boy call out.
When she woke up, her heart was beating fast.

Flann didn’t have to work in the afternoon, so he
spent time in the garden with Livia and Marius. They
‘Marius!’ Livia said loudly. ‘Flann is gone!’
all loved pretending to be gladiators and climbing
‘He has probably gone back to the villa,’ said Marius.
trees. They also liked sitting in the shade and talking.
But when they arrived home, Flann wasn’t in the
Brainstorm Flann
and talk
about safety measures for extreme hot weather.
told them about his past. At first, his Latin was
kitchen. They went to his room, but he wasn’t there
not
very good, but Livia helped
him.
Flann told
them
close shutters and
blinds
do lots
of exercise
outside
use
sun cream
either. Flann was
missing!
that he was born on a distant island in the middle
‘I think something terrible has happened,’ said Livia.
of the sea. It was a wild, rocky place where the

go out between 11 am and 3 pm

More
practice

2 Look and write.
Attachaapiece
pieceofofstring.
string.
3.3.Attach

In the Northern Hemisphere,
tornadoes rotate in an

Lesson 6

Lesson 5

4. You must / mustn’t travel if you can avoid it.

ball

4

IWB

Interesting tornado fact!

SC

You must try to find shelter. You have to
MoreYou mustn’t stand here.
More your phone.
take
phonics
phonics

3. You have to / mustn’t wear layers of warm clothing.i-flashcards

More
phonics

å bal¬

i-poster

we want to understand them better. It’s exciting, too!’

F

Grammar

3 Read the safety advice and circle.

More
phonics

3

said, ‘We don’t have to chase tornadoes, but we do it because

P

More
practice

use taps and sinks.

Listen and check your answers.

P

07/11/13 14:42

some people look for them and then chase them! Why do they

unplug electrical appliances.

More
practice

lie flat on the ground.
1.12

IWB
More
practice

do it? I spoke to professional storm chaser Alexa Wilson. She

use the phone.

play golf or go boating.

2

2
27

F

IWB

491215 _ 0022-0033.indd 27

year, and they kill an average of 60 people. That is scary. But
If you’re inside...

i-flashcards
p®eßentfi

©

1

i-poster

@@

4

i-flashcards

not, these ideas are simply not true. If you want to be safe,

If you’re outside...

More
phonics

Unit 2
Lesson 10
Culture

Birthday surprises

More
practice

07/11/13 14:42

2 Pop out and make a birthday balloon.

Tornadoes are fast, dangerous and the most violent storms on

People often say that lightning never strikes the same place

pin§.
purp¬æ
.
=
g®æe>.

More
practice

14/05/15 15:49

3

T/F
T/F

1. Tornadoes only last for a few minutes.
2. The wind inside a tornado always moves in the same direction.

+

¥ello≤

Happ¥ birthda¥, Da∂!

1 231.23 Read andPlisten.
2 LookCand
L I Lcomplete.
F

A

1

Unit

i-flashcards

Radio Show: Thunder and Lightning Safety!

More
phonics

P

SC

O>æ, twø, th®ææ...

And lots of presents, just for you!

T™e¥´®æ g®æe>

i-poster

1

More
practice

F

IWB

an∂ ¥ello≤. Unit 2
1 1.22 Read and listen. Lesson 9
chieve!
2 Trace and complete.
I†´fi T™e¥´®æ
1 Look and complete the words.
2.

Wild weather

More
practice

O™ nø!

07/11/13 14:42

More
phonics

2

8

7

It’s a party! Hip-hip-hooray!i-poster

491215 _ 0022-0033.indd 23
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Lesson 1

Goo∂ i∂eå!
Da∂´fi hoµæ!

SC

It’s a cake.
More
More
They’re
phonics
phonics balloons.
They’re = They are

i-flashcards
Let’s celebrate this special day.

22

1 Read and tick (4 = do this) or cross (8 = don’t do this).

Le†´fi ma§æ soµæ cardfi.

6

ca§æ
More
practice

Le†´fi havæ å part¥!
2 Point and say.
Le†´fi ∂ecora†æ!3 Wha†1.20 colou®
a®æ t™æ part¥ hatfiListen
? and chant.Wæ >æe∂ å p®eßen†.

Party hats, too!

Unit

Le†´fi ma§æ å p®eßen†.

Thankfi, M”uµ!
party ha†

B”ananafi!

4

Unit 2
Lesson 6

cand¬efi

Dad
Da∂ lo√±fi chocola†æ ca§æ.

PRIMARY

Unit
Lesson 1

SC

monsoon. There are many
More
phonics
season

Activity Book
Provides further lesson-by-lesson practice of the
Student’s Book content. Extra listening practice is
included on the Activity Book Audio CD, along
with all songs, chants and stories. Levels 1-3 contain
a handy Picture Dictionary, while in levels 4-6,
there is a Word reference.

More
phonics

grow fast and dangerous.

The villagers of Meghalaya
have found a (4)
i-poster
Not all bad

solution for when they have to cross a river. They do not build bridges,

Volcanic ash is very fertile and good for growing
plants and vegetables. In Indonesia, people grow
rice near volcanoes, and, in Italy, they grow
grapes. Volcanic rocks, such as basalt and granite,
are useful building materials, and sulphur is used
in manufacturing. In Iceland, people get heat and
power from volcanic activity. Volcanoes are also
popular with tourists: Kilauea in Hawaii, Mount
Fuji in Japan and Vesuvius in Italy are some of the
world’s most-visited volcanoes.

i-flashcards

they (5)

them!

There is a whole network
IWB of living bridges in the area. They are made from
of a tree. Some of the bridges are over

the (6)

years old. One special root bridge has got

(7)

two floors; it’s a double-decker bridge!

The people of the area (8)

for the bridges and so each

one should live and grow for many generations to come. The bridges become
over time as the roots grow. The villagers also

(9)

plant trees and create new bridges when and where they need them, though it
can take about (10)

years until they can use them.

So when the rain falls in Meghalaya - which means ‘The home of
(11)

, in Hindi - and the (12)

grow wild, the people can still move safely around the area.

2
30

Compare your ideas with a classmate. Then choose six words to test your classmates.

2

With a classmate, research and write facts about the driest place on Earth.

Achieve more! page 113
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Teacher’s i-book for
the classroom
The Young Achievers Teacher’s i-book is a fully interactive
version of the Young Achievers course, which integrates all
teaching and learning materials cross-referenced
into one single format.
• Animated stories
• Culture clips
• Additional IWB activities

• Extra interactive practice
• Interactive Routines
Posters (Levels 1 and 2)
• Vocabulary Game
Generator

www.richmondyoungachievers.net
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6 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

Lighthouse
Brendan Dunne, Robin Newton, Michael Downie,
David Gray, Juan Manuel Jiménez
PRIMARY

Lighthouse is a six-level series that aims
to guide primary students successfully
along their English language journey.
It seamlessly integrates contemporary
language teaching practices with
traditional classroom techniques and
helps students acquire the four key skills
so that they can use their English with
confidence.

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

For centuries, lighthouses have guided ships in their travels and they continue to
series aims
light the way in our modern world. Similarly, the six-level
to guide primary students through the sometimes-rough seas of their adventure in
learning English. It seamlessly integrates modern language teaching practices with
traditional classroom needs, helping students successfully navigate through reading,
writing, listening, speaking and grammar, to be able to use English in real life.

nue to
s aims
ure in
with
eading,

Special features:
Combines a structural grammatical-based program with a functional syllabus to
promote communicative language use across the four skill areas.
Provides ample opportunity for students to understand and use the language at
their own pace.
Offers frequent pair and group work activities to build students’ confidence and
independence.
Includes an easy-to-follow self-evaluation for students at the end of each unit.
Offers a variety of dynamic materials and activities, including songs, chants,
stickers, games and craft projects. Even the homework is fun!
Promotes universal values and celebrates cultural differences through a variety
of colourful, in-class craft activities.

abus to

ge at

ce and

unit.
nts,

variety

Student’s Book 2

Student’s Book 1

Components:
Student’s Book
Student’s CD
Activity Book
Teacher’s Book
Class CDs
Teacher’s Resource Book
Posters with word cards
DVD
i-solutions pack

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

Brendan Dunne • Robin Newton

Brendan Dunne • Robin Newton

Richmond Readers

Richmond Readers

www.richmondelt.com
cianallomagentanegro
13/01/11 21:28

282578_C.indd 1

08/02/11 20:38

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

ntinue to
eries aims
enture in
ces with
h reading,
fe.

Structural, grammar-based programme
combined with a functional syllabus.

For centuries, lighthouses have guided ships in their travels and they continue to
series aims
light the way in our modern world. Similarly, the six-level
to guide primary students through the sometimes-rough seas of their adventure in
learning English. It seamlessly integrates modern language teaching practices with
traditional classroom needs, helping students successfully navigate through reading,
writing, listening, speaking and grammar, to be able to use English in real life.
Special features:
Combines a structural grammatical-based programme with a functional
syllabus to promote communicative language use across the four skill areas.
Provides ample opportunity for students to understand and use the language at
their own pace.
Offers frequent pair and group work activities to build students’ confidence and
independence.
Includes an easy-to-follow self-evaluation for students at the end of each unit.
Offers a variety of dynamic materials and activities, including songs, chants,
stickers, games and craft projects. Even the homework is fun!
Promotes universal values and celebrates cultural differences through a variety
of colourful, in-class craft activities.

syllabus to

uage at

dence and

ach unit.
hants,
a variety

Frequent pair and group-work activities.
Easy to follow self-evaluation for students at
the end of each unit.

Student’s Book 4

Student’s Book 3

Components:
Student’s Book
Student’s CD
Activity Book
Teacher’s Book
Teacher’s Resource Book
Class CD
Posters with word cards
DVD
i-solutions pack

Student’s Book

Student’s Book
Brendan Dunne • Robin Newton

Richmond Readers

Variety of dynamic materials and activities,
including songs, chants, stickers, games and
craft projects to introduce students to universal
values and cultural differences.

Michael Downie • David Gray • Juan Manuel Jiménez
Richmond Readers

www.richmondelt.com

304864_C.indd 4

13/04/11 18:55

13/01/11 21:30

PRIMARY

For the Student

For centuries, lighthouses have guided ships in their travels and they continue to
series aims
light the way in our modern world. Similarly, the six-level
to guide primary students through the sometimes-rough seas of their adventure in
learning English. It seamlessly integrates modern language teaching practices with
traditional classroom needs, helping students successfully navigate through reading,
writing, listening, speaking and grammar, to be able to use English in real life.

tinue to
ries aims
nture in
ces with
h reading,
e.

Student’s Book
Student’s Audio
Stickers
Activity Book

Special features:
Combines a structural grammatical-based programme with a functional
syllabus to promote communicative language use across the four skill areas.
Provides ample opportunity for students to understand and use the language at
their own pace.
Offers frequent pair and group work activities to build students’ confidence and
independence.
Includes an easy-to-follow self-evaluation for students at the end of each unit.
Offers a variety of dynamic materials and activities, including songs, chants,
stickers, games and craft projects. Even the homework is fun!
Promotes universal values and celebrates cultural differences through a variety
of colourful, in-class craft activities.

yllabus to

age at

ence and

ch unit.
ants,

a variety

Student’s Book 6

Student’s Book 5

Components:
Student’s Book
Student’s CD
Activity Book
Teacher’s Book
Teacher’s Resource Book
Class CDs
Posters with word cards
DVD
i-solutions pack

For the Teacher
Teacher’s Resource Book
Class Audio CD
Posters
DVD
Teacher’s i-solutions

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

Michael Downie • David Gray • Juan Manuel Jiménez
Richmond Readers

Michael Downie • David Gray • Juan Manuel Jiménez
Richmond Readers

www.richmondelt.com

304886_C.indd 4

19/05/11 19:34
13/01/11 21:30

30

Guided activities for developing writing skills.
Picture dictionary for all new vocabulary.

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

Support for Teachers
Teacher’s i-solutions Pack for the classroom

Integrated print materials

Teacher’s i-book

Digital versions of
the Student’s Book,
Teacher’s Book,
Activity Book and
Resource Book are all
easily accessed and
cross-referenced.
IWB Activities

DVD Lighthouse
The Lighthouse DVD contains
a range of videos exploring
culture and concepts from
the English speaking world,
plus an animated version of
one of Richmond’s fantastic
reading books.

An entertaining
animated story
containing
vocabulary
appropriate for
each level.

PRIMARY

Digital Teaching

Interactive activities

Fun, interactive
groupwork activities to
really engage students.

“Real Kids”
sections show
native speakers in
authentic situations
which can be
watched with or
without subtitles.
Worksheets and
suggestions for
working with
the DVD in class
are available
in the Teacher’s
Resource Book.

www. .net
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6 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

High
Achievers

Martyn Hobbs, Julia Starr Keddle,
Claire Thacker, Jane Revell, Ken Wilson

A2

A2+

High

Achievers

A2

have high ambitions for their

A2+

High Achievers is an engaging course aimed at confident students who have high ambitions for their
English and enjoy being challenged in every area of language learning.

tudents to progress through
succeed in Cambridge

High Achievers thoroughly develops the language and skills required for students to progress through
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, and succeed in Cambridge
Language Assessment.

d become High Achievers!

Student’s
Book

Student’s
Book

With this course, all students can reach their highest potential and become High Achievers!

For the Teacher

For the Student

Teacher’s Book

Student’s Book

• Interleaved Student’s Book

• A focus on natural spoken
language and contemporary
and idiomatic expressions

• Unit overview for quick lesson plans

Teacher’s Resource Book
• Tests at two levels for every unit, plus
end-of-term and end-of-year tests
• Vocabulary and Grammar worksheets
at two levels
• Speaking worksheets for extra fun,
communicative activities
• Festivals worksheets to provide an extra
focus on English-speaking
culture worldwide

Teacher’s Audio Material

• Unique Challenge lessons with
an ambitious extended
speaking task
• Fast finisher activities
to keep challenging the
strongest students
• Cambridge Exam task types
integrated naturally into
the content

For the Teacher
Carolyn Barraclough
Teacher’s Book
Workbook
• Interleaved Student’s Book
• Whole page of practice for each
Martyn Hobbs
Student’s Book page
• Unit overview for quick lesson plans
Julia Starr Keddle
• Key language extended in various
• Complete teaching notes, transcripts
new vocabulary sections in each unit

and answer keys for the student’s
material

• Communication skills reinforcement
with listening and speaking activities

• Key competences

• Additional Audiovisual material
sections

Teacher’s Resource Book

• Workbook audio

• Tests at two levels for every unit, plus
end-of-term and end-of-year tests
• Vocabulary and Grammar worksheets
at two levels

• Audiovisual material to open
the door to English-speaking
culture worldwide

• Speaking worksheets for extra fun,
communicative activities
• Festivals worksheets to provide an extra
focus on English-speaking
culture worldwide

Teacher’s Audio Material

Go
Digital!

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Student’s i-book

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Interactive Practice:
The High Achievers game

Worksheet Generator

Martyn Hobbs
Julia Starr Keddle

High Achievers Student’s Book

• Key competences

High Achievers Student’s Book

• Complete teaching notes, transcripts
and answer keys for the student’s
material

High Achievers is an engaging course
aimed at confident teenage students
who have high ambitions for their English
and who enjoy being challenged in every
area of language learning. High Achievers
thoroughly develops the language and skills
required for students to progress through
the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages and succeed
in Cambridge Language Assessments.

High

Achievers

Worksheet Generator

eWorkbook

CEF
A1

CEF
A2

B1

B2

All Richmond digital
materials are available
for you to use
on a VLE
or LMS!

C1

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

www.richmondhighachievers.net

02/02/15 13:25
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B1

B1

06/02/14 17:24

B1+

High

Achievers

B1+

High Achievers is an engaging course aimed at confident students who have high ambitions for their
English and enjoy being challenged in every area of language learning.

have high ambitions for their

tudents to progress through
succeed in Cambridge

High Achievers thoroughly develops the language and skills required for students to progress through
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, and succeed in Cambridge
Language Assessment.

d become High Achievers!

Student’s
Book

For the Student

Teacher’s Book

Student’s Book

• Interleaved Student’s Book

• A focus on natural spoken
language and contemporary
and idiomatic expressions

• Unit overview for quick lesson plans

Teacher’s Resource Book
• Tests at two levels for every unit, plus
end-of-term and end-of-year tests
• Vocabulary and Grammar worksheets
at two levels
• Speaking worksheets for extra fun,
communicative activities
• Festivals worksheets to provide an extra
focus on English-speaking
culture worldwide

Teacher’s Audio Material

• Unique Challenge lessons with
an ambitious extended
speaking task
• Fast finisher activities
to keep challenging the
strongest students
• Cambridge Exam task types
integrated naturally into
the content

For the Teacher
Martyn Hobbs
Teacher’s Book
Workbook
• Interleaved Student’s Book
• Whole page of practice for each
Julia Starr Keddle
Student’s Book page
• Communication skills reinforcement
with listening and speaking activities
• Additional Audiovisual material
sections
• Workbook audio

• Complete teaching notes, transcripts
and answer keys for the student’s
material
• Key competences

Teacher’s Resource Book
• Tests at two levels for every unit, plus
end-of-term and end-of-year tests
• Vocabulary and Grammar worksheets
at two levels

• Audiovisual material to open
the door to English-speaking
culture worldwide

• Speaking worksheets for extra fun,
communicative activities
• Festivals worksheets to provide an extra
focus on English-speaking
culture worldwide

Teacher’s Audio Material

Go
Digital!

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Student’s i-book

Unique Challenge lessons offer regular opportunities for
multi-skill interaction.
Challenging and ambitious vocabulary and grammar
syllabus with animated presentations.

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Interactive Practice:
The High Achievers game

Worksheet Generator

Varied and lengthy reading texts with challenging
comprehension activities.

Martyn Hobbs
Julia Starr Keddle
Claire Thacker

• Unit overview for quick lesson plans

• Key language extended in various
new vocabulary sections in each unit

High Achievers Student’s Book

• Key competences

High Achievers Student’s Book

• Complete teaching notes, transcripts
and answer keys for the student’s
material

Achievers

Student’s
Book

With this course, all students can reach their highest potential and become High Achievers!

For the Teacher

High

Worksheet Generator

eWorkbook

CEF
A1

CEF
A2

B1

B2

All Richmond digital
materials are available
for you to use
on a VLE
or LMS!

C1

ISBN 978-84-668-1672-4

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

www.richmondhighachievers.net

9 788466 816724

20/12/13 13:47
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B2

High

Achievers

B2

o have high ambitions for their

27/10/14 13:16

B2+

B2+

High Achievers is an engaging course aimed at confident students who have high ambitions for their
English and enjoy being challenged in every area of language learning.

students to progress through
succeed in Cambridge

High Achievers thoroughly develops the language and skills required for students to progress through
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, and succeed in Cambridge
Language Assessment.

d become High Achievers!

Student’s
Book

For the Student

Teacher’s Book

Student’s Book

Workbook

• Interleaved Student’s Book

• A focus on natural spoken
language and contemporary
and idiomatic expressions

• Whole page of practice for each
Ken
Student’s Book page

• Unit overview for quick lesson plans

Teacher’s Resource Book
• Tests at two levels for every unit, plus
end-of-term and end-of-year tests
• Vocabulary and Grammar worksheets
at two levels
• Speaking worksheets for extra fun,
communicative activities
• Festivals worksheets to provide an extra
focus on English-speaking
culture worldwide

Teacher’s Audio Material

• Unique Challenge lessons with
an ambitious extended
speaking task
• Fast finisher activities
to keep challenging the
strongest students
• Cambridge Exam task types
integrated naturally into
the content

• Includes Audiovisual material

• Communication skills reinforcement
with listening and speaking activities
• Additional Audiovisual material
sections
• Workbook audio

• Key competences

Teacher’s Resource Book
• Tests at two levels for every unit, plus
end-of-term and end-of-year tests

• Speaking worksheets for extra fun,
communicative activities
• Festivals worksheets to provide an extra
focus on English-speaking
culture worldwide

Teacher’s Audio Material

Student’s i-book

Teacher’s i-book for IWB
• Includes Audiovisual material

Interactive Practice:
The High Achievers game

Worksheet Generator

Leanne Gray
Ken Wilson

• Unit overview for quick lesson plans
• Complete teaching notes, transcripts
and answer keys for the student’s
material

• Vocabulary and Grammar worksheets
at two levels

• Audiovisual material to open
the door to English-speaking
culture worldwide

Go
Digital!

Teacher’s i-book for IWB

For the Teacher
Jane Revell Teacher’s Book
Wilson • Interleaved Student’s Book

• Key language extended in various
new vocabulary sections in each unit

High Achievers Student’s Book

• Key competences

High Achievers Student’s Book

• Complete teaching notes, transcripts
and answer keys for the student’s
material

A wide range of flexible and multi-device digital
resources for both teachers and students.

Achievers

Student’s
Book

With this course, all students can reach their highest potential and become High Achievers!

For the Teacher

High

Worksheet Generator

eWorkbook

CEF
A1

CEF
A2

B1

B2

C1

All Richmond digital
materials are available
for you to use
on a VLE
or LMS!

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

www.richmondhighachievers.net

760203_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1
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30/03/15 09:29

Interaction lessons which promote student autonomy
and encourage speaking skills in a variety of everyday
situations.

03/02/16 12:17

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book
Workbook
Student’s i-book
High Achievers Game
eWorkbook
High Achievers website

Teacher’s Book
Teacher’s Resource Book
Teacher’s Audio Material
Teacher’s i-book
Worksheet Generator
High Achievers website

Student’s Book

1

Grammar
simple
| Adverbs
ofof
frequency
Grammar Present
Present
simple
| Adverbs
frequency
can
/ can’t
can
/ can’t
Vocabulary
| Everyday
activities
VocabularyFamily
Family
| Everyday
activities
Challenge
out
what
you’ve
got
inin
common
Challenge Find
Find
out
what
you’ve
got
common
Interaction
new
people
InteractionMeeting
Meeting
new
people
Writing
description
Writing A personal
A personal
description

VOCABULARY
4 4 Read
Readthe
theprofile
profileagain
againand
anddecide
decideififthe
thesentences
sentences

1

33

Read
the
profile
and
Read
the
profile
andmake
makenotes
notesabout
aboutJacob.
Jacob.

I’ve got … I like … I play … I’m interested in …
I’m good at …

2

Name
Name

Tell your partner your sentences. What have you
got in common?
I’m good at tennis.

Pets
Pets

City
City

Home
Home

Family
Family

Friends

WORD
WORD
ZONE
ZONE

Messages

Privacy settings

66

My profile by Jacob Rossi

1 Helen’s husband
2 Max’s nephew
3 Flora’s son
4 William’s grandsons

1

VOCABULARY

We live in Hollywood Park.
Do you live in an apartment?

Yes,
have.
I’ve got a sister. I’m the youngest.
● What time do people get
upIin
the UK?
Where
do your
parents
work?
● What time do they have
dinner?
What
do they
eat?
both work in the business district in an office.
● What do they do in the They
evening?
● What sports do they do?
Have you got a pet?
● Where do they go on holiday?
Yes, I’ve got a dog called Jackson. He’s crazy. He likes cats!

1 1 What
Tobias
Anni
Tobias
Anni
Whattime
timedodothe
theSmiths
Smithshave
havedinner?
dinner?
They
2…
Theyhave
havedinner
dinneratat5.54pm.
5.54pm.
2…
country
country 1 …1 …
2 2 What
Whatdodothey
theyeat
eatononWednesday?
Wednesday?
3…
4…
3…
4…
age
age
3 3 How
Howmuch
muchfood
fooddodothey
theythrow
throwaway?
away?
6…
6…
family
family 5 …5 …
4 4 What
Whattime
timedodothey
theygogototobed?
bed?
7…
8 8
7…
city
city
5 5 How
Emily
online
Howlong
longdodoJack
Jackand
and
Emilyspend
spend
onlinea aday?
day? ……
6 6Where
Wheredodothey
theygogoononholiday?
holiday?
7 7 What
the
Smiths?
Whatisisunusual
unusual
about
the
Smiths?
7 about
Write
sentences
about
Tobias
7 Write sentences about Tobiasand
andAnni.
Anni.

Our house

Do you play a musical instrument?
Yes, I do. I play the drums. My parents hate it!
I like going to the Millennium Park in the heart of the city.

profile.
profile. 1 1
three
have
threetimes
timesa aweek
week
havedinner
dinnertogether
together
Where
dodoyou
Where
youlive?
live?
2…
I live
2…
I liveininAlicante.
Alicante.
eat
eatSpaghetti
SpaghettiBolognaise
Bolognaise
3…
3…
gogoout
outasasa afamily
family

1

● What can you see on the covers?
● Who wrote them?
● What do you think they are about?
READING
● Have you read any of them in your language?

1

22

Read
Readthe
thewebsite
websitequickly
quicklyand
andnote
noteininwhich
whichbooks
books
you
youcan
canfind
findthe
thefollowing
followingcharacters:
characters:
Estella
Estella Holden
Holden Lily
Lily Phoebe
Phoebe Pip
Pip Rosaleen
Rosaleen

Read the Study Skill. Then look at the photos in
Melissa’s blog and answer the questions.
● What do you think Melissa has written about?
● What has happened in her life?

2

Quickly read the blog and see if your ideas were right.

My crazy life

The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger

1

by Melissa

Published in 1951, this is still the greatest coming-of-age novel ever written. The main
character is Holden Caulfield. Like most 17-year-olds (including me), he doesn’t know
thisBut
blog
forthing
threeis years
nowwants
and to
I’veavoid
noticed
that I’m
getting
what to do I’ve
withhad
his life.
one
clear. He
anything
‘phony’
or a lot more views these
days. Thank
I’veallalso
that a he
lot sees
of my
new followers
don’t know very much about
fake. He doesn’t
want toyou!
be like
therealized
phony people
around
him. The only
me. So
I’ve and
decided
to introduce
myselfsister
againPhoebe.
to the new guys and update my old friends.
person he really
loves
can talk
to is his younger
Salinger didn’t
a film
of his
novelblog
to be
made.
Even so,
Theallow
theme
of this
week’s
is…
All about
me!The Catcher in the Rye
has sold 65 million copies around the world! This book can change the way you look
Grammar
at the world.

1

mean, I 7 … them all, and loads of them are in black and white, but
they make a change from all those action movies and romcoms.

something
somethingyou
youhave
havetotododoand
andhave
havealready
alreadydone
done

2 Write questions to ask another person. How long ... ?
How long have you lived in your present home?
● own your mobile phone
● be able to use a computer
● know your best friend

3 Answer the questions in exercise 2. Write three answers
with for and three with since.

14

More
practice

77

Say
Sayyour
yoursentences
sentencestotoyour
yourpartner.
partner.Ask
Askquestions
questions
and
andtry
trytotoguess
guessthe
thefalse
falsesentence.
sentence.
I’ve
I’vespoken
spokentotoAndy
AndyMurray.
Murray.

13

Story summary
(max 25 words)

the story / plot
the descriptions

More
More
practice
practice

the language and style

1 1 They’ve
They’vebeen
beenininBerlin
Berlinfor
forover
overtwo
twoyears.
years.
2 2 Have
Haveyou
youever
everbroken
brokenananexpensive
expensivevase?
vase?
3 3 Victoria
VictoriaBeckham’s
Beckham’sbiography
biographywas
wasvery
veryboring.
boring.

your overall opinion

100%

3 How well do you know your partner? Write five
sentences about him/her including an adverb of
frequency.
Carla always eats paella on Friday.

4

Tell your partner your ideas. Are you correct?
Carla, you always eat
paella on Friday.

article.
article.

... a shower

family.

parents

... the housework

9

... dinner
My aunt Amelia
lives in …
10
... to the cinema

visit relatives13
5

... dressed
... your homework

Ask11and
answer questions about your family.
... breakfast
12

... sport
How many
cousins have you got?
13
... to school
Have you got any great-grandparents?

That isn’t true! I sometimes eat
other things on Friday.

428893 _ 0008-0017.indd 9
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| can / can’t

More
practice

9

1

19/11/13 09:55

Phrasal
Phrasalverbs
verbs(1)(1)

Grammar
presentation

Find out what you’ve got in common

WORD
WORD Phasal
Phasalverbs
verbsconsist
consistofofa averb
verband
anda a
ZONE
ZONE preposition. They are very common in English.

preposition. They are very common in English.
1 1 get
3 3 t...t...a...
getupup
PREPARATION
a...
DO THE CHALLENGE
4 4 g...g...o...
o...
1 Look at the topics below and write five words or
2 Copy the questionnaire and complete questions 2–8. Be
expressions connected with each topic.
imaginative! Use the words and topics in exercise 1 to
POSSIBILITY
You
can
buy
stamps
inin
this
shop.
POSSIBILITY
You
can
buy
this
shop.
6
Make
notes
about
6stamps
Make
notes
abouta atypical
typicalfamily
familyininyour
yourregion.
region.
help you. Then write answers for you.
can
++
infinitive
without
to.to.
Use
can
infinitive
without
Use
9 Write eight sentences to describe a typical day in your
gets
up
at
...
popular
evening
activities
gets
up
at
...
popular
evening
activities
HeHe
can
swim.
brush
your
teeth
can swim.
home.
wake up
I can’t
(cannot)
swim.
I can’t
(cannot)
swim.
MY LIFE QUESTIONNAIRE
Me Name Name
1
2
typical
typical
We everyday
get up at six o’clock.
typicalbreakfast
breakfast
typicaldinner
dinner
Can you swim?

2 2 w...
w...u...
u...
We
use
can
toto
talk
about
ability
and
possibility.
We
use
can
talk
about
ability
and
possibility.
ABILITY
play
football.
ABILITYI can
I can
play
football.

Can you swim?

activities

gomy
tosister
school
I have breakfast with
and my mum.
What time do you
1
goes
activities
goestotobed
bedatat......
activitiesasasa afamily
family
go to bed on Saturday?
Complete
the
dialogue
Complete
the
dialoguewith
withcan
canororcan’t
can’tand
andthe
the
10 How often do you do the activities? Copy and complete
verbs
inin
brackets.
Then
verbs
brackets.
Thenlisten
listenand
andcheck.
check.
the table.
arguments
holidays
arguments typical
holidays
typicalsports
sports
2 How often do you ... ?
Sam:
English
isisgreat,
Sam: Your
Your
English
great,Erika!
Erika!
abilities
1…
I do this every day.
Erika:
Erika:Thanks.
Thanks.
77
Discuss
Discussthe
thedifferences
differencesbetween
betweena atypical
typicalfamily
familyinin
1 Can
I do this once or twice a week. 2 …
3 Can you ... ?
Sam:
most
Dutch
Sam: 1 Can
most
Dutch
your
yourregion
regionand
anda atypical
typicalBritish
Britishfamily.
family.Use
Useyour
yournotes
notes
people
speak
3
people
speak
…
I
do
this
once
or
twice
a
month.
from
fromexercise
exercise6.6.
German
too?
German
too?
4…
I never do this.
4 When do you ... ?
Netball
Netballisn’t
isn’ta apopular
popular
(speak)
(speak)
British
Britishpeople
peoplehave
havedinner
dinner
sport
sportforforgirls
girlshere.
here.
2 ...
2 ...
Erika:
they
. We
Erika:Yes,
Yes,
they
. We
very
veryearly.
early.We
Weeat
eatatat……
get
a lot
ofof
TVTV
Where do you usually ... ?
get
a lot
11
In pairs, ask and answer questions about5your
programmes
from
programmes
from
everyday activities.
the
UK
and
Germany.
the
UK
and
Germany.
6 What time ... ?
How
often
do
you
brush
And
Dutch
isis
similar
And
Dutch
similartotoEnglish
Englishand
andGerman,
German,sosowe
we
Three times a day.
your teeth?
3 ...
3 ...
them
easily.
(learn)
them
easily.
(learn)
4 ...
4 ...
Sam:
you
English
Englishand
andGerman.
German.Any
Anyother
other
Sam: SoSo
you
7 Does your ... ?
free time
everyday activities
languages?
(speak)
languages?
(speak)
More
practice
FAST
Write
abut
ofofa atypical
inFINISHERS
but
Idescription
Erika:
really.
I 5I...5 ...a afew
FAST
FINISHERS
Write
adescription
typicalfamily
familyininyour
yourregion.
region.
Erika:Not
Not
really.
fewwords
words
inItalian
Italianlike
likeCiao,
Ciao,
I
13
8 Can your ... ?
6 ...
6 ...
a conversation.
(say,
a conversation.
(say,have)
have)
Sam:
mum
is
Italian.
We
speak
home.
Sam: My
My
mum
is
Italian.
speakit itatat
428893 We
_ 0008-0017.indd
13 home.
19/11/13 09:55
19/11/13
09:55
7 ...
7 ...
Erika:
great!
you
(teach)
Erika:Oh,
Oh,
great!
you... ...me
mesome?
some?
(teach)
3
Work in groups of 3. Interview the other students
it it
now
Sam:
I 8I...8 ...
Sam: Sure.
Sure.
now– –I’ve
I’vegot
gota aMaths
Mathslesson.
lesson.But
Butwe
we9 ...9 ...
in your group and write their answers.
later
if if
you
like.
(do,
later
you
like.
(do,practise)
practise)
Erika:
sounds
great!
Erika:That
That
sounds
great!
4
Compare your answers. What have you got in
More
More
PRONUNCIATION
PRONUNCIATION can
canand
andcan’t
can’t
common?
practice
practice
How
are
can
and
can’t
pronounced
6 6 Listen.
Listen.
How
are
can
and
can’t
pronounced
What time do you go to
I usually go to bed at
inin
each
sentence?
Then
each
sentence?
Thenlisten
listenagain
againand
andrepeat.
repeat.
food and drink
bed on Saturday, Ben?
midnight on Saturday.
family
1 1 JoJo
can
play
the
guitar.
can
play
the
guitar.
What about you, Sara?
2 2Molly
can’t
dance.
Molly
can’t
dance.
3 3Can
you
swim?
Yes,
I can.
Can
you
swim?
Yes,
I can.
FOLLOW UP
4 4Can
you
speak
Russian?
Can
you
speak
Russian?No,
No,I can’t.
I can’t.

55

77

5

Ask
and
answer
questions
Ask
and
answer
questionswith
withcan.
can.
play
tennis
play
tennis

cook
cook

count
countbackwards
backwardsininEnglish
English

play
chess
play
chess

ride
ridea ahorse
horse

dodo
karate
karate

juggle
juggle

skiski

Change groups. Tell your new group some facts
about the other students. Don’t forget the third
person -s in the present simple.
Simon writes a blog
every day.

speak
speakPortuguese
Portuguese
play
playthe
thepiano
piano

Rosa usually goes to
Menorca on holiday.

6 Write a paragraph about the life of one of your
No,No,
I can’t.
But
I can
play
table
tennis.
I can’t.
But
I can
play
table
tennis.

More
practice

mum

brush your teeth

12 Draw your
8 family tree. Then write a description of your

6

5 5

Can
you
play
tennis?
Can
you
play
tennis?

14

... ready for bed

sport

classmates.
Alicia goes to bed at eleven o’clock at the weekend.

15

FAST
a paragraph
about
what
your
partner
can
and
can’t
do.
FASTFINISHERS
FINISHERSWrite
Write
a paragraph
about
what
your
partner
can
and
can’t
do.

428893 _ 0008-0017.indd 14
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Student B: Listen carefully and ask questions. Decide if you
would like to read the book.

5
Your opinion of...

When
Whendid
didthat
thathappen?
happen?

A Acouple
coupleofofyears
yearsago.
ago.
PRONUNCIATION
PRONUNCIATION /v/
/v/and
and/b/
/b/
Listen
88
Listenand
andrepeat
repeatthe
thesentences.
sentences.

practice

FAST
a blog
about
your
life
using
the
same
headings
asas
Melissa.
FASTFINISHERS
FINISHERSWrite
Write
a blog
about
your
life
using
the
same
headings
Melissa.
Point of view

something
done yet
490725 _ 0008-0017.indd
somethingyou
youwant
wanttotododoand
andhaven’t
haven’t
13/12/13done
08:07 yet

Health
be (x2) do feel read
I 8 … terrible. I’ve got flu! I 9 … in bed since Monday. But I 10 …
a couple of books and I 11 … some revision for my exams next
week – so it isn’t bad! But I 12 … bored. Someone entertain me!

● live in your present home
● have your hair style
● be awake today

0%

1 at school / usually / we / have lunch
We usually have lunch at school.
2 hardly ever / music / listen to / my parents
3 do / in the evening / always / my homework / I
4 go swimming / doesn’t / very often / Rosie
5 never / my brother / the housework / does
6 tired / often / is / on Monday morning / Lisa

ZONE

The
Thefuture
future

...
...
...

2 Put the words in order to make sentences.

Thinking
Thinkingabout
about

My crazy life

12
12

9

Watching
Watching

My secret life

490725 _ 0008-0017.indd 12

8

go online
... a snack

3

5 5 Look
LookatatWord
WordZone
Zoneand
andfind
findthe
thephrasal
phrasalverbs
verbsininthe
the

holidays each year, usually
1 never
in the UK.
The Smiths say
2 ... 3 ...
that they’re
happy, but they
4 ... 5 ...
sometimes 6have arguments
...
(about twice
a week)!
7

12
12
428893 _ 0008-0017.indd 12

Linking to the
Linking to the
present
present

Present perfect simple

Wearing

1

Reading
Reading

My look

throw away 15% of their
food. In the evening, each
person watches TV for over
two hours. The family’s
favourite programme is

recommend
recommend

1 We
... ...has
Melissa
tosomeone
herself
1 We
has
Melissadecided
decided
tointroduce
introduce
herselfagain?
again?
4
use
recommend
toto
tell
that
3
use
recommend
tell
someone
that
FOR SALE
2something
... ...dodoyou
she
had
her
haircut?
2something
youthink
she
had
her
haircut?
BOOK OF THEQuality
WEEK ladies’
isthink
good
and
toto
suggest
they
trytry
it.it.
is
good
and
suggest
they
3 3... ...did
away
favourite
sweater?
didshe
shethrow
throw
awayher
her
favourite
I recommended
The
inin
the
Rye
tosweater?
bike £50
TheCatcher
Catcher
the
Rye
to
The Curiousmountain
Incident of
the
4 4I...recommended
isisshe
shereading
readingmore
morenovels
novelsnow?
now?
my ...
friend.
With full suspension
friend.
Dog
5 5my
... ...does
she
a alife’?
Review
and gearing.
talk about a book
does
shesay,
say,‘I have
‘Iwatching
havetotoget
get
life’?
and 18-speed
I really
recommend
The
Hobbit:
presentation
recommend
watching
The
Hobbit:
6 6I...really
toto
travel
GRAMMAR
Present perfect simple review
...does
doesshe
shewant
want
traveland
andlearn
learnlanguages?
languages? in the Night-Time
ananUnexpected
Journey.
Unexpected
Journey.
7
...
does
she
want
to
learn
English
grammar?
7 ...teacher
does she want to learn
English
grammar?
The Secret Life of Bees by Sue Monk Kidd
My
that
I join
my
My teacherrecommended
recommended
that
I join
my
The Curious Incident of the Dog in
6
PREPARATION
5
my
44has
Now
and
So far, this year has been revolutionary!
I’ve changed
lots
Mynew
newe-reader
e-reader
haschanged
changed
my
Nowask
ask
andanswer
answerthe
thequestions
questionsininpairs.
pairs.
We use the present
perfect to
talk aboutMy
an
Missing
library.
This isn’t the kind of book I normally read (the narrator is a girl!), but a friend
5 5 local
How
isis
your
life
like
Melissa’s?
Discuss
the
questions.
local
library.
the Night-Time is a murder mystery
How
your
life
like
Melissa’s?
Discuss
the
questions.
way
ofofreading.
experience
if the
exact
time
of things
about
life,isand
one
of USA
them
hair.isn’t
Do important.
way
reading.I’ve
I’veonly
onlyhad
hadit ita a
Snowy.
recommended
it. This
2002my
novel
set
in the
inis…
themy
1960s
and
it tells the
story
How
Howlong
longhave
haveyou
youlived
livedininyour
yourpresent
presenthome?
home?
whichtypes
was of
written by Mark
1
Work
in groups.
Look at thenovel,
different
month
●●What’s
you
realizegirl
howinmany
hours
I’ve
wasted
trying
make
it
monthand
andI’ve
I’vealready
alreadyread
readthree
three
Long-haired white
I’vedivided
slept
in asouth.
tent.
We’ve
been
totreats
Southher
Africa.
What’syour
yourfavourite
favouritefood
foodatatthe
themoment?
moment?
of Lily Owen,
a white
the racially
Hertofather
badly,
Haddon and published
in 2003. The
66
Ask
the
with
your
partner.
books
below
and
discuss the questions.
Askand
and
thequestions
questions
with
your
partner.
●answer
What
have
recently?
I think
cat with blue eyes.
●answer
Whatfilms
films
haveyou
youwatched
watched
recently?
look presentable?
no more
long
hairitRosaleen,
that’s
boring
novels!to
I thinkI only
I onlyfinished
finishedsixsix
I’ve
but she’s a survivor.
With the So
family’s
black
servant
Lilytogoes
quest
We
often
use
with ever
and
never.on a novels!
I’velived
livedthere
thereforforthree
threeyears.
years.
novel is set in England
the 1980s,
●●
Has
anything
changed
inin
your
life
this
year?
Pleaseincontact
07885
ininthe
●●What
last
novel
you
read?
Who
are
the
main
●
Which
types
of
books
have you read?
discover thewash,
identity
of and
her keep
deadunder
mother.
On
the
journey,
she
three strange
Has
anything
changed
your
life
this
year?
comb
control.
I’ve
just
tomeets
theRings.
thewhole
wholeofoflast
lastyear!
year!The
Thelast
last
Whatisisthe
the
last
novel
youhave
have
read?
Who
are
the
main
We’ve
never
read
Thebeen
Lord
of
the
but the title refers to a Sherlock
●●
What
you
hope
to
bebe
inenjoy
future?
beekeepershairdresser’s
who help her
grow
up and
be
atstyle.
peace
withdo
heryou
history.
characters?
Where
isdo
set?
Did
you
enjoy
it?
Why
/ Why
one
●
Which
types
do
you
enjoy reading most?
Whatdo
you
hope
to
inthe
the
future?
characters?
Where
isit
it
set?
Did
you
it?
Why
/ Why
andtothis
is my
newyou
cool
What
oneI’ve
I’veread
readisisThe
TheHunger
HungerGames
Gamesyet already
Holmes
story.
The
narrator
is
the
Have
ever
seen
Avatar?
just
just yet already
The Secret Life of Bees has sold 6 million copies and a film was made in 2008.
I’m
7 Answer
the questions about the words in exercise 6.
not?
it?it?
● What are your favourite books and what genre
are they?
bybySuzanne
not?Would
Wouldyou
yourecommend
recommend
reckon?
SuzanneCollins.
Collins.ItItwas
wassoso
I love
I go
a great
main character, a 15-year-old autistic boy called Christopher.
I loveMexican
Mexicanfood.
food.
I gototo
a great
We
We I’m
use loving
the present
and
reading this book at the moment – and
it! perfect with for, sincemuch
Weuse
usethe
thepresent
presentperfect
perfecttototalk
talkabout
aboutpast
past
●●Would
any
inin
Wouldyou
youchoose
choosetotoread
anyofofthe
thebooks
booksmentioned
mentioned
Which
muchbetter
betterthan
thanthe
thefilm!
film!
restaurant
inread
After he is blamed
for... the death of his neighbour’s dog, he
restaurant
intown
townwith
withmy
myparents.
parents.
events
how long to talk about situations that started in
eventswhich
whichrelate
relatetotothe
thepresent
presentininsome
someway.
way.
Ethan’s
Ethan’sblog?
blog?Why
Why/ Why
/ Whynot?
not? NON FICTION
1 ... arethe
usually
written
byfollows
hand?Christopher’s
decides to investigate
mystery.
The plot
theDickens
past and are continuing in the present.
Great Expectations by Charles
Look,
Look,I’ve
I’vetidied
tidiedmy
myroom.
room.Are
Areyou
youimpressed?
impressed?
I’ve
never
eaten
it.it.
But
I love
Italian
2 ...adventures.
would youThe
normally
seeto
online?
I’ve
never
eaten
But
I love
Italian
investigations and
reader has
understand the
What
• art
and
architecture
• nature
Whatis isthe
thelast
lastnovel
novel
We’ve
herethrown
for ten
Josh
the
cakes!
There
are
only
two
left.
This is an old
book
(published
in 1860),
but
it’s
brilliant.
Atyears.
the beginning,
the orphan
It was
a terrible
decision,
but
I’velived
finally
away
my
Joshhas
haseaten
eatennearly
nearlyallall
the
cakes!
There
are
only
two
left.
food.
I’ve
loved
pizzas
forfor
years!
3 ... are communications
between
friends he
or family?
food.
I’ve
loved
pizzas
events from
Christopher’s
point of view. Because
he is autistic,
you
• history
• years!
popular
science
Have
you
films?
youhave
haveread?
read?
Have
youever
everseen
seenthe
theX-Men
X-Men
films?a variety of adverbs: yet, already and
boy Pip is living
with green
his bullying
and
her
But2010.
his to
life changes
forever
She’s
been
ahusband.
teacher
favourite
sweater.sister
My
mum
just
wasn’t since
prepared
We
4 ... are
personal
communications
between
Wecan
canuse
use a variety of adverbs: yet, already and
doesn’t understand
basic
emotions
very well, but he
is verystrangers?
• travel
• sport
No?
them
out
when he meets
terrifying
escaped
convict
called
Magwitch.
The
is exciting
No?Then
Thenyou
youhave
havetotocheck
check
them
out
And
what
is
your
perfect
Italian
food?
just
with
the
present
perfect.
Don’t
use
the
present
simple
forplot
these
situations.
repaira it
any longer.
The Big
Farewell
happened
on
Tuesday.
The
last
novel
I have
read
has
been
The
Boy
ininand autobiographies
just with the present perfect.
And
what
isnovel
your
Italian
food?
analytical like the detective Sherlock Holmes. My favourite part is
•been
biographies
The
last
Iperfect
have
read
has
The
Boy
and there are some unforgettable characters, such as the eccentric Miss Havisham
immediately!
I’ve
a alotlotofof
8
Write a list of the text types you have read in the
immediately!
I’veeven
evenlearnt
learnt
I’ve
It was a very sad day, but I’ve
thatknown
sweater
of NOT
holes.I live here since
herwas
sincefull
2012.
2008.
the
Striped
Pyjamas.
It It
was
really
interesting
when Christopher goes on his own to London to find his mother
I’vejust
justbeen
beenshopping.(I
shopping.(Igot
gothome
home1010minutes
minutesago)
ago)
the
Striped
Pyjamas.
was
really
interesting
and the beautiful Estella. Pip is given a fortune by an unknown donor and becomes
a
past
week.
Then
tell
your
partner about them.
the
I haven’t
the
thedialogue.
dialogue.
I haven’tseen
seen
thelast
lastone
one books in English yet. (but I intend to)
reference
NEWS!can
I’vebring
just bought
a new –blue
andend
pinkGrammar
I haven’t
and gets lost there. This is a very funny but moving novel, which
I haven’tread
readany
any books in English yet. (but I intend to)
gentleman.BREAKING
However, money
unhappiness
by the
of the story,
hepage
is a114
yet,
yet,though.
though.Maybe
Maybethis
thisweekend!
weekend!
DO
THE
CHALLENGE
FICTION
I recommend for older
teens
and
adults.
sweaterman.
and I can’t stop wearing it!
wiser but sadder
I’ve
already
read
two
hundred
pages
of
my
new
book!
I’ve read instructions for a new video game
I’ve already read two hundred pages of my new book!
1 Read Melissa’s blog and complete it with the verbs
There are at least nine films of Great Expectations!
(more
that I got for my birthday. How about you?
(morethan
thanexpected)
expected)
in the boxes. Use short forms when possible and the
• classics
• graphic novels
3
Work in pairs. Look at Express yourself. Can you add
Grammar
reference
page
114114
Grammar
reference
page
• crime and
• fantasy and
present simple or present perfect.
any other useful expressions
or adjectives?
More
I’ve
VERB
detective fiction
science fiction
I’vechecked
checkedmy
myphone
phonefifty
fiftytimes
timessince
sincethis
thismorning.
morning.I I
VERB
practice
I’ve recently discovered
5 5 Use
just,
andget
yet
write explanations.
FAST
a short
paragraph
your
questions
inin
exercise
6. 6.
grow
up •using
bring
upanswers
flicktothrough
9
Use
just,already
already
yet
to
FASTFINISHERS
FINISHERSWrite
Write
a short
paragraph
using
your
answers
to
the
questions
exercise
think
obsessed!
I have
a to
short
stories
•the
historical
novels
8
10
Complete
the sentences with the verbs in the correct form.
thinkI’m
I’mbecoming
becoming
obsessed!
I havetoand
to get
alife!
life!write explanations.
peanut butter – not that
Express yourself
• horror and ghost stories
read on put down
1 1 Lisa
Lisalooks
looksnervous.
nervous.
by Melissa
1 I ... a few books at the airport but I didn’t see any that I liked.
smooth industrial stuff
490725 _ 0008-0017.indd 9
23/10/14 11:09
She
yet.
Describing
a book
opinions
490725 _ 0008-0017.indd 8
13/12/13
08:07
Shehasn’t
hasn’tseen
seenher
herexam
examresults
results
yet.
Home
2 I’m reading the latest Dan Brown
thriller – Giving
it’s amazing!
I
but the genuine organic
9 Match the verbs
the definitions.
The novel is set in ...
I loved / hated / quite enjoyed it.
2 2 Nick’s
Nick’shands
handsare
areshaking.
shaking. I’ll
2 to
Choose
a novel or non-fiction book you know well
can’tand
... it ... !
be live not make
I hope
variety! It’s my perfect
I hopetototravel
traveland
andlearn
learnsome
somelanguages.
languages.Maybe
Maybe I’ll
It
is
written
by
...
I
thought
3 3 Jake’s
Jake’sbedroom
bedroomisOr
isininaeven
amess.
mess. English
complete the table.
3 My aunt ... my cousins by herself after my uncle died.it was exciting ...
1 continue reading
become
a ajournalist.
Or
food, especially with
become
journalist.
Orananinterpreter.
interpreter.
Or evenan
an English
You know we 1 ... in this neighbourhood for the last three
years.
It is narrated
... book, and
I thought
it was
4 4 Connor
and
don’t
Connor
andLeo
Leo
don’thave
havetotostudy
studythis
thisweekend.
weekend.
4 I got to a really violent
scene inby
my
I couldn’t
... well written ...
2 look at different parts of a book very quickly, in a shop
teacher.
tough
––I don’t
know
banana. That’s the Well,
dream
teacher.
Thatwill
willbebe
I don’tShe’s
knowenough
enoughabout
about
there 2 … change in the air! My parents are thinking
of That
The story starts / ends ... I found it (very) interesting / scary ...
5 5tough
Keira’s
Keira’sininpain.
pain. She’sholding
holdingher
hercheek.
cheek.
after that.
BOOK REVIEW
for example
moving. They 3 … a decision yet, but watch this space!English
combination.
Englishgrammar!
grammar!
It really
held my attention.
5
I
had
an
idyllic
childhood.
I
...
in
a
tiny
village
in
the
3
turn
from
a
child
into
an
adult
Title
66 Write
following
Writesentences
sentencesininthe
thepresent
presentperfect
perfectabout
aboutthe
the
following
Films
mountains.
4 place something
that you were holding onto a table or
things.
Publication date
things.Three
Threeofofthem
themshould
shouldbebetrue
trueand
andone
onefalse.
false.
the floor
like astart
OK, guys. I hope get
you not
all have
greatwatch
week. I’ll write another post at the weekend.
4 to page
Work
pairs.
Follow
instructions.
Author
11
In pairs, turn
125in
and
discuss
thethe
questions.
something
5 look after a child until they are an adult
somethingimportant
importantororunusual
unusualyou
youhave
havedone
doneininyour
yourlife
life
Bye!
Recently, I 4 … really interested in old films. It’s weird, isn’t it? I
Student A: Use your notes to tell your partner about your
Where and when it is set
5 … watching them online in bed. I 6 … about 30 of them now. I
something
More
book. Try to use the expressions in
Express yourself.
The main characters
somethingyou
youhave
havejust
justdone
done
WORD
WORD
ZONE
ZONE

……
……

4 4

dad
7
... lunch

meet friends
1
2

FAST
FASTFINISHERS
FINISHERSWrite
Writea amini
miniprofile
profileabout
aboutyou.
you.Name
Name/ City
/ City/ Home
/ Home/ Family
/ Family/ Pets
/ Pets/ Interests
/ Interestsand
andactivities
activities

1

1 1 Which
VOCABULARY
Things we read
Whichisisthe
theoldest
oldestbook?
book?When
Whenwas
wasit itpublished?
published?
2 2Which
Whichtwo
twonovels
novelsare
areset
setininthe
theUSA?
USA?
3hasn’t
Melissa’s
blog
decide
ifin
the
information
isis
true,
3 3Why
a afilm
been
ofand
Catcher
Rye?
3 Read
Read
Melissa’s
blog
and
decide
if
the
information
true, 6 Look at the words in the box. Which of them can you see
Whyhasn’t
film
beenmade
made
ofThe
The
Catcher
in
the
Rye?
false
orornot
mentioned.
Correct
the
false
sentences.
below?
4 4Why
think
Magwitch
isis‘terrifying’?
8 Write sentences
about your favourite genres.
false
not
mentioned.
Correct
the
false
sentences.
Whydodoyou
you
think
Magwitch
‘terrifying’?
5 5What
want
Whatdoes
does
Lily
wanttoblog
tofind
find
out?
1 Lily
isout?
My favourite sort
of books is thrillers.
1 Melissa’s
Melissa’s
blog
isthree
threeyears
yearsold.
old.
advertisement
blog blurb brochure catalogue
6 6Which
has
ending?
Whichnovel
novel
hasa ahappy
happy
ending?
2 2Melissa
has
long
Melissa
hasgot
got
longhair
hairnow.
now.
diagram flyer greetings card instructions leaflet
9
In
groups,
share
your
opinions
about
books.
3 3She
has
thrown
old
She
hasrecently
recently
thrownaway
awayher
herfavourite
favourite
old
5 5 Read
Then
write
for
letter menu message note notice programme
ReadWord
WordZone.
Zone.
Then
writerecommendations
recommendations
for
sweater.
these
10 Read the review and answer these questions.
thesethings.
things. sweater.
4 4She
reads books
three books
a month.
Sheusually
reads three
a month.
1 is the main character?
2
● When was it written?
● Who
Hot
Paul
5 5She
the
Sheknows
knows
theX-Men
X-Menfilms
filmsvery
verywell.
well.
a afast
a afilm
fastfood
foodrestaurant
restaurant
film
● Where is it set?
What is he appetizers
like?
6 6She
gets
5050texts
Please feed ●
the
She
getsabout
textsa aday.
day.
a asong
game
a about
song a avideo
video
game
awebsite
website
●
Who
is
the
narrator?
●
Why
does
the
reviewer like
7 7 She
Sheisisplanning
planningtotobecome
becomea ajournalist.
journalist.
cat and waterthe book? Fried chicken
● What is the plot about?
8 this
followers
can
read
her
next
I recommend
website,
it ithas
very
useful
information
inpost
it.it.soon.
Egg roll
8Her
Her
followers
can
read
her
nextblog
blogpost
soon.
I recommendthis
website,
has
very
useful
information
in
the plants. Thx
● Who is the author?
● What is the reviewer’s
Cheese salad
4 4 Read
Why...
● What does the title refer to?
favourite part?
Readthe
theblog
blogagain
againand
andanswer
answerthe
thequestions.
questions.
Why...

Use
Usevisual
visualclues,
clues,such
suchasasphotos
photosand
and
illustrations,
illustrations,totopredict
predictthe
thewords
wordsyou’ll
you’ll
meet
meetinina atext
textbefore
beforeyou
youstart
startreading.
reading.

(an average
British family)

428893
_ 0008-0017.indd
There
are
62 million8 people in the UK, and there are 17 million
families. Let’s meet an average UK family, David and Susan
Smith, and their two children, Jack and Emily. They eat the
GRAMMAR
Adverbs of frequency
most common food in the UK, they get
up at the most common
time, and they even have the most common names. But there’s
one unusual thing about them – they don’t exist!
always hardly ever never not often
occasionally often rarely sometimes
The family wakes up at
Dr Who, a popular timeusually
6.57am. Both David and
travelling Science Fiction
Susan work, and they go
character.We
The
family
usewhole
adverbs
of frequency to talk about how
to work by car. Susan usually
goes to bed
at 10.39pm.
often
we do things.
leaves work first. They have
I often cycle to school.
dinner at 5.54pm. They are
Jack and Emily
go online
forthe rubbish.
I sometimes
take out
all very busy, so they only
1.5 hours a day and spend £12
My granddad rarely goes to the cinema.
eat together three evenings
on their mobile phones each
I don’t often get up late.
a week. What’s for dinner?
month. They enjoy sport – Jack
We never
pork.
Well, they eat spaghetti
plays football,
andeat
Emily’s
We hardly
ever go The
to the cinema.
bolognaise on Monday,
favourite sport
is netball.
chicken pie on Wednesday
Smiths occasionally
With be, wego
putout
theas
adverb after the verb.
and often have take-away
a family (once
a month),
I’m always
late. and
Grammar reference page 114
fish and chips on Friday.
they spend £15 a week on
They spend £88 a week in
computer games, DVDs and
1theComplete
the table
with adverbs of frequency.
the supermarket, but they
cinema. They
have two

adventure story autobiography biography classic novel
crime novel fantasy novel graphic novel historical novel
horror story non-fiction book romance science fiction story

4 4 Read
Readthe
thewebsite
websiteagain
againand
andanswer
answerthe
thequestions.
questions.

Predicting
Predictingthe
thecontent
contentofofa atext
text
STUDY
STUDY
SKILL
SKILL

gogoononholiday
holiday
have
havearguments
arguments

can / can’t
can / can’t

Work in pairs. Look at the covers of the books. Then
discuss the questions.

7 Match the book covers with four of the genres.

characters.
characters.Who
Who......

1 1 ... ...isisliving
the
livingwith
withhis
hissister
sisterand
andbrother-in-law
brother-in-lawatat
the
beginning
beginningofofthe
thestory?
story?
2 2... ...leaves
leaveshome
homewith
withthe
thefamily
familyservant?
servant?
3 3... ...doesn’t
do?
doesn’thave
havea aclear
clearidea
ideaofofwhat
whathehewants
wantstoto
do?
4 4... ...isisa aman
manwho
whohas
hasescaped
escapedfrom
fromprison?
prison?
5 5... ...isisthe
only
person
her
brother
can
talk
to?
the only person her brother can talk to?
6 6... ...loses
loseshappiness
happinessbut
butgains
gainswisdom?
wisdom?

READING
1

I don’t like computer games! I prefer a good book.

8

MY DAILY LIFE

88Smiths
InIn
Jacob’s
askand
andanswer
answerthe
thequestions
questionsfrom
from
How
...pairs,
? ? ask
4 Jacob’s
Howoften
oftendo
dothe
the
Smiths
...pairs,

The White Sox

MEET the

SMITHS

Record new words and expressions in topic
activities can you see STUDY
in the photos?
SKILL
groups. It’s a good way to remember vocabulary.
do get go have

4 4 Copy
table.
Tobias
isisthirteen
Tobias
thirteenyears
yearsold.
old.
Copyand
andcomplete
completethe
the
table.

What’s your favourite free time activity?

red family words in exercises 9 and 10. Add any extra
words
that you know.
Everyday
activities

vocabulary
8 Complete the expressions withRecording
the words below.
Which by topic

3 3 Read
Readthe
thearticle
articleand
andanswer
answerthe
thequestions.
questions.

No,article.
I don’t.What
We live
a house
tree
inthe
the
frontquickly
yard.
the
article
Read
article
quicklyand
andfind
findthe
theanswers
answerstotothe
the
2 oldRead
Look at the title of the
doin
you
know with a2 big
questions
inin
exercise
1.1.
questions
exercise
about life in the UK? Discuss
the got
questions
in pairs.
Have you
any brothers
or sisters?

Book review

5 Noah and Lucia’s daughter
6 Maria’s great-grandparents
7 Dan and Helen’s children
8 Mia’s uncle

11 Read the Study Skill. Then complete the table with the

Adverbs of frequency

3 3 Read
Readthe
thewebsite
websiteand
andwrite
writethe
thenames
namesofofthe
the

Listen
Listenand
andcomplete
completethe
thetable.
table.

I live in Chicago. It’s the USA’s third city. It’s on Lake Michigan and there
are 33 beaches!
What neighborhood do you live in?

Can you tell me an interesting fact about you?

VOCABULARY

1…
1…
flat
flat
2…
2…
garden
garden
lift
elevator
lift
elevator
neighbourhood
neighbourhood 3 …3 …
shop
store
shop
store

Millennium Park

What do you like best about your city?
The Chicago White Sox! They’re my favourite baseball team.
I go to the home games with my dad.

Life changes

I’ve got one brother, Noah. His wife’s name is 2 … .
And I’m an aunt, isn’t that cool! 3 … is an only child
and she’s the best niece in the world! My parents
are OK, too. Actually, 4 … is my stepfather – he’s my
mum’s second husband. I’ve got three cousins. 5 …
works in London and she’s like a friend, really. My
grandparents are still alive – my grandma 6 … plays
the piano every day. She’s really good!
1

Where do you live?

1

Grammar
tense
review
| Present
perfect
Grammar Present
Present
tense
review
| Present
perfect
simple
review
simple
review
Vocabulary
review
| Things
wewe
read
VocabularyBook
Book
review
| Things
read
Challenge
and
talk
about
a book
Challenge Review
Review
and
talk
about
a book
Interaction
a book
InteractionRecommending
Recommending
a book
Writing
review
Writing A book
A book
review

|

Maria

10 Look again at Mia’s family tree. Who are these people?

Over 7 billion people live in the world and everyone is different.
Answer the questions and tell us about you!

READING

|

|

|

British
Britishand
andAmerican
AmericanEnglish
English

Me too!

Photos

William + Flora
Dan + Helen _______ Max + Rachel
Lucia + Noah __ Mia
Natalie _ Nick _ Andrew
(That’s me!)

ininthe
theprofile.
profile.

Name:
Jacob
Rossi
Name:
Jacob
Rossi

My family

Home

Hi guys. Lots of you ask me questions about
my family – so here’s my family tree!

5 5 Look
LookatatWord
WordZone
Zoneand
andfind
findthe
themissing
missingwords
words

Interests
Interestsand
andactivities
activities

Family

Look at the family tree and complete Mia’s blog
with the names. Then listen and check.

1 1 Jacob’s
Jacob’sgot
gottwo
twosisters.
sisters.false
false
2 2 His
Hisfamily
familylives
livesinina ahouse.
house.
3 3 Jacob’s
Jacob’sdog
doglikes
likescats.
cats.
4 4 His
Hisparents
parentslike
likehis
hisdrums.
drums.
5 5 The
TheMillennium
MillenniumPark
Parkisn’t
isn’tininthe
thecentre
centreofofChicago.
Chicago.
6 6Jacob
Jacobprefers
prefersbooks
bookstotocomputer
computergames.
games.

READING

• A focus on natural spoken language and contemporary and idiomatic
expressions
• Unique Challenge lessons with an ambitious extended speaking task
• Fast finisher activities to keep challenging the strongest students
1
• Cambridge Exam-type tasks integrated naturally into the content
• Audiovisual material to open the door to English-speaking cultures
worldwide
1

9

are
aretrue
trueororfalse.
false.

1 Complete these sentences about you.

SECONDARY

It’s my life

1

23/10/14 11:09

Swap roles. Student B describes their book and
Student A listens and asks questions.

FOLLOW UP
6 Write a review for a book website. Divide it into the
following paragraphs.
1 Introduction; author, dates and general theme
2 When and where it is set; how it begins
3 The narrator and main characters; your opinion of the
characters
4 A short summary of the story; how it ends
5 Your overall opinion

More
practice?
page
127127
More
practice?
page

FAST
asas
many
ofof
your
partner’s
sentences
asas
you
can
remember.
FASTFINISHERS
FINISHERSWrite
Write
many
your
partner’s
sentences
you
can
remember.
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Workbook
• Whole page of practice for each Student’s Book page
• Key language extended through in various new
vocabulary sections in each unit
• Communication skills reinforcement with listening
and speaking activities
• Additional Audiovisual material sections
• Workbook audio

Teacher’s i-book for
the classroom
The High Achievers Teacher’s i-book is a fully interactive
version of the course, which integrates all teaching and
learning materials cross-referenced into one single
format.
• Audiovisual material
• Visual grammar
presentations

• Additional IWB activities
• Extra interactive practice

www.richmondhighachievers.net
35

YOUNG
ADULTS
AND ADULTS
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6 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Personal
Best

Jim Scrivener (Series Editor), Bess Bradfield,
Graham Burton, Sheila Dignen, Alastair Lane,
Luiz Otávio Barros, Louis Rogers,
Elizabeth Walter, Kate Woodford

Personal Best is all about recognising the needs of individual learners and giving them plenty
of meaningful practice in English. It offers today’s busy students a wealth of different ways to
learn so that they can practice their English however, whenever and wherever suits them best.

English!

students

◾

◾

◾

◾

◾

◾

◾

Practise language and skills
Assign, test and track progress
Download full range of teaching resources
Access ready-made print and interactive tests
Create new tests with Richmond Test Manager

Practice makes perfect!
Personal Best puts practice at the heart of
learning and gives you the tools you need
to do your personal best.

The FREE Personal Best Language App
offers quick, fun practice for the grammar
and vocabulary in the Student’s Book. It’s the
perfect way to learn and practise on the go.

Practise language and skills
Assign, test and track progress
Download full range of teaching resources
Access ready-made print and interactive tests
Create new tests with Richmond Test Manager

with

The wealth of components mean students can learn at different
speeds and in different ways.

with

Language App

Language App

12/1/18 12:16

Personal Best

British
English

Do your personal best with English!
Personal Best is a 6-level General English course for today’s busy adults,
developed with Jim Scrivener, internationally renowned teacher trainer and
presenter. Jim’s focus on PRACTICE as the key to improvement is reflected
throughout the contemporary course package. The course features a video
webshow called Learning Curve, the Personal Best Language App, and a wealth
of extra activities and resources on the Richmond Learning Platform.

Practice makes perfect!

◾
◾

◾
◾
◾
◾
◾
◾

◾

Build your skills

◾

Student’s Book + Class Audio + Video
Richmond Learning Platform access
Personal Best Language App
Workbook + Audio

◾
◾
◾

Teacher’s Book + interleaved Student’s Book
Richmond Learning Platform access
Class Audio + Video
Teacher’s Resource Book with photocopiable
activities and tests
Digital Book for Interactive Whiteboard use
Complete assessment package

Practise language and skills
Assign, test and track progress
Download full range of teaching resources
Access ready-made print and interactive tests
Create new tests with Richmond Test Manager

Burton

The skills lessons develop and practise reading,
writing, listening and speaking through Text Builder,
Conversation Builder, Listening Builder and Skills
features. Each unit builds towards a structured speaking
or writing task.

B1+

Intermediate
Student’s Book
Graham Burton

Listening and speaking skills are
developed through fully integrated video
lessons. The Learning Curve webshow hosts
bring you a selection of documentaries,
interviews and personal video diaries in
every unit.

with

Language App

Common European Framework

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2
www.richmondelt.com/personalbest

642367_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

British
English

25/7/17 11:28

Personal
Best
Series Editor Jim Scrivener

British

Learning Curve, the course’s original integrated video
programme, exposes students to natural spoken English.
Teacher training videos featuring internationally renowned
trainer Jim Scrivener.

Student’s Book

The FREE Personal Best Language App
offers quick, fun practice for the grammar
and vocabulary in the Student’s Book. It’s the
perfect way to learn and practise on the go.

Learning
Curve

◾
◾

Free Language App with timed activities and game-like
challenges for students to practise on the go.

English

Intermediate

The language lessons give equal weight to grammar
and vocabulary learning and are supported by
comprehensive Grammar Practice, Vocabulary Practice
and Communication Practice sections.

Series Editor Jim Scrivener

British

For students

For teachers

Build your language

Personal
Best

B1+

Personal Best puts practice at the heart of
learning and gives you the tools you need
to do your personal best.

5/6/17 11:43

British English

◾

◾
◾

Comprehensive skills syllabus, with a particular emphasis on
speaking and writing.

Personal Best

◾

◾

◾

Teacher’s Book + interleaved Student’s Book
Richmond Learning Platform access
Class Audio + Video
Teacher’s Resource Book with photocopiable
activities and tests
Digital Book for Interactive Whiteboard use
Complete assessment package

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book
Class Audio + Video
Workbook + Audio
Personal Best Language App
Richmond Learning Platform

Teacher’s Book
Class Audio + Video
Teacher’s Resource Book
Complete assessment package
Teachers i-book
Richmond Learning Platform

English

B2

Upper
Intermediate
Student’s Book

Luiz Otávio Barros

students
Student’s Book + Class Audio + Video
Richmond Learning Platform access
Personal Best Language App
Workbook + Audio

teachers
Teacher’s Book + interleaved Student’s Book
Richmond Learning Platform access
Class Audio + Video
Teacher’s Resource Book with photocopiable
activities and tests
Digital Book for Interactive Whiteboard use
Complete assessment package

Practise language and skills
Assign, test, and track progress
Download full range of teaching resources
Access ready-made print and interactive tests
Create new tests with Richmond Test Manager

Featuring 3xPractice!
Why do an activity once when you can practice it three times?

Student’s Book

◾

◾

◾

Upper Intermediate

◾

◾

◾

B2

◾

◾
◾

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

British English

◾

◾

Common European Framework

Personal Best

◾

◾

Lessons are divided into separate language and skills sections so
students can focus on the new grammar and lexis.

Elementary
Student’s Book
Louis Rogers

www.richmondelt.com/personalbest

for today’s busy adults,
wned teacher trainer and
mprovement is reflected
course features a video
guage App, and a wealth
arning Platform.

◾

Student’s Book + Class Audio + Video
Richmond Learning Platform access
Personal Best Language App
Workbook + Audio

641549_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

English!

◾

A2

Series Editor Jim Scrivener

Rogers

Fruen

ommon European Framework

◾

◾

Listening and speaking skills are
developed through fully integrated video
lessons. The Learning Curve webshow hosts
bring you a selection of documentaries,
interviews and personal video diaries in
every unit.

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

◾

◾
◾

◾

The skills lessons develop and practise reading,
writing, listening and speaking through Text Builder,
Conversation Builder, Listening Builder and Skills
features. Each unit builds towards a structured speaking
or writing task.

Learning
Curve

◾
◾

◾

Build your skills

English

For students

For teachers

Build your language

The unique ‘3xPractice’ feature helps ensure that students can
actually use what they learn in class.

British

Student’s Book

◾

of extra activities and resources on the Richmond Learning Platform.

The language lessons give equal weight to grammar
and vocabulary learning and are supported by
comprehensive Grammar Practice, Vocabulary Practice
and Communication Practice sections.

Student’s Book

◾

A1

General English course for today’s busy adults,
developed with Jim Scrivener, internationally renowned teacher trainer and Beginner
presenter. Jim’s focus on PRACTICE as the key to improvement is reflected
Student’s Book
throughout the contemporary course package. The course features a video

Graham
Fruencalled Learning Curve, the Personal Best Language App, and a wealth
webshow

Personal
Best

Elementary

◾

Teacher’s Book + interleaved Student’s Book
Richmond Learning Platform access
Class Audio + Video
Teacher’s Resource Book with photocopiable
activities and tests
Digital Book for Interactive Whiteboard use
Complete assessment package

Series Editor
JimBest
Scrivener
Personal
is a 6-level

English

A2

teachers

◾

Beginner

◾

◾

A1

Student’s Book + Class Audio + Video
Richmond Learning Platform access
Personal Best Language App
Workbook + Audio

◾

◾

British
English
British

British English

British English

for today’s busy adults,
wned teacher trainer and
mprovement is reflected
course features a video
nguage App, and a wealth
arning Platform.

Personal
Best
Do your personal best
with English!
Personal Best

Personal Best

English

Personal Best

British

Barros

with

Language App

A1
A2
B1
B2
C1
C2
B2
Common European Framework

30/11/2018 15:26
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“The 3xPractice feature encourages students to play around with
new language and experiment with forms and meanings so that
they are ‘nudged’ towards greater internalisation, memorisation and
personalisation.” – Jim Scrivener, Series Editor

Lessons A and C focus on language. They cover grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation
and use graded texts or audio to contextualise language. There is also the option to take
practice further with the Personal Best Language App and Richmond Learning Platform.

Each unit is constructed around
a useful and stimulating topic.

UNIT

10

Every grammar point is practised on
the Personal Best Language App.

ALL ABOUT ME

past perfect

Sport and fitness

5 A

simple ■■ sports
frequency
adverbs ■ personality adjectives
LANGUAGE present
past perfect
and competitions

10A Winning is everything
1

10.1

a

■

sports and competitions

10A

LANGUAGE

Clear grammar
boxes give a
summary of the
structures being
taught.

Read the sentences. Tick ( ) the action that happened first: a or b?
William Garcia started coughing after
b
Len Tau was disappointed because
b
The crowd thought a local athlete had won, so
b
Even though he hadn’t run the whole marathon, b

1 a
2 a
3 a
4 a

B

he’d breathed in too much dust.
some wild dogs had chased him for over a mile.
they started celebrating.
the organizers presented Hicks with the
gold medal.

Look at the verbs in bold in exercise 5A and answer the questions. Then read the Grammar box.

1 What tense are the actions that happened first? past simple / past perfect
2 What tense are the actions that happened later? past simple / past perfect
3 How do we form the past perfect?
+

Listen and match the speakers with pictures a–c.
b

Grammar

c

past perfect

An action that happened before another action in the past:
I had forgotten my keys so I couldn't open the door. I explained to my boss that I hadn’t finished the report.
Had you eaten anything before you went swimming? When I got to the party, my friend had gone.

Go to Grammar practice: past perfect, page 130

2

6
10.1

Complete the sentences with the words in the box. Listen again and check.

7 A

1 The
is almost over. In one minute, Real Madrid will
the game and the
.
But wait. What‘s this? Here come Arsenal. The ball goes to Walcott. He has to
a goal, now. He does!
2 Serena Williams to serve. Was that out? She looks at the
. You can hear the
cheering.
They’re sure Serena is going to
her sister, Venus.
3 Here they come, the end of the 100 m
, and Bolt is going to win the gold
again.
Yes, he’s done it. What an amazing
!

4
a

c

10.7

before the game. (not warm up)
! (cheat)

8

Who’s the twelfth man?

3 Would you like to be a professional athlete?
4 How have sports changed over the last 100 years?

d

The toughest race ever?
There are some difficult events in the
Olympic Games, but nothing compares
with the 1904 Olympic Marathon. One
athlete almost died and the race ended
in a public scandal.
The marathon started on an incredibly hot day
in St Louis, in the USA, and there were lots
of cars and horses on the dusty roads. One
athlete, William Garcia, started coughing after
he’d breathed in too much dust. It was so bad
that he had to give up the race and was taken
to hospital. Another runner, Len Tau from
South Africa, eventually finished in ninth place,
but he was disappointed because some wild
dogs had chased him for over a mile in the
opposite direction during the race!
Meanwhile, the first athlete to cross the
finish line was an American, Fred Lorz. The

contractions. Listen, check and repeat.

Language
presentation texts
are short and
carefully graded
to allow students
to focus on the
teaching point.

10.8 Complete the text with the correct form of the verbs in brackets. Use the past simple
or past perfect. Listen and check.

Read the text. What are the names of the athletes in the pictures?
b

She
a rugby match before. (not see)
We celebrated because he
a goal. (score)

3
4

In pairs, say the sentences. Pay attention to the

Go to Communication practice: Student A page 164, Student B page 172

Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 Do you prefer to watch or take part in sports?
2 Have you ever won a medal or a trophy?

He hadn’t run the whole marathon on his own.

2

Complete the sentences with the past perfect form of the verbs in brackets.

1 They
2 I knew they

B

Go to Vocabulary practice: sports and competitions, page 152

3

10.6 Pronunciation: ’d /hadn’t Listen to the sentences. How do you say ’d and hadn’t?
Listen again and repeat.
1 He’d breathed in too much dust.

beat win match race umpire athlete medal trophy score crowd

crowd thought a local athlete had won so
they started celebrating, but actually, Lorz
had cheated. He’d felt ill during the race and
had travelled 11 miles in a car! Fortunately,
a spectator had seen Lorz getting out of the
car one mile before the finish line and told the
referee, so Lorz didn’t win the gold medal.

9 A

There are eleven players in a football team, but in this team photo of
Manchester United there are twelve – so who’s the twelfth man?
The team 1
(be) very excited after they 2
(travel) to Germany for their Champions League match against
Bayern Munich. The players 3
(line up) for a photo when
suddenly Karl Power 4
(run) onto the pitch dressed
in the Manchester United kit and 5
(stand) next to
them. Even though some of the players 6
(notice) Karl,
the photographer still 7
(take) the photo. Karl then
8
(go) back to his seat to watch the match. Unfortunately,
Manchester United 9
(lose), but Karl was happy because he
10
(meet) his heroes!

In pairs, write as many sentences as you can about the pictures. Use the past simple and past perfect.
He was very disappointed because he’d lost the match.

The next runner to finish was another
American, Tom Hicks. Hicks hadn’t felt well
either so his friends had given him a drink of
eggs mixed with some chemicals to help him.
However, this had made him feel even worse
and, in the end, his friends had helped him
walk the final part of the race. Even though
he hadn’t run the whole marathon on his
own, the organizers presented Hicks with the
gold medal after the hardest marathon of
all time.

a

B
Personal Best
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b

c

Tell the class your most interesting sentence. Who has the most original explanation?

YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS

Each unit in Personal Best is split into four sections.

85

Write about an occasion when you did something that you had never done before.

Lessons B and D focus on development of one of the four skills. B lessons focus on listening or reading. D
lessons focus on speaking or writing. The listening and speaking lessons feature a Learning Curve video.

Each Speaking lesson
focuses on and
practises a particular
function, such as telling
a personal story or
speaking on the phone.
The Conversation
Builder highlights the
functional language
from the video and
gives students target
expressions to take
away.

Each lesson has clear aims for
the Conversation Builder
and Speaking Skill features.
10

SKILLS

Learning
Curve

SPEAKING

making enquiries

■

making enquiries

being helpful

1

■

being helpful SPEAKING

SKILLS

10D

6 A

10.18 Watch or listen to the second part of the show. Does
Marc decide to join the gym?

10D Could you tell me …?

B

10.18 Are the sentences true (T) or false (F)? Watch or listen
again and check.

Discuss the questions in pairs.

10.16

Watch or listen to the first part of Learning Curve. Why does Marc want to join the gym?

10.16

Watch or listen again and complete the webpage with the correct information.
OUR CENTERS

GYM FACILITIES

1 Marc thought Taylor worked at a different centre.
2 Taylor likes this centre because it’s small.
3 The receptionist told Marc about all the facilities.
4 Taylor offers Marc a free training session as a special offer.
5 Marc wants to start training slowly.

3 What would be important for you if you joined a gym?
4 Look at the webpage. Would you join this gym? Why/Why not?

1 What are the best ways to keep fit?
2 Have you ever thought about joining a gym?

2
3

SWIMMING POOL

FITNESS CLASSES

MEMBERSHIP

7
TIMETABLE

CITY

10.19 Listen and repeat the receptionist and Taylor's phrases when you
hear the beeps. How are they helpful to Marc?

being helpful

Skill

FITNESS

Stronger students
or fast finishers can
engage with the
language further
in a Personal Best
activity. Alternatives
for weaker students
are provided in the
Teacher’s Book.

There are different ways to be helpful in English, especially with colleagues and customers.
• Use friendly intonation to show you are happy to help.
• Make offers and suggestions: Would you like me to …? Shall I …? I’ll … if you want.
• Check the person is satisfied: Does that sound OK? Is there anything else I can help you with?

June offer

First month
FREE

8 A
Join today or speak to one of our advisers

Read the Skill box. Are phrases 1–6 answers to questions (A), offers and suggestions (O) or
checking the customer is satisfied (C)?

JOIN NOW

CONTACT US

1
2
3
4
5
6

Standard membership fee: 1
per month (minimum 12-month contract)
Access to all facilities while the center is open
Off-peak membership fee: 2
per month (no contract, pay as you go)
Access to facilities: Mon–Fri 3
and 4
, weekends 2.00 p.m. – closing.
Additional $15 fee for access to swimming pool, sauna and steam room.

B

Swimming-only fee: 5
per month
Access to the swimming pool only: Mon–Sun 9.00 a.m.–5.00 p.m.

10.17
1
2
3
4
5
6

Conversation builder

a
b
c
d
e
f

the cost, please?
information about that?
thing.
off-peak membership.
about joining the gym?
me about the cost?

10 A

PREPARE

Choose one of the situations. Use the phrases and your own ideas to prepare questions.

making enquiries

Starting enquiries politely:
Could I speak to someone about …?
Could you give me some information about …, please?
Excuse me, I was hoping you could help me.

5

Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 Have you ever worked with customers or the public? What did you do?
2 What’s the most difficult thing about working with customers or the public?
3 Have you ever had a bad experience with customer service? What happened?
4 Can you think of a good experience with customer service? What happened?

Match the halves to complete Marc’s enquiries. Listen and check.

Could I speak to someone
Could you tell
Could you give me some
I’d like to ask about
Just one more
So can I double-check

10.20 Listen and repeat phrases 1−6. Pay attention to the intonation.

Go to Communication practice: Student A page 164, Student B page 172

9

Opening hours: 6.00 a.m.–9.00 p.m. Student discount available: 15%

4

The nearest one is on the corner of Sutton Street.
Do you have any other questions?
I think it costs about $20 to the city centre.
I’ll just print you a map of the area.
Would you like me to write that down for you?
Is there anything else you’d like to know?

Asking for additional information:
I’d also like to ask about …
I was told … Is that true?
Just one more thing. Do you …?
Can I double-check? Do you …?

student discount

opening hours
June offer

Pharmacist

Sports shop assistant

Holidays in the USA
Best city to visit
Cost of flights

Medicine for the flu
How often to take it
Other advice to feel better

Running shoes
Best type for long distance
Colours and sizes

B PRACTISE In pairs, make enquiries using your questions. Your partner should try to answer your
questions and be as helpful as possible.

Read the Conversation builder. Choose three subjects in the boxes. In pairs, make enquiries about
City Fitness. Use the information on the webpage to answer.

C

PERSONAL BEST Were you a satisfied customer? What could your partner do differently to be more
helpful? Choose another situation and make more enquiries.

swimming-only membership
how to join

90

Travel agent

Challenge!
Personal
Best

Write down five questions you could ask in a restaurant.

91

www.richmondelt.com/personalbest
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Personal Best
Learning Curve
The web show
for Personal Best

You and your students can watch
the videos in class or download
them from the learning platform to
watch at home. Audio-only options
are also available on the Class CD
and Learning Platform.

Located and filmed in New York and London, Learning
Curve is an exciting web show about interesting
things from around the world. Its four hosts present
documentaries, interview people on the street and also
talk about their personal lives through video diaries.
Learning Curve exposes students to natural spoken
language and develops a range of speaking and
listening skills through a variety of interactions.

Each video allows
students to practise
a particular listening
and speaking skill.

How does Learning Curve help to develop skills?
Too often students are frustrated that while they can understand their course book audio, they quickly feel lost when exposed to
language outside the classroom. By using video to develop listening and speaking, students can build the skills and confidence
they need to cope better with real life language environments.
The Learning Curve videos help bridge the gap between the classroom and the real world by exposing students to natural, spoken
English with well-staged and carefully graded exercises.
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Richmond Learning Platform
The Richmond Learning Platform complements the practice offered in the workbook
and on the Personal Best Language App with extra practice activities, a forum,
messaging and storage areas and a ground-breaking test management system.

Teachers

Testing

Track students’
progress and level
of self-study, and
assign your own
or ready-made
tasks. Monitor and
compare students’
progress at a glance.

Access ready-made interactive, editable
or PDF tests, and use the Test Manager
to create your own interactive or print
tests from a wide range of activities,
tailoring them to your students’ needs.

YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS

Digital Support

Students
Students can practise all the language and skills
from the Student’s Book on the platform and
receive instant feedback. They can attempt exercises
up to three times to learn from their mistakes.

www.richmondlp.com

Personal Best Language App
Each level of Personal Best includes a free Personal Best Language App, closely
linked to the grammar and vocabulary introduced in the Student’s Book. It has a
clear, intuitive design with a user-friendly interface and sound pedagogical rationale.
• The wide range of interactive
games brings choice, variety and
challenge to language learning.
• Further optional self-study practice
of grammar and vocabulary allows
students to practise what they want,
when they want.

Available to download
for FREE on the App
Store or Google Play

www.richmondelt.com/personalbest
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4 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

English ID
Paul Seligson (Series Author), Carol Lethaby, Cris Gontow, Tom Abraham,
Camila Abreu, Luiz Otávio Barros, Elaine Hodgson, Jose Luis Morales, Ricardo Sili

English

1

Starter

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

PAUL SELIGSON

is an innovative young adult series that quickly teaches
students to express themselves both accurately and fluently,
thus building their own identity in English.

PAUL SELIGSON
RICARDO SILI

A range of innovative features

Components

A question syllabus: Every lesson begins with a question that
students learn to answer in that lesson.

Student’s Book – Full Edition

Song lines: Unique to English

, these have a direct link to

BRITISHeach
ENGLISH
EDITIONan authentic hook to help students
lesson, providing

Workbook – Full Edition
Student’s Book & Workbook 1A – Combo Ed.
Student’s Book & Workbook 1B – Combo Ed.

Picture Dictionary: Embedded in core lessons with
contextualised listening and engaging texts, the ID Picture
Dictionary system provides rich input and systematic review
to accelerate vocabulary learning.

Teacher’s Book

Speaking: English
offers fluency and accuracy
opportunities everywhere. These are clearly marked with
speech bubble models in every lesson.

Digital Book for Teachers

Class CD
DVD

Learning Platform

Starter
STUDENT’S BOOK
& WORKBOOK
Combo Edition

Make it Personal: Each phase of every lesson in English
ends with MAKE IT PERSONAL , so students can talk about
themselves to personalise what they have studied.
World of English: In a chatty style, these boxes present
interesting facts about English and how to study it.

English

CAROL LETHABY
CRIS GONTOW

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

1

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK & WORKBOOK

remember its language or theme.

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

achers

English

English

Workbook – Combo Ed.

English

Common Mistakes: Highlight what to avoid in order to
maximise opportunities for accuracy.
ID Café: A sitcom-type video series that helps consolidate
and further practise the main contents of each unit.

SELIGSON

English
Easy Autonomous Learning: This programme
provides a self-study route, linking all components, to help
students catch up, review, practise and develop their English
outside class.

LETHABY

SILI

With over 30 years of global teaching and teacher-training
experience, lead author Paul strongly believes we can accelerate
our students’ learning by acknowledging and embracing their
existing linguistic backgrounds and knowledge. This is exactly what
our groundbreaking series does. Welcome to English
!

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

GONTOW

SELIGSON

Paul Seligson

English ID is an innovative four-level
course for young adult learners with
an emphasis on speaking accurately
AND fluently. With an amazing
design, engaging topics and lots
of opportunities for personalisation
across all four levels, English ID will
allow your students to progress
faster and express their own ideas
and personalities in English.

C2

www.richmondenglishid.com

28/09/2016 13:27:21
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English

English

English

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

Workbook 2B – Combo Ed.

achers

is an innovative young adult series that quickly teaches
students to express themselves both accurately and fluently,
thus building their own identity in English.

A range of innovative features

Components

A question syllabus: Every lesson begins with a question that
students learn to answer in that lesson.

Student’s Book – Full Edition

Song lines: Unique to English

, these have a direct link to

BRITISHeach
ENGLISH
EDITION
lesson, providing
an authentic hook to help students

Workbook – Full Edition
Student’s Book & Workbook 3A – Combo Ed.
Student’s Book & Workbook 3B – Combo Ed.

Picture Dictionary: Embedded in core lessons with
contextualised listening and engaging texts, the ID Picture
Dictionary system provides rich input and systematic review
to accelerate vocabulary learning.

Teacher’s Book

Speaking: English
offers fluency and accuracy
opportunities everywhere. These are clearly marked with
speech bubble models in every lesson.

Digital Book for Teachers

Class CD
DVD

English

STUDENT’S BOOK

2

Learning Platform

PAUL SELIGSON
LUIZ OTÁVIO BARROS

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

3

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

remember its language or theme.

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

ll Edition

tion

CAROL LETHABY
LUIZ OTÁVIO BARROS

3

2

English

PAUL SELIGSON

Workbook 2A – Combo Ed.

28/09/2016 14:34:30

Make it Personal: Each phase of every lesson in English
ends with MAKE IT PERSONAL , so students can talk about
themselves to personalise what they have studied.
World of English: In a chatty style, these boxes present
interesting facts about English and how to study it.

Song lines- These have a direct link to each lesson,
providing an authentic hook to help students remember
its language or theme.

Common Mistakes: Highlight what to avoid in order to
maximise opportunities for accuracy.
ID Café: A sitcom-type video series that helps consolidate
and further practise the main contents of each unit.

LETHABY

Paul Seligson

SELIGSON

SELIGSON

English
Easy Autonomous Learning: This programme
provides a self-study route, linking all components, to help
students catch up, review, practise and develop their English
outside class.

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

Picture Dictionary- Provides rich input and systematic
revision to accelerate vocabulary learning.

BARROS

BARROS

With over 30 years of global teaching and teacher-training
experience, lead author Paul strongly believes we can accelerate
our students’ learning by acknowledging and embracing their
existing linguistic backgrounds and knowledge. This is exactly what
our groundbreaking series does. Welcome to English
!

C2

www.richmondenglishid.com
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For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book
Workbook
Richmond Learning Platform

Teacher’s Book
Class CD
DVD
Teacher’s i-book
Richmond Learning Platform

Question syllabus- Every lesson begins with a
question that students learn to answer throughout the
lesson.

28/09/2016 15:56:21

Speaking- English ID offers fluency and accuracy
practice at every opportunity.
Make it Personal- Each phase of every lesson in
English ID ends with Make it Personal, so students can
talk about themselves to personalise what they have
studied.
World of English- In a chatty style, these boxes present
interesting facts about English and how to study it.
Common Mistakes- Highlight what to avoid in order
to maximise opportunities for accuracy.
ID Café- A sitcom-style video series that helps
consolidate and further practise the main contents of
each unit.

42

Teacher’s i-book
The Teacher’s i-book is a complete digital
version of the Student’s Book, Workbook,
Teacher’s Book and audio for use with an IWB.

YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS

Digital Support

Access the entertaining
ID Café video series

Richmond Learning Platform
The Richmond Learning Platform is an
amazing blended learning tool for students
and teachers. It includes:
• A bank of extra English ID activities
to be used whenever the need arises.
• The Richmond Test Manager, where you can edit unit
tests for Reading, Listening, Grammar and Vocabulary
in a range of formats.
• Wordlists, transcripts and all English ID teaching
resources used in the course.
• An interactive student’s area.

www.richmondenglishid.com
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2 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Identities
Paul Seligson, Luiz Otávio Barros

Identities is a two-level young adult course that gives upper intermediate and advanced
students the tools they need to communicate with greater fluency and accuracy. Identities can
be used as a stand-alone course or as a continuation of the best-selling course, English ID.

ok 1B –

is an innovative two-level young adult series that quickly teaches
high-intermediate and advanced students to express themselves
both accurately and fluently, thus building their own identity in English.
entities can be used as a stand-alone course or as the continuation of
BRITISH ENGLISH
the best-selling English
course.

A range of innovative features

Components

A question syllabus: Every lesson begins with a question
which serves as a natural warmer to introduce and later revise
each lesson topic.

Student’s Book – Full Edition
Workbook – Full Edition

Combo Ed.

Common Mistakes: Highlight what to avoid in order to
maximise opportunities for accuracy.

Teacher’s Book
Class CD

Digital Book for Teachers

PAUL SELIGSON and

Speaking: entities offers fluency, accuracy and pronunciation
LUIZ
practice at every opportunity. How to say it activities introduce
you to more advanced conversational strategies and
expressions and Keep talking sections consolidate and use the
language learned.

With over 30 years of global teaching
and teacher-training experience, lead
author Paul strongly believes we can
accelerate our students’ learning by
acknowledging and embracing their
existing linguistic backgrounds and
knowledge. This is exactly what our
groundbreaking series does.

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

2

PAUL SELIGSON
LUIZ OTÁVIO BARROS with
DEBORAH GOLDBLATT

BARROS

SELIGSON

Writing: A rich variety of writing activities and skills work,
focusing on more advanced and both informal and more
formal written English, prepares students for real-life writing
tasks.

Paul Seligson

entities

SELIGSON

Reading: entities helps students develop higher level reading
skills through high-interest authentic articles, blog posts, and
interviews on many new topics.

Richmond Learning Platform

OTÁVIO BARROS

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

eaching
nce, lead
we can
ning by
ng their
ds and
hat our

1

Student’s Book & Workbook 1A –
Song lines: Unique to entities, these have a direct link to
Combo Ed.
each lesson, providing an authentic hook to help students STUDENT’S BOOK
Student’s Book & Workbook 1B –
remember its language or theme.
Make it Personal: Each phase of every lesson ends with
extensive personalisation.

rm

EDITION

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

BRITISH ENGLISH EDITION

ok 1A –

entities 2

entities 1

entities

entities

GOLDBLATT

BARROS

Grammar: More advanced language points are taught through
contextualised usage in natural spoken and written English, and
consolidated and extended in the Grammar expansion section.
Vocabulary: entities focuses on high-frequency words,
expressions, and phrasal verbs in context and provides a variety
of word-building tools, including a useful Phrasal verb list.

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2
www.richmondidentities.com

841064_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1
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Question syllabus – Every lesson begins with a question which serves as a natural warmer
to introduce and later revise each lesson topic.
Song lines- These have a direct link to each lesson, providing an authentic hook to help
students remember its language or theme.
Make it Personal- Each phase of every lesson in Identities ends with extensive
personalisation.
Common Mistakes- Highlight what to avoid in order to maximise opportunities for
accuracy.
Speaking- Identities offers fluency, accuracy and pronunciation practice at every opportunity.
Reading- Helps students develop higher level reading skills through high-interest articles,
blog posts and interviews on many new topics.
Grammar- Advanced language points are taught through contextualised usage.
Vocabulary- Focuses on high-frequency words, expressions and phrasal verbs in context.
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22/3/17 12:54

For the Student
Student’s Book
Workbook
Richmond Learning Platform

For the Teacher
Teacher’s Book
Class CD
Digital Book
Richmond Learning Platform

Teacher’s i-book
The Teacher’s i-book is a
complete digital version of the
Student’s Book, Workbook
with answers, and audio
for use with an IWB.

Grammar expansion section
helps to consolidate points
learned throughout the course

Phrasal verb
list provides a
comprehensive
dictionary of
phrasal verbs for
easy reference

YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS

Digital Support

Richmond Learning Platform
The Richmond Learning Platform is an
amazing blended learning tool for students
and teachers. It includes:
• A bank of extra Identities activities to be used
whenever the need arises.
• The Richmond Test Manager, where you can print
unit tests for Reading, Listening, Grammar and
Vocabulary.
• Wordlists, transcripts and all Identities teaching
resources used in the course.
• An interactive student’s area.

www.richmondidentities.com
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6 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Jetstream
Jane Revell, Mary Tomalin, Jeremy Harmer,
Amanda Maris & Deborah Friedland

pre-intermediate
Everyday English
Videos
JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

advanced

advanced

Real language &
Memory training

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

The right grammar at the right time plus
a full grammar reference

• Emphasis on speaking

Real language &
Memory training
Everyday English
Videos
JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

Engaging activities to get you talking

• Thinking & Memory

• Thinking & Memory

• Thinking & Memory

• Cross culture

• Cross culture

• Cross culture

araoke videos

• Dialogue karaoke videos

• Stories

• Dialogue karaoke videos

M Workbook

• JETSTREAM Workbook

• Dialogue karaoke videos

• JETSTREAM Workbook

Real
language
&
and writing
skills development
• Cloud Book
memory
training • Pronunciation

Real language &
• JETSTREAM Workbook
• Cloud Book
memory
training

Encourages thinking and memory training

r social and cultural awareness

ay to practise real language

• Cloud Book

y integrated digital
• Cyber components
Homework

s for flexible blended
learning
• Dialogue
karaoke

• Mp3 audios

of options
forvideos
flexible• blended
learning
Testbuilder
•Lots
Dialogue
karaoke

• Exam practice

videos

An exciting way to practise real language

• •PLUS
fully integrated
digital
components
• Exam
practice
Cyber-Homework

• Pronunciation

Dialogue
karaoke
• Mp3 audios
videos

• CLIL Projects

w w w.helbling-ezone.com

Revision and practice, progress checks

on
• Pronunciation

• PLUS - fully integrated digital components

• CLIL Projects

• PLUS - fully integrated digital components
Lots of options for flexible blended learning

• Exam practice

Lots of options for flexiblevideos
blended
w w learning
w.helbling-ezone.com

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Real language &
Memory training

Real language &
Memory training

Everyday English
Videos

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s Book

Memory

• Thinking & Memory

re

• Cross culture

Student’s Book

Encourages thinking and memory training

nking and memory training

An exciting way to practise real language

Workbook • Cloud Book

Revision and practice, progress checks

• Pronunciation
• CLIL Projects

for flexible blended
w w learning
w.helbling-ezone.com

Student’s Book
pre-intermediate
Student’s Book

Student’s Book

• Personalisation
Student’s Book

advanced

Student’s Book

• Thinking & Memory

• Thinking & Memory

• Cross culture

• Cross culture

• Stories

• Dialogue karaoke videos

• Videos

• JETSTREAM Workbook

Maximise your social and cultural awareness
An exciting way to practise real language

• PLUS - fully integratedvideos
digital components

Revision and practice, progress
checks
• Cyber
Homework
and writing skills development• Dialogue karaoke

Revision and practice, progress checks
Real
language
&
and writing
skills development

on

videos

• PLUS - fully integrated digital components
Lots of options for flexible blended learning

• Exam practice
• CLIL Projects

Lots of options for flexible blended
w wlearning
w.helbling-ezone.com

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Everyday English
videos

Dialogue karaoke
videos

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

www.helblinglanguages.com

Real language &
Memory training

Everyday English
Videos

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Everyday English
Videos

Student’s Book

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s Book

karaoke• CLIL Projects

Lots of options for flexible blended learning

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s
Book
www.helblinglanguages.com

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Everyday English brought to life

on
• Cloud Book

• Mp3 audios

• Cyber Homework

• Pronunciation

• Everyday English
Videos

• Exam practice
• CLIL Projects

w w w.helbling-ezone.com

• JETSTREAM Workbook

Revision and practice, progress checks
and writing skills development

• PLUS - fully integrated digital components
Lots of options for flexible blended learning

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

Student’s Book & Workbook

Student’s Book & Workbook

Student’s Book & Workbook

beginner

elementary

pre-intermediate

advanced

DA AGGIONARE

• Grammar to go

The right grammar at the right time plus
a full grammar reference

• Emphasis on speaking

Real language &
memory training

Everyday English
videos

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s Book
& Workbook

with Workbook Audio CD

Student’s Book
& Workbook
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• Emphasis on speaking

Real language &
memory training
Everyday English
videos

Student’s Book
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Memory training
Everyday English
Videos

Student’s Book

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s Book

Helps you find the right words

Real language &
Memory training
Dialogue karaoke

Jeremy Harmer ∙ Jane Revell

elementary

Get you interested and communicating

• Focus on vocabulary

Real language &
Memory training

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

beginner

• Motivating topics

pre-intermediate

Dialogue karaoke

The right grammar at the right time plus
a full grammar reference

Jane Revell ∙ Mary Tomalin

beginner

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

beginner

pre-intermediate
Student’s Book

Real language &
memory training

Everyday English
videos

Engaging activities to get you talking

Student’s Book

• Grammar to go

Jane Revell ∙ Mary Tomalin

elementary

Your opinion, your voice - right from the start
of the lesson

Mary Tomalin

advanced
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intermediate

Real language &
memory training

Everyday English
videos

JETSTREAM Cloud
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• Personalisation
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Helbling Languages
6-level course for adult learners. Its carefully
balanced pace and challenge offer a learning
experience that is fun and motivating and which
prepares students to use their English effectively
in work and life.
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Memory

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s Book

Jeremy Harmer ∙ Jane Revell

The right grammar at the right time plus
a full grammar reference

Jane Revell ∙ Mary Tomalin

Special Edition
CEFR A1/A2

Amanda Maris

Encourages thinking and memory training

Encourages thinking and memory training

Maximise your social and cultural awareness

Maximise your social and cultural awareness

Real
language
&
An exciting
way to practise
real language
memory training

Model texts and practice to improve your writing
skills

• Videos

Real
Everyday English brought to
life

language &
• Cloud Book
memory
training

• JETSTREAM Workbook • Cyber Homework
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videos
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Everyday English
Videos
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memory training

• Grammar to go

advanced

upper intermediate
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Memory training
Everyday English
Videos

vities to get you talking

Helps you find the right words

Your opinion, your voice - right from the start
of the lesson

Student’s Book

Mary Tomalin ∙ Deborah Friedland

upper intermediate
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• Focus on vocabulary

Dialogue karaoke
videos
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Jeremy Harmer ∙ Jane Revell

intermediate
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Get you interested and communicating
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• Personalisation
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newRevell
Helbling Languages
6-level course for adult learners. Its carefully
balanced pace and challenge offer a learning
experience that is fun and motivating and which
prepares students to use their English effectively
in work and life.

Student’s Book

Jane Revell ∙ Mary Tomalin

beginner

ocabulary

d the right words

CEFR A1

Amanda Maris

JETSTREAM is the brand new Helbling Languages
6-level course for adult learners. Its carefully
balanced pace and challenge offer a learning
experience that is fun and motivating and which
prepares students to use their English effectively
in work and life.

Student’s Book

Amanda Maris

sted and communicating

Student’s Book

topics

Student’s Book

the brand new Helbling Languages
for adult learners. Its carefully
and challenge offer a learning
t is fun and motivating and which
nts to use their English effectively
.

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

Special Edition CEFR A1

• JETSTREAM Workbook
on
• Mp3 audios
• Pronunciation

Revision, practice, progress checks
and karaoke
extra
• Exam practice
• Dialogue
reading
videos karaoke • CLIL Projects
Dialogue

• PLUS - fully integratedvideos
digital
w w components
w.helbling-ezone.com

Revision and practice, progress checks

Everyday
and writing English
skills development
videos

• PLUS - fully integrated digital components

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book
Workbook
Audio CD
Jetstream Cloud e-Zone

Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CDs
Jetstream Cloud e-Zone

Real language &
memory training

Lots of options for flexible blended learning

Writing skills

Dialogue karaoke
videos

Lots of options for flexible blended learning

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s
Book
www.helblinglanguages.com

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s
Book
www.helblinglanguages.com

JETSTREAM Cloud
with LMS

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

ALSO AVAILABLE:
JETSTREAM SPLIT EDITION

Jetstream Cloud
Jetstream Cloud brings together a range of course components in one easy-to-use platform. It
includes an Interactive Book for IWBs, downloadable resources, a test builder and mp3 audio files.

The Jetstream Cloud is accessible
through the Helbling e-Zone.

YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS

Digital Support

Cloud Book
The Cloud Book is an interactive version of the Student’s Book and Workbook,
enabling students to access all course audio and video through engaging activities.

Jetstream Projects focus on
global and cultural themes and
allow students to embed and share
resources such as web links or files
with you.

Exam Practice papers for Cambridge
ESOL, TOEFL, TOEIC and IELTS available
to fully prepare students for success.

Cyber Homework allows you to
assign interactive activities within a
virtual classroom and to set a deadline
after which the student receives
immediate feedback.

www.richmond.helbling-ezone.com
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6 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

Ben Goldstein, Ceri Jones, Bess Bradfield, Carol Lethaby,
Alastair Lane, Simon Brewster, Mark Lloyd

The Big Picture is a highly visual, easy-to-use, six-level course for adult and young
adult learners of English, offering 90 to 120 hours of core classroom material,
complemented by a wealth of digital and print resources.

f unit grammar and vocabulary
pages in every unit
sts

notes, keys and transcripts
activities
ty teaching
y for the Workbook

■
■
■

■
■

■
■
■
■

■ The Functional Language pages allow students
to practise the target language in everyday
situations
➜ see page 56

■

■

■

➜ see pages 47 and 81

■

■

■

■

A dedicated, regularly updated site with a wealth of
support for teachers and practice for students
Trackable grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and
functional language revision and extension activities
allow teachers to monitor their students’ progress
Vodcasts – highly original and enjoyable videos provide
a lively starting point for classroom communication
The updated blogs and games with leader boards
encourage students to visit regularly
Downloadable worksheets offer fun, ready-to-use
classroom activities

778956

BIG Picture

Allows teachers to build their own unit, term and
end-of-year tests and exams

The Big Picture Digital Book
■

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

www.richmondelt.com/thebigpicture

9 788466 815673

Carol Lethaby

BIG
Picture

ing notes, keys and transcripts
extra activities
-ability teaching
er key for the Workbook

gularly updated site with a wealth of
hers and practice for students
mar, vocabulary, pronunciation and
age revision and extension activities
o monitor their students’ progress
ly original and enjoyable videos provide
point for classroom communication
ogs and games with leader boards
ents to visit regularly
worksheets offer fun, ready-to-use
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e Test Studio

to build their own unit, term and
s and exams

e Digital Book

■
■
■

12 topic-based units
Interactive grammar reference
Communication bank and Writing bank

Workbook (with Student’s Audio)
■
■
■

Thorough practice of unit grammar and vocabulary
Skills development pages in every unit
Regular progress tests

Teacher’s Book

■ Grammar sections focus on authentic, useful
language and high-frequency expressions, and
are topic and context driven
➜ see page 41

■
■
■
■

■ The Functional Language pages allow students
to practise the target language in everyday
situations
➜ see page 100

Complete teaching notes, keys and transcripts
Alternative and extra activities
Ideas for mixed-ability teaching
Complete answer key for the Workbook

Class Audio CDs
■

Lively recordings with a wide variety of voices
and accents

The Big Picture Learning Platform

■ The final Writing or Speaking Task in each unit
requires students to apply the language they

■

haveGOLDSTEIN
learnt in a practical,
funjONES
context
Series editors: BEN
& CERI

■

➜ see pages 23 and 101
■

■

■

A dedicated, regularly updated site with a wealth of
support for teachers and practice for students
Trackable grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and
functional language revision and extension activities
allow teachers to monitor their students’ progress
Vodcasts – highly original and enjoyable videos provide
a lively starting point for classroom communication
The updated blogs and games with leader boards
encourage students to visit regularly
Downloadable worksheets offer fun, ready-to-use
classroom activities

The Big Picture Test Studio

The

tal version of the course for use on any
eboard with one-click access to audio,
notes and extra activities

Student’s Book

■ A systematic vocabulary building strand
encourages students to use new words and
phrases in real-life contexts
➜ see pages 38–39

BIG Picture

■

1004371

Common European Framework

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

The

Alastair Lane

BIG
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e Test Studio

to build their own unit, term and
ts and exams

e Digital Book

tal version of the course for use on any
eboard with one-click access to audio,
notes and extra activities

Student’s Book
■
■
■

■ A systematic vocabulary building strand
encourages students to use new words
and phrases in real-life contexts
➜ see pages 36–37
■ Grammar sections focus on authentic,
useful language and high-frequency
expressions, and are topic and context
driven
➜ see pages 18–19
■ The Functional Language pages allow
students to practise the target language in
everyday situations
➜ see page 34

■
■
■

language they have learnt in a practical,
fun context
➜ see pages 69 and 103

Thorough practice of unit grammar and vocabulary
Skills development pages in every unit
Regular progress tests

Teacher’s Book
■
■
■
■

Complete teaching notes, keys and transcripts
Alternative and extra activities
Ideas for mixed-ability teaching
Complete answer key for the Workbook

Class Audio CDs
■

Lively recordings with a wide variety of voices
and accents

The Big Picture Learning Platform
■

■ The final Writing or Speaking Task in

Series editor: BEN
GOLDSTEIN
each
unit requires students to apply the

10 topic-based units
Interactive grammar reference
Communication bank and Writing bank

Workbook (with Student’s Audio)

■

■

■

■

A dedicated, regularly updated site with a wealth of support
for teachers and practice for students
Trackable grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and functional
language revision and extension activities allow teachers to
monitor their students’ progress
Vodcasts – highly original and enjoyable videos provide a
lively starting point for classroom communication
The updated blogs and games with leader boards
encourage students to visit regularly
Downloadable worksheets offer fun, ready-to-use classroom
activities

The Big Picture Test Studio
■

The

BIG Picture

Allows teachers to build their own unit, term and
end-of-year tests and exams

The Big Picture Digital Book
■

A complete digital version of the course for use on any
interactive whiteboard with one-click access to audio, keys,
teaching notes and extra activities

Common European Framework

www.richmondelt.com/thebigpicture
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ISBN: 978-84-668-1572-7
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B2 UPPER INTERMEDIATE Student’s Book
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student’s Book AdVAnCed

s with a wide variety of voices

e Learning Platform

Student’s Book UPPER INTERMEDIATE

Ds

Real-life, relevant, international contexts combine with striking images to engage
students, while the carefully graded activities give them the opportunities and support
they need to express themselves with confidence.

The

BIG Picture

C1 advanced Student’s Book

9 788466 815727

27/11/13 13:00

A final writing or speaking task in every unit.
Fun, informal student activities on the Richmond
Learning Platform.

Ben GoldsteIn
CerI Jones
dAnIel BArBer

The Big Picture

ce of unit grammar and vocabulary
ent pages in every unit
s tests

The Big Picture

h Student’s Audio)

The Big Picture is a highly visual, easy-to-use, six-level course for adult and young
adult learners of English, offering 90 to 120 hours of core classroom material,
complemented by a wealth of digital and print resources.

■ Thought-provoking images and texts work
together in every lesson to introduce the
topics and stimulate discussion
➜ see pages 60–61

k

units
mmar reference
bank and Writing bank

Topic-driven grammar sections in every unit.
27/11/13 12:58

05/11/13 13:11

Ben Goldstein Ceri Jones daniel Barber

Simon Brewster

e with striking images to engage
e them the opportunities and support
e.

SIMON BREWSTER
ALASTAIR LANE

‘Bring it Together’ skills-based tasks.

BIG Picture

B1+ INTERMEDIATE Student’s Book

147213_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

x-level course for adult and young
s of core classroom material,
sources.

Functional language pages to help consolidate
everyday conversational skills.
The

A complete digital version of the course for use on any
interactive whiteboard with one-click access
to audio, keys, teaching notes and extra activities

B1 PRE-INTERMEDIATE Student’s Book
www.richmondelt.com/thebigpicture

Skills development pages contained in the workbook.

Allows teachers to build their own unit, term and
end-of-year tests and exams

The Big Picture Digital Book
■

A fully-integrated core vocabulary syllabus.

student’s Book InteRMedIAte

e Learning Platform

Student’s Book PRE-INTERMEDIATE

s with a wide variety of voices

Thought-provoking images to stimulate learning and
discussion.

Real-life, relevant, international contexts combine with striking images to engage
students, while the carefully graded activities give them the opportunities and support
they need to express themselves with confidence.

1004382
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Ben GoldsteIn

The Big Picture

ce of unit grammar and vocabulary
ent pages in every unit
s tests

The Big Picture

h Student’s Audio)

The Big Picture is a highly visual, easy-to-use, six-level course for adult and young
adult learners of English, offering 90 to 120 hours of core classroom material,
complemented by a wealth of digital and print resources.

■ Thought-provoking images and texts work
together in every lesson to introduce the topics
and stimulate discussion
➜ see pages 72–73
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e with striking images to engage
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The

BIG Picture

A2 ELEMENTARY Student’s Book
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BESS BRADFIELD
CAROL LETHABY

The

A complete digital version of the course for use on any
interactive whiteboard with one-click access to audio,
keys, teaching notes and extra activities

A1 BEGINNER Student’s BookCommon European Framework

1004360

The

ISBN: 978-84-668-1567-3

x-level course for adult and young
s of core classroom material,
sources.

2 C1 C2

Lively recordings with a wide variety of voices
and accents

The Big Picture Learning Platform

■ The final Writing or Speaking Task in each unit
requires students to apply the language they

The Big Picture Test Studio

gital Book

ersion of the course for use on any
rd with one-click access to audio, keys,
extra activities

Framework

Complete teaching notes, keys and transcripts
Alternative and extra activities
Ideas for mixed-ability teaching
Complete answer key for the Workbook

Class Audio CDs

haveGoLdSTEIN
learnt in a practical,
context
Series editors: BEN
& cERIfunjoNES

uild their own unit, term and
d exams

Framework

Thorough practice of unit grammar and vocabulary
Skills development pages in every unit
Regular progress tests

Teacher’s Book

■ Grammar sections focus on authentic, useful
language and high-frequency expressions, and
are topic and context driven
➜ see pages 30–31

st Studio

2 C1 C2

12 topic-based units
Interactive grammar reference
Communication bank and Writing bank

Workbook (with Student’s Audio)
■

student’s Book elementary

arning Platform

Student’s Book BEGINNER

h a wide variety of voices

ly updated site with a wealth of support
ctice for students
vocabulary, pronunciation and functional
d extension activities allow teachers to
ts’ progress
ginal and enjoyable videos provide a
or classroom communication
nd games with leader boards
to visit regularly
sheets offer fun, ready-to-use classroom

Student’s Book

■ A systematic vocabulary building strand
encourages students to use new words and
phrases in real-life contexts
➜ see pages 116–117

The Big Picture

udent’s Audio)

■ Thought-provoking images and texts work
together in every lesson to introduce the topics
and stimulate discussion
➜ see pages 48–49

The Big Picture

reference
k and Writing bank

Highly visual and beautifully designed
across all six levels, The Big Picture takes
a different approach to the traditional
language course book. Students will
love the variety of texts included in
the course, as well as the original and
entertaining podcasts and games on
The Big Picture Learning Platform.

Ben GoldsteIn
CerI Jones

Ceri Jones

Real-life, relevant, international contexts combine with striking images to engage
students, while the carefully graded activities give them the opportunities and support
they need to express themselves with confidence.

Ben Goldstein

Tessa Hall

TESSA HALL

e with striking images to engage
e them the opportunities and support
e.

1 C2

C2

The Big Picture

ix-level course for adult and young
s of core classroom material,
sources.

mework

C1

08/11/13 08:32

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book
Workbook
Student’s Audio CD
The Big Picture App
Richmond Learning Platform

Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CDs
Digital Book
Richmond Learning Platform

The Big Picture App
The Big Picture App is an exciting
multi-level game which helps
adult students learn and increase
their vocabulary. This highly
original and fast-paced game
was shortlisted for an ELTon
Award in Digital Innovation.
See if your students can top the
leader board!

Available to download for
FREE on the App Store

YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS

Digital Support

Richmond Learning Platform
The Richmond Learning Platform is
an amazing blended learning tool for
students and teachers. It includes:
• A bank of extra The Big Picture
activities to be used whenever
the need arises.
• The Richmond Test Manager, where
you can edit unit tests for Reading,
Listening, Grammar and Vocabulary
in a range of formats.
• Wordlists, transcripts and all The Big
Picture teaching resources used in
the course.
• An interactive student’s area.

www.richmondelt.com/thebigpicture
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ENGLISH
FOR SPECIFIC
PURPOSES
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A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Matters Series
MATTERS SERIES

Electricity
Matters

English for the electrotechnical sector

MATTERS SERIES

Industry
Matters

Money
Matters

English for the industrial sector

MASTERING ENGLISH

MATTERS SERIES

English for the banking sector

MASTERING ENGLISH

English for the technical sector

MASTERING ENGLISH

Office
Matters

English for office management

MASTERING ENGLISH

MATTERS SERIES

Technical
Matters

MATTERS SERIES

MASTERING ENGLISH

MATTERS SERIES

Trade
Matters

English for international trade

MASTERING ENGLISH

MATTERS SERIES

Business
Matters

English for the business sector

MASTERING ENGLISH

The Matters Series is a collection of books for Vocational English which aims to provide
English language learners with the highest quality content so they can successfully
develop their careers in rewarding and productive occupations.
Designed for pre-intermediate to upper intermediate level students (CEFR levels A2/
B1/B2/C1), it is ideal for individual learners and for use in universities, vocational and
academic institutions, and professional and in-house language training programs.
The books are written with the modern working environment in mind, and offer skills
in English based on realistic situations and practices. Students are encouraged to learn
through engaging exercises supported by online material such as video and audio files
available for streaming or download.

52

Technical Matters
CEFR A2-B2
Technical Matters
is designed for
professionals and
students of the
construction sector.

Core content consists of a series of units
focusing on everyday communication in the
sector, using a variety of case studies as well as
other authentic materials.

Office Matters
CEFR A2-B2

Prepares learners for such
workplace situations as:
• Customer support
• Office correspondence
• Taking telephone calls
• Dealing with delays
and payments
• Networking
• Invoicing

Technical
Matters
English for the technical sector

Prepares learners for such
workplace situations as:
• Customer support
• Planning projects
• Understanding safety
hazards
• Building maintenance
• Organising resources
• Use of technical
documents

Each unit contains:
• A warm up guide to introduce the topic
• A wealth of materials and exercises to train
all competences
• Language boxes offering the most important
vocabulary and phrases required
• A Grammar Help section
• Tip boxes with interesting cultural or
language information
• A Test Yourself page with competence-based
exercises

Office Matters
is designed for
professionals and
students of office
management.

MATTERS SERIES

MASTERING ENGLISH

ENGLISH FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES

Each title in the series is designed to
meet the English language training
needs of professionals learning in the
workplace as well as students taking
vocational courses.

Trade Matters
CEFR A2-B2
MATTERS SERIES

Office
Matters

English for office management

MASTERING ENGLISH

Trade Matters
is designed for
professionals and
students of the global
wholesale and foreign
trade sector.
Prepares learners for such
workplace situations as:
• Welcoming visitors
• Taking bookings
• Negotiating conditions
of delivery
• Transporting goods
and services
• Marketing products
• Ordering equipment

MATTERS SERIES

Trade
Matters

English for international trade

MASTERING ENGLISH
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A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Matters Series
Electricity Matters
CEFR A2-B2

Business Matters
CEFR A2-B2
Business Matters
is designed for
professionals and
students of the
business sector.

MATTERS SERIES

Business
Matters

English for the business sector

Prepares learners
for such workplace
situations as:
• Welcoming visitors
• Taking phone calls
• Providing excellent
customer care
• Managing bookings
• Undertaking
business
correspondence
• Accounting
• Marketing and Sales

Prepares learners for such
workplace situations as:
• Managing production
processes
• Enquiries, sales and
orders
• Preparing
presentations and
conferences
• Customer service
• Marketing
• Travel and meetings

MATTERS SERIES

Electricity
Matters

English for the electrotechnical sector

Prepares learners for such
workplace situations as:
• Contacting suppliers
• Managing bookings
• Dealing with technical
documents
• Troubleshooting
situations
• Use of measurements
and components
• Understanding safety measures

MASTERING ENGLISH

Industry Matters
CEFR A2-B2
Industry Matters
is designed for
professionals and
students of the
industrial sector.

Electricity Matters
is designed for
professionals and
students of the
electrotechnical
sector.

MASTERING ENGLISH

Money Matters
CEFR B1-C1
MATTERS SERIES

Industry
Matters

English for the industrial sector

MASTERING ENGLISH

Money Matters
is designed for
professionals and
students of the
banking sector.
Prepares learners for such
workplace situations as:
• Welcoming visitors
• Document writing
• Taking telephone calls
• Explaining banking
procedures
• Customer service
• Global banking

MATTERS SERIES

Money
Matters

English for the banking sector

MASTERING ENGLISH

If you would like to look at any book in more detail, including downloadable material such as audio
files, transcripts, sample chapters and teacher-specific content; or if you want to request access to a
digital sample copy to complete a formal evaluation, please register at: https://my.riopress.es/samples
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B1

B2

C1

C2

@work

Louis Rogers,
Anna Cowper,
James Greenan,
Marion Grussendorf,
Pete Sharma,
James Styring,
Alastair Lane

@work is the perfect course for anyone who needs to
communicate in English at work, regardless of their
profession or company rank. It brings a light-hearted
and non-executive approach to English learning and is
also suitable for pre-work tertiary students.

Student’s Book

Teaches practical, get-the-job-done language
while avoiding Business English clichés
Elementary A2

Student’s Book

Pre-Intermediate B1

is a flexible, accessible course for anyone who needs to communicate
in English at work or who is preparing for the working environment.

Ideal for all levels and experience: no prior
Business English knowledge needed

This is business outside the boardroom.

components:

Student’s Book

accessible language work with a solid, upfront
approach to grammar and vocabulary.

•

innovative email section which coaches
students in writing emails, with online
templates for students’ own use.

Choice of fully digital or print Workbook
Business Maze Apps

Video Skills Modules
Teacher’s Book

Class Audio CDs (with mp3s available
on the RLP)

722481

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

scenarios which practise language and skills
in motivating real-life non-executive contexts.

•

accessible language work with a solid, upfront
approach to grammar and vocabulary.

•

innovative email section which coaches
students in writing emails, with online
templates for students’ own use.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student’s Book
Richmond Learning Platform
Choice of fully digital or print Workbook
Business Maze Apps
Video Skills Modules
Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CDs (with mp3s available
on the RLP)

Anna Cowper Louis Rogers

Common European Framework

www.richmondatwork.net

components:

flexibility and choice over the length, depth
and method of delivery of the course.

•

Louis Rogers

Trackable interactive activities, full audio, test
generator, teaching tips and much more on the
exclusive users’ Learning Platform

offers:

•

ISBN: 978-84-668-1357-0

Common European Framework
9 788466 813570

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

www.richmondatwork.net

357618_C_rv.indd 1
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For the Student
Student’s Book

is a flexible, accessible course for anyone who needs to communicate
in English at work or who is preparing for the working environment.

is a flexible, accessible course for anyone who needs to communicate
in English at work or who is preparing for the working environment.

builds students’ confidence by teaching practical, get-the-job done
language in real-life, everyday contexts.

builds students’ confidence by teaching practical, get-the-job done
language in real-life, everyday contexts.

Richmond Learning Platform (RLP)
Choice of fully digital or print Workbook

•

accessible language work with a solid, upfront
approach to grammar and vocabulary.

•

innovative email section which coaches
students in writing emails, with online
templates for students’ own use.

Business Maze Apps
Video Skills Modules
Teacher’s Book

Class Audio CDs (with mp3s available
on the RLP)

components:

flexibility and choice over the length, depth
and method of delivery of the course.

•

scenarios which practise language and skills
in motivating real-life non-executive contexts.

•

accessible language work with a solid, upfront
approach to grammar and vocabulary.

•

innovative email section which coaches
students in writing emails, with online
templates for students’ own use.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student’s Book
Richmond Learning Platform
Choice of fully digital or print Workbook
Business Maze Apps
Video Skills Modules
Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CDs (with mp3s available
on the RLP)

Student’s Book

Anna Cowper James Greenan

Louis Rogers

Upper intermediate B2
Anna Cowper
James Greenan

Upper Intermediate B2

Student’s Book

is a flexible, accessible course for anyone who needs to communicate
in English at work or who is preparing for the working environment.
builds students’ confidence by teaching practical, get-the-job done
language in real-life, everyday contexts.

This is business outside the boardroom.
offers:

•

flexibility and choice over the length, depth
and method of delivery of the course.

•

scenarios which practise language and skills
in motivating real-life non-executive contexts.
accessible language work with a solid, upfront
approach to grammar and vocabulary.
innovative email section which coaches
students in writing emails, with online
templates for students’ own use.

Student’s Book
Richmond Learning Platform
Choice of fully digital or print Workbook
Business Maze Apps
Video Skills Modules
Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CDs (with mp3s available
on the RLP)

Student’s Book

•
•

components:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upper Intermediate B2

Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CDs
Richmond Learning Platform

offers:

•

Student’s Book

For the Teacher

This is business outside the boardroom.
Upper intermediate B2

scenarios which practise language and skills
in motivating real-life non-executive contexts.

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

•

components:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intermediate B1+

offers:

flexibility and choice over the length, depth
and method of delivery of the course.

Upper intermediate B2
Anna Cowper
James Greenan

Louis Rogers

Upper intermediate B2

Student’s Book

•

24/10/2017 10:51

Student’s Book

Intermediate B1+

Student’s Book
Class Audio CDs
Workbook
Digital
Workbook
This is business outside the boardroom.
Richmond Learning Platform
Intermediate B1+

Student’s Book

•

Richmond Learning Platform

Student’s Book

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible materials let you choose the length,
depth and method of delivery
scenarios which practise language and skills
in motivating real-life non-executive contexts.

Pre-Intermediate B1

Elementary A2

offers:

flexibility and choice over the length, depth
and method of delivery of the course.

Anna Cowper
Louis Rogers

Student’s Book

builds students’ confidence by teaching practical, get-the-job done
language in real-life, everyday contexts.

This is business outside the boardroom.

•

Pre-intermediate B1

Louis Rogers

is a flexible, accessible course for anyone who needs to communicate
in English at work or who is preparing for the working environment.

builds students’ confidence by teaching practical, get-the-job done
language in real-life, everyday contexts.

•

Elementary A2

722562

A2

Anna Cowper James Greenan
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ENGLISH FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES

4 Levels

Student’s Book
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Available as both apps and
printed readers, the brilliant
Richmond Business Mazes
challenge students to choose
the best outcome to different
business scenarios. The
perfect complement to their
@work studies.

www.richmondatwork.net
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EXAMS
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Richmond Practice Tests:
Pre-A1 Starters,
A1 Movers, A2 Flyers
Richmond Practice Tests for PRE A1 STARTERS

FICATIONS

e Tests

E R S

Richmond Practice Tests

P R E

!

For the
revised exam
from 2018

Richmond Practice Tests for A1 MOVERS

W

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH QUALIFICATIONS

1 Starters offer:

Richmond Practice Tests

ed Cambridge exam
g, and Speaking tests.

A 1
MO VE R S

terial.

e test.

The Richmond Practice Tests are a complete series of tests written
by Cambridge exam writers for the main Cambridge English
Qualifications.

Richmond Practice Tests for A2 FLYERS

ONS

ts

S

sts written
glish

Richmond Practice Tests

A 1
MO VE R S
Free
downloadable
audio

The brand-new Richmond Practice Tests for Pre A1 Starters,
A1 Movers and A2 Flyers offer a friendly and accessible way to
familiarise children with the style and format of Cambridge English
Qualifications for young learners. Each book is beautifully illustrated
in full colour and includes three complete practice tests.

!

W

NE

For the
revised exam
from 2018

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH QUALIFICATIONS

16/08/2018 13:15

The Richmond Practice Tests for A1 Movers offer:

A 2
F L Y E R S

∞

Three complete sets of tests for the updated Cambridge exam
(from 2018): Listening, Reading and Writing and Speaking tests.

∞

Free downloadable audio.

∞

Simple, colourful design and engaging material.

∞

Easy-to-understand information about the test.

∞

Free downloadable Teacher’s Resources.

!

W

NE

Free
downloadable
audio

For the
revised exam
from 2018

er’s
keys, mark

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH QUALIFICATIONS

www.richmondelt.com

r:

idge exam
aking tests.

Each book is beautifully illustrated in full colour and
includes three complete practice tests. The series
is also accompanied by downloadable Teacher’s
Resources, including audio files and transcripts,
answer keys, mark schemes and useful information
about the tests.

Richmond Practice Tests

The series is also accompanied by downloadable Teacher’s
Resources, including audio files and transcripts, answer keys, mark
schemes and useful information about the tests.

Also available:

ters,
way to
dge English
lly illustrated
.

!

W

NE

Free
downloadable
audio

re A1 Starters,
ccessible way to
f Cambridge English
s beautifully illustrated
ctice tests.

NE

The brand-new Richmond Practice Tests for
Pre-A1 Starters, A1 Movers and A2 Flyers offer
a friendly and accessible way to familiarise children
with the style and format of Cambridge English
Qualifications for young learners.

A 1

S T A
R T E R S

eries of tests written
bridge English

ble Teacher’s
s, answer keys, mark
s.

NEW

928225 _ C.indd 1
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The Richmond Practice Tests for Pre-A1 Starters,
A1 Movers and A2 Flyers offer:
• three complete sets of tests for the updated
Cambridge exam (from 2018): Listening, Reading
and Writing, and Speaking tests
• easy-to-understand information about the test
• free downloadable audio and Teacher’s Resources
• a simple, colourful design and engaging material

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH QUALIFICATIONS

16/08/2018 13:20

Reading & Writing Test
Listening Test
Speaking Test
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EXAMS

Target A2 Key and
B1 Preliminary for Schools
NEW
Target A2 Key for Schools and
Target B1 Preliminary for Schools
prepare students for the “For Schools”
Cambridge English Qualifications
A2 Key and B1 Preliminary. Essential
exam practice, tips and strategies are
combined with fun, communicative
activities, ensuring lessons are varied
and engaging-and that students are
ready for their exam.
The Richmond Learning Platform offers
extra practice activities, information and
tips for students; while teachers can
find downloadable audio and scripts,
photocopiable activities and worksheets,
and at-a-glance reports on student
activity and progress.
These new editions have been fully
updated for the revised A2 Key and B1
Preliminary exams (from January 2020).

For the Student

For the Teacher

Student’s Book with
platform access code
Workbook with complete
Practice Test
Richmond Learning Platform

Teacher’s Book
Richmond Learning Platform
including Test Manager

Target A2 Key and B1 Preliminary for
Schools offer:
• easy-to-teach topic-based lessons
with focused vocabulary and
grammar practice
• authentic exam practice and
preparation written by experienced
exam item writers
• essential exam-taking tips and
strategies, including a comprehensive
exam guide

59

Richmond Practice Tests
Richmond Practice Tests will familiarise students with the form and layout
of their chosen English qualifications and provide them with vital practice
in the language, skills and strategies they need to do well on the day.
with Richmond Learning Platform

with Richmond Learning Platform

r all papers

TARGET CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH: FIRST

FCE exam (from January 2015).

Features

y language and vocabulary areas
tematically reviewed and practised

STUDENT’S BOOK

o Online Practice Tests with a step-byp guide to the exam

ra activities, unit tests and resources

www.richmondelt.com/targetFIRST

CAMBRIDGE
ENGLISH:

STUDENT’S BOOK

Bess Bradfield
884796

NEW EDITION
Updated for the revised FCE exam by

●

Your unique access code is inside.

FIRST
●

downloadable audio

●

Online Practice Tests

for

STUDENT’S BOOK with answers
Diana L. Fried-Booth

Richmond Learning Platform

For Students

www.richmondelt.com/practiceIELTS

●

Your unique access code is inside.

●

ADVANCED
●
●

Richmond recommends

Online Practice Tests

STUDENT’S BOOK with answers

for

IELTS

STUDENT’S BOOK with answers

Language Testing 123

COLLECTION 1

NEW EDITION

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS

COLLECTION 1

Bess Bradfield

mework

●

www.richmondelt.com/practiceADVANCED

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS

CAMBRIDGE
Student’s Book with answers
Richmond Learning Platform
ENGLISH:
downloadable audio

STUDENT’S BOOK with answers

Your unique access code is inside

C1 C2

TARGET

FIRST

NEW EDITION

Richmond Learning Platform

STUDENT’S BOOK with answers
NEW EDITION
Diana L Fried-Booth

with Richmond Learning Platform

r the First Certificate in English (FCE)
Essential exam practice, tips and
ive activities ensuring lessons are
their exam.

alistic exam practice with tips and
ategies for all 4 papers in every unit

arly structured units with
mmunicative lessons that can be
ght in any order

Richmond Learning Platform

ADVANCED

elt.com/practiceFIRST

cess code is inside.

For Students

CAMBRIDGE
Student’s Book
Richmond
with answers
Learning Platform
ENGLISH:

FIRST

Learning Platform

for

Interactive versions of these tests, plus two further Academic tests, are also provided
on the Richmond Learning Platform. The online tests include an optional step-bystep guide, with helpful information about each section and tips to help with test
technique. The audio material for all the tests in this book and online is also on the
Richmond Learning Platform.

STUDENT’S BOOK with answers

m answer sheets

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS

The Student’s Book with answers contains four complete practice tests for the
Academic module (Listening, Speaking, Academic Reading and Academic Writing).
It also contains two Reading and Writing components for the General Training module.

IELTS

the writing tests

dern design with stimulating texts
d topics to grab and retain students’
ention

Interactive versions of these tests, plus the audio material, are also provided on
the Richmond Learning Platform. There are also two additional practice tests,
making seven computer-based practice tests in total. The online tests also include
an optional step-by-step guide to the exam, with helpful information about each
paper and tips to help with exam technique.

Richmond Practice Tests for IELTS gives students extensive practice of and preparation
for the International English Language Testing System (IELTS).

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH:

nscripts for the

mond recommends

The Student’s Book with answers contains five complete practice tests, visual
materials for the speaking tests, full answer keys for all papers and transcripts for
the listening papers.

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH:

d detailed
e speaking tests

These tests are for the revised CAE exam (from January 2015).

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS for

otocopiable advice
w to prepare for
rt of every paper

Richmond Practice Tests for Cambridge English: Advanced gives students extensive
practice of and preparation for the Certificate in Advanced English (CAE) exam from
Cambridge English Language Assessment.

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS for

provides:

the exam with a
h of the four papers

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS for

nts extensive
) exam from

(from January 2015).

with Richmond Learning Platform

Common European Framework

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Updated for the revised FCE exam by

COLLECTION 1

COLLECTION 1

www.richmondelt.com

www.richmondelt.com
609769_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

25/11/14 10:23

02/09/2015 12:29

Cambridge English First

Fully revised First Practice Tests for
the new exam.
Five complete exams in each
Student’s Book.
Two additional computer-based
practice tests on each CD-ROM.
Practice test layout mirrors that of the
actual exam.
Full-colour sections for the Speaking
paper, plus visual material in the PET
and FCE books.
Exam information and tips for both
students and teachers.
Practice Tests Teacher’s Books contain
full answer keys, transcripts, advice
for students, sample answer sheets
and mark schemes for the Writing
and Speaking papers.
For the Student
Student’s Book
Student’s CD-ROM

For the Teacher
Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CD
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Cambridge English Advanced

IELTS

Contains five complete practice tests,
visual materials for the Speaking tests,
full answer keys for all papers and
transcripts for the Listening papers.

Contains four complete practice
tests for the Academic module
(Listening, Speaking, Academic
Reading and Academic Writing).
It also contains two Reading
and Writing components for the
General Training module.

Interactive versions of these tests, plus
all audio material, are provided on
the Richmond Learning Platform.
There are also two additional practice
tests, and a range of helpful tips to
improve exam technique.
For the Student
Student’s Book with answers
Richmond Learning Platform

Interactive versions of these
tests, plus the audio material, are
also provided on the Richmond
Learning Platform.
For the Student
Student’s Book with answers
Learning Platform

EXAMS

Richmond Practice Tests:
Target A2 Key and
B1 Preliminary for Schools
NEW
RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS

A2 KEY

These new editions of the popular Richmond Practice Tests
at A2 Key and B1 Preliminary levels offer updated practice
and information for the form and layout of these revised
Cambridge English Qualifications (from 2020). Students
will become familiar with and gain essential practice in the
language, skills and strategies they need for exam success.

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

Sue Ireland • Joanna Kosta

Both levels are written by experienced examiners to
accurately reflect the type of language and questions
students will face in their exam. They include complete
practice tests and also provide access to the Richmond
Learning Platform, where students can download audio and
find extra practice activities, information and exam-taking
tips and strategies.

For the revised
exams from 2020

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH QUALIFICATIONS

As well as offering thorough exam preparation, they can
support any A2 KET or B1 PET-level general English course.

Target Cambridge English: FIRST
Target First New Edition

with Richmond Learning Platform

January 2015).

e with tips and
pers in every unit

ts with
ns that can be

cabulary areas
ed and practised

timulating texts
d retain students’

ests and resources

t.com/targetFIRST
ss code is inside.

mends

Richmond’s Target First will prepare teenage and
young adult students to take the revised Cambridge
English: First (FCE) exam and give them practice
in the language, skills and strategies they need to
succeed.

TARGET
CAMBRIDGE
ENGLISH:

For the Student

FIRST

Student’s Book
Workbook with Audio CD
Richmond Learning Platform

STUDENT’S BOOK

NEW EDITION

earning Platform

STUDENT’S BOOK

ests with a step-bym

TARGET CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH: FIRST

cate in English (FCE)
practice, tips and
uring lessons are

Bess Bradfield

For the Teacher
Bess Bradfield

NEW EDITION

Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CDs
Richmond Learning Platform
including Test Studio

Updated for the revised FCE exam by

20/12/13 11:39
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GRAMMAR &
VOCABULARY
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4 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Grammar Practice
Herbert Puchta, Jeff Stranks and Peter Lewis-Jones
Grammar Practice is a series of four books that helps teen students to explore, understand
and practice grammar from Beginner to Intermediate level in situational and meaningful contexts.
Grammar Practice is ideal for practising and revising grammar both at school and at home.

Clear grammar overviews and rules
Wide range of receptive and
productive grammar exercises
Access online activities on
the Helbling e-zone as well
as grammar animations
to strengthen recognition of
grammatical forms and special fun
features: Tricky Grammar Tests
and Cartoons for fun

www.helbling-ezone.com
The answer key is available to download on the e-zone
64

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Top Grammar Plus
Lucy Becker, Carol Frain, David A. Hill and Karen Thomas

Lucy Becker · Carol Frain
· Karen Thomas

Lucy CEF
Becker
· Carol Frain
A2-B1
David A. Hill
David A. Hill · Karen Thomas

Lucy Becker
Lucy Becker · Carol Frain
CEF B1-B2+
David A. Hill
David A. Hill · Karen Thomas

CEF A1-A2
Pre-intermediate with Answer Key

ain
omas

Three levels of grammar reference
PLUS interactive exercises and listenings
online at Helbling e-zone!

ammar reference
exercises and listenings
e-zone!

· Carol Frain
· Karen Thomas

Intermediate to Advanced with Answer Key

Top Grammar Plus is a series of comprehensive and easy-to-use grammar
books for learners of English at all levels, from Elementary to Advanced.
CEF A2-B1

Three levels of grammar reference
PLUS interactive exercises and listenings
online at Helbling e-zone!

series of comprehensive and easy-to-use grammar
at all levels, from beginner to advanced.

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS is a series of comprehensive and easy-to-use grammar
books for learners of English at all levels, from elementary to advanced.

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS is a series of comprehensive and easy-to-use grammar
books for learners of English at all levels, from elementary to advanced.

al for use in class or for individual study.

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS is ideal for use in class or for individual study.

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS is ideal for use in class or for individual study.

egular exam practice pages which prepare students
T), First (FCE) and Trinity.

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS has regular exam practice pages which prepare students
for Key (KET), Preliminary (PET), First (FCE) and Trinity.

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS has regular exam practice pages which prepare students
for Key (KET), Preliminary (PET), First (FCE) and Trinity.

a special lexical focus for each section and regular

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS has a special lexical focus for each section and regular
review pages.

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS has a special lexical focus for each section and regular
review pages.

ing-ezone.com contains:
on activities for both individual and class use

The online site at www.helbling-ezone.com contains:
• Extra Grammar and Dictation activities for both individual and class use
(Cyber Homework)
• Teaching Tips Guide
• Tests
• Tests’ Answer Key
• MP3 audios
• Tapescript
• Grammar Book Answer Key

The online site at www.helbling-ezone.com contains:
• Extra Grammar and Dictation activities for both individual and class use
(Cyber Homework)
• Teaching Tips Guide
• Tests
• Tests’ Answer Key
• MP3 audios
• Tapescript
• Grammar Book Answer Key

GET YOUR CODE ON THE INSIDE BACK COVER

www.helblinglanguages.com

9

• Preliminary and Trinity exam preparation

• Lexical focus with extensive grammar practice and revision
ISBN 978-3-85272-568-0

• Extra online practice at www.helbling-ezone.com
GET YOUR CODE ON THE INSIDE BACK COVER

www.helblinglanguages.com

783852 725673

9

24/01/13 09:42

COVER_TGP PRE-INT AK.indd 1

Lucy Becker · Carol Frain
David A. Hill · Karen Thomas

ISBN 978-3-85272-567-3

• Extra online practice at www.helbling-ezone.com

Intermediate to Advanced

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS is in three volumes:
Elementary
CEF A1-A2
Pre-intermediate
CEF A2-B1
Intermediate to Advanced
CEF B1-B2+

Lucy Becker · Carol Frain
David A. Hill · Karen Thomas

• Lexical focus with extensive grammar practice and revision

R CODE ON THE INSIDE BACK COVER

Ans ith
w
Key er

Pre-intermediate

• Key, Preliminary and Trinity exam preparation

783852 725680

Ideal for use in class or
for individual study
Special lexical focus
Accompanied by access
to the Helbling e-zone,
an online resource for
students and teachers
Plenty of exercises both
in the books and online
Regular review pages
Thorough exam practice

w

Ans ith
w
Key er

Elementary
TOP GRAMMAR PLUS is in three volumes:
Elementary
CEF A1-A2
Pre-intermediate
CEF A2-B1
Intermediate to Advanced
CEF B1-B2+

CEF B1-B2+

w

w

Ans ith
w
Key er

hree volumes:
CEF A1-A2
CEF A2-B1
CEF B1-B2+

Lucy Becker · Carol Frain
David A. Hill · Karen Thomas

• Preliminary, First and Trinity exam preparation
• Lexical focus with extensive grammar practice and revision
• Extra online practice at www.helbling-ezone.com

www.helblinglanguages.com

30/01/13 13:26

COVER_TGP ADVAN AK.indd 1
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www.helbling-ezone.com
The answer key is available to download on the e-zone

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY

3 Levels

2 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

English Grammar in Steps
Lucy Becker, Carol Frain, David A. Hill and Karen Thomas
English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and grammar practice book for pre-intermediate
to upper intermediate students. It is ideal for both self-study and use in the classroom.
NEw
EditioN

with a presentation passage to set the
ntext. The grammar explanations are then
to a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
r each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
with a series of contextualised practice
nsolidate and test students’ knowledge.

in Steps

• Quick Reference sections with concise grammar
summaries

• Contextualised practice exercises for each grammar
point

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

with Answers

NEw
EditioN

Key features
• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms

with Answers

in Steps

Practice Book

Simple explanations
and thorough practice
of the most important
grammatical structures
For pre-intermediate to
upper intermediate students

Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.

with Answers

Richmond Recommends:

NEw
EditioN

This book can be used as a follow-up to English
Grammar in Steps or independently. Each unit
has a brief grammar summary followed by
comprehensive practice exercises.

with Answers

NEw
EditioN

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and practice
grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper intermediate
students. The grammatical structures covered are particularly
relevant for students preparing for the Cambridge English:
First exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or FCE).
It is available with or without answers and is ideal both for selfstudy and classroom use.

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.

with Answers

NEw
EditioN

Key features
• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms

Richmond Recommends:

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

NEw
EditioN

English
Grammar
in Steps

Simple explanations
and thorough practice
of the most important
grammatical structures

English
Grammar
English
Grammar
in Steps

English Grammar in Steps Practice Book consists
of a hundred units of practice covering the
grammatical structures required by students at
pre-intermediate to upper intermediate level. The
grammar practised is particularly relevant for
students preparing for the Cambridge English: First
exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or
FCE). ItPractice
is available with
or without answers.
Book

in Steps
Practice Book

Answers
This book can be usedwith
as a follow-up
to English
Grammar in Steps or independently. Each unit
has a brief grammar summary followed by
comprehensive practice exercises.

Simple explanations

NEw
EditioN

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

NEw
EditioN

English
Grammar

thorough practice
For ofand
pre-intermediate
to
in Steps
the most important
grammatical structures
explanations
upper intermediate Simple
students
and thorough practice
English
Grammar
in Steps

Key features
• Quick Reference sections with concise grammar summaries
• Contextualised practice exercises for each grammar point

Richmond Recommends:

NEw
EditioN

English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and practice
grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper intermediate
students. The grammatical structures covered are particularly
relevant for students preparing for the Cambridge English:
First exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or FCE).
It is available with or without answers and is ideal both for selfstudy and classroom use.
Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.
Key features
• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

Richmond Recommends:

NEw
EditioN

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

English
Grammar
English
Grammar
in Steps

English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and practice
grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper intermediate
students. The grammatical structures covered are particularly
relevant for students preparing for the Cambridge English:
First exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or FCE).
It is available with or without answers and is ideal both for selfstudy and classroom use.

in Steps

Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.

with Answers

Simple explanations
and thorough practice

NEw
EditioN

English Grammar in Steps

with Answers

English Grammar in Steps

For pre intermediate to
upper intermediate students

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

Key features
• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms

with Answers
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English
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in Steps

English Grammar in Steps

English
Grammar

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

English Grammar in Steps

English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and practice
grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper intermediate
students. The grammatical structures covered are particularly
relevant for students preparing for the Cambridge English:
First exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or FCE).
It is available with or without answers and is ideal both for selfstudy and classroom use.
Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.
Key features
• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms

Practice Book

Key features
• Quick Reference sections with concise grammar summaries
• Contextualised practice exercises for each grammar point
Richmond Recommends:
NEw
EditioN

with Answers

Richmond Recommends:

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

English Grammar in Steps

Practice Book
with Answers

English Grammar in Steps Practice Book consists
of a hundred units of practice covering the
grammatical structures required by students at
pre-intermediate to upper intermediate level. The
grammar practised is particularly relevant for
students preparing for the Cambridge English: First
exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or
FCE). It is available with or without answers.

English Grammar in Steps

English
Grammar
in Steps

English
Grammar
in Steps

NEw
EditioN

Key features

• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms

Practice Book

of the most important
grammatical structures
For pre-intermediate to
upper intermediate students

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

Richmond Recommends:

For pre intermediate to
upper intermediate students

English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and
practice grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper
intermediate students. The grammatical structures
covered are particularly relevant for students preparing for
the Cambridge English: First exam (also known as First
Certificate in English, or FCE). It is available with or without
answers and is ideal both for self-study and classroom use.

Simple explanations
and thorough practice
of the most important
grammatical structures

885054

English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and practice
grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper intermediate
students. The grammatical structures covered are particularly
relevant for students preparing for the Cambridge English:
First exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or FCE).
It is available with or without answers and is ideal both for selfstudy and classroom use.
Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.

Simple explanations
and thorough practice
of the most important
grammatical structures

English Grammar in Steps

English
Grammar
in Steps

in Steps
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Key features
• Quick Reference sections with concise grammar summaries
• Contextualised practice exercises for each grammar point
Richmond Recommends:
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English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and practice
grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper intermediate
students. The grammatical structures covered are particularly
relevant for students preparing for the Cambridge English:
First exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or FCE).
It is available with or without answers and is ideal both for selfstudy and classroom use.
Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.
Key features
• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms

Simple explanations
English
and thorough
practice
Grammar
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For pre intermediate to
upper intermediate students

David Bolton and Noel Goodey
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David Bolton and Noel Goodey

Simple explanations
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of the most important
grammatical structures
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English Grammar in Steps

with Answers

Key features
• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms

Richmond Recommends:

For pre intermediate to
upper intermediate students

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

English Grammar in Steps

English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and practice
grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper intermediate
students. The grammatical structures covered are particularly
relevant for students preparing for the Cambridge English:
First exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or FCE).
It is available with or without answers and is ideal both for selfstudy and classroom use.
Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.

Simple explanations
and thorough practice
of the most important
grammatical structures

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

David Bolton and Noel Goodey

with Answers
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Practice Book

English
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English Grammar in Steps

English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and practice
grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper intermediate
students. The grammatical structures covered are particularly
relevant for students preparing for the Cambridge English:
First exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or FCE).
It is available with or without answers and is ideal both for selfstudy and classroom use.
Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.
Key features
• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms

English Grammar in Steps

with Answers

Richmond Recommends:

English Grammar in Steps Practice Book consists
of a hundred units of practice covering the
grammatical structures required by students at
pre-intermediate to upper intermediate level. The
grammar practised is particularly relevant for
students preparing for the Cambridge English: First
exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or
FCE). It is available with or without answers.
This book can be used as a follow-up to English
Grammar in Steps or independently. Each unit
has a brief grammar summary followed by
comprehensive practice exercises.

English
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with Answers

Key features

• Grammar presented in context
• Clear step-by-step explanations
• Self-check questions with answers
• Intensive practice for each grammar point
• Eight useful appendices including a glossary of grammatical terms
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Each unit starts with a presentation passage to set the
grammar in context. The grammar explanations are then
broken down into a series of manageable ‘Steps’. ‘Check
Questions’ after each Step reinforce students’ understanding.
Each unit ends with a series of contextualised practice
exercises to consolidate and test students’ knowledge.
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David Bolton and Noel Goodey

English Grammar in Steps

English Grammar in Steps is a concise reference and
practice grammar book for pre-intermediate to upper
intermediate students. The grammatical structures
covered are particularly relevant for students preparing for
the Cambridge English: First exam (also known as First
Certificate in English, or FCE). It is available with or without
answers and is ideal both for self-study and classroom use.

with Answers

English Grammar in Steps Practice Book consists
of a hundred units of practice covering the
grammatical structures required by students at
pre-intermediate to upper intermediate level. The
grammar practised is particularly relevant for
students preparing for the Cambridge English: First
exam (also known as First Certificate in English, or
FCE). It is available with or without answers.
This book can be used as a follow-up to English
Grammar in Steps or independently. Each unit
has a brief grammar summary followed by
comprehensive practice exercises.
Key features
• Quick Reference sections with concise grammar summaries
• Contextualised practice exercises for each grammar point
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This book can be used as a follow-up to English
Grammar in Steps or independently. Each unit
has a brief grammar summary followed by
comprehensive practice exercises.
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upper intermediate students

David Bolton and Noel Goodey
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English
Grammar
in Steps

The Practice Book comprehensively covers the most
important grammatical structures needed by intermediate
students. It can be used alongside English Grammar in
Steps for extra practice or independently.
Grammar and exercises presented in context

Practice Book
with Answers

Simple explanations
and thorough practice
of the most important
grammatical structures

Clear, step-by-step explanations and intensive practice
for each grammar point
Covers grammar required for Cambridge FCE exam

For pre-intermediate to
upper intermediate students
03/04/14 12:32
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2 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Visual Grammar
Jim Scrivener
Visual Grammar teaches young adult and adult students to adopt the unique
approach of visualising how each grammar point works before embarking
on their practice activities. Each one-page unit contains a visual presentation
of the grammar point, followed by a variety of different exercise types. The
book also offers fully trackable extra online material for use at home or in the
classroom as well as unique presentation software for use in class.

with
answers

with
answers

A2

You can ...

Picture, practise and perfect
your English with this unique
new grammar book
Ideal for self-study or classroom use

re
ictu

it!

• See how each grammar point works with
the help of pictures, photos and diagrams
• Learn grammar in manageable one-page
units

P

tise
Prac

• Practise grammar in a variety of fun reallife contexts
• Perfect their grammar with more free
practice online

it!

P

t!
re i
u
t
ic

tise
Prac

Teachers can ...

online tests

n interactive
r using the
k

• Assign and track activities on the
Richmond Learning Platform

• Create customised paper or online tests
in the Richmond Test Studio

h i th s
wit ew
rs r
w s we
an s an

• Teach animated visuals on an interactive
whiteboard or data projector using the
unique Teacher’s Digital Book

Jim Scrivener

Jim Scrivener

n the
m

Your unique code gives you free access to the Richmond Learning Platform
Jim Scrivener

tform

888543

502603_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1
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Jim Scrivener
Richmond Learning Platform

Also available without answers

16/04/13 11:55

Main grammar points divided into manageable bite-sized chunks
Audio recordings of all main grammar points available in MP3 format
Available with or without answers
Fully trackable extra online practice included with the book on the Visual
Grammar Learning Platform, accessible by the Visual Grammar website

www.richmondvisualgrammar.com
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it!

includes access to the

includes access to the

Richmond
Learning Platform
www.richmondvisualgrammar.com

B1

ViSual

Pre-intermediate B1

Elementary a2

Students can ...

Pre-intermediate

Grammar

ViSual

ViSual Grammar

Grammar
Visual

Grammar

Visual Grammar

r

Elementary

13/06/14 12:34

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY

The Visual Grammar App
The Visual Grammar App
contains animated videos,
lively illustrations and clear
diagrams to help students
picture grammar. Includes
a range of activities
which offer practice with
immediate feedback.

2 Levels
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

Vocabulary Builder
Elizabeth Walter and Kate Woodford
Elizabeth Walter

Learning Platform

recorded on downloadable mp3s

ation activities in every unit

to speak and write more fluently and accurately in English
to improve your listening and reading skills

VOCABULARY BUILDER B2

VOCABULARY BUILDER B1

terial available online)

sented and practised in natural

▲ ▲ ▲

ls

cs and functions

Elizabeth Walter
Kate Woodford

RICHMOND VOCABULARY BUILDER B2 will help you learn the words
youWoodford
need ...
Kate

ill help you learn the words you need ...

urately in English

to prepare for exams at B2 level

• Self-study or classroom use (teacher’s material available online)
• Over 1000 words, phrases and idioms presented and practised in natural
contexts
• 50 units covering the main everyday topics and functions
• 6 review sections
• Extra practice activities on the Richmond Learning Platform
• All key vocabulary and practice dialogues recorded on downloadable mp3s

The code at the back of every book provides access
to the Richmond Learning Platform where
students will find more practice activities and
teachers can assign activities to their students.
Richmond Vocabulary Builders are available in
editions with or without answer keys.

• ‘Use the words you’ve learned’ personalisation activities in every unit
• Speaking and usage notes
• British vs American English boxes

BUILDER
Vocabulary usage and practice for self-study

Vocabulary usage and practice for self-study

743761

ISBN: 978-84-668-1544-4

includes access to the
9 788466 815260

VOCABULARY

BUILDER

Your unique access code for the Richmond Learning Platform is inside

ISBN: 978-84-668-1526-0

743746

Elizabeth Walter • Kate Woodford

Elizabeth Walter • Kate Woodford

mond Learning Platform is inside

VOCABULARY

Richmond Vocabulary Builders are designed
for adult and young adult learners to use at
home or in class.

www.richmondvocabularybuilder.com

377266_cubierta _ 0001-0001.indd 1

Richmond Learning Platform
9 788466

Also available with answers

includes access to the
815444

Richmond Learning Platform

03/04/13 11:51

13/05/13 10:15

www.richmondvocabularybuilder.com
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READERS
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Richmond Primary
Readers
Richmond Primary Readers are an original collection of eighteen beautifully-illustrated
graded readers covering the six levels of primary education. The language of each
story has been adapted for the young learner and the series is fully mapped to the
Cambridge Young Learner’s suite of exams: Starters, Movers and Flyers.
18/3/09

233147_C.ai

22:08:41
121744_C.ai

PRIMARYMOVERS
READERS

-

A1

Primary 6

FLYERS/KET

A2

Pedro’s Project

Pedro has moved to
England from Brazil.
Everybody likes Pedro
except for Luke. Pedro
and his friends decide to
take part in the science
project competition. Luke
and his friends also want
to win, so they try to
sabotage Pedro’s project.

Ozzie, a little polar bear,
loves the North Pole but
he loves his friends more.
Primary 5
PRE-FLYERS
A1
Aurora Primary
Martorell
When they hear about
6
FLYERS/KET
A2
FREE CD INSIDE
summer, Ozzie fetches
Summer Sun from the
Equator and they all have
fun together. However,
slowly the environment
begins to change and
Ozzie’s friends become ill.
What will Ozzie do about it?

9 788466 810449

ISBN: 978-84-668-1044-9

WORKSHEETS AVAILABLE
FOR TEACHERS!

FREE CDwww.richmondelt.com
INSIDE

Primary 1

PRE-STARTERS

Primary 2

STARTERS

Primary 3

PRE-MOVERS

-

Primary 4

MOVERS

A1

-

-

Ozzie and Summer Sun
LEVEL

Level 1

Marla Bentley

Headwords

CEF

500-600

A1

600-800

A2

KET

1000-1200

B1

PET

B2

FCE

Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

1400-1800

ESOL

WORKSHEETS
AVAILABLE
FOR TEACHERS!

There are problems for the
people of Fardor. Zadra, the Lord
of Traygot, has a plan that is bad
for Fardor and bad for the
world. You must go to Traygot.
You must stop Zadra.
In this fun and exciting game
book, you participate in the
story and you make the
decisions. Can you stop Zadra?

www.richmondelt.com

FREE CD INSIDE

www.richmondelt.com

Cian Magenta Amarillo Negro

Cian Magenta Amarillo Negro

Titles available in this series:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Callum the Caterpillar
Mole at the Seaside
Smellybear
The Magic Carpet
Ozzie and the Summer Sun
Teamwork
Who’s coming for dinner?
C.C. goes to India
The Christmas Mouse

Selected titles are also available as fun,
interactive apps on the App Store!
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LEVEL 1

WORKSHEETS AVAILABLE
FOR TEACHERS!

Cian Magenta Amarillo Negro

The series is perfect for self-study or
for use in the classroom and includes
a DVD-ROM which features one
beautifully animated story from each
level along with three worksheets.
Each title also contains an audio CD
and picture dictionary.

PRIMARY READERS

9 788466 810418

-

MOVERS

PRE-FLYERS

COLECCIÓN

-

PRE-MOVERS

Primary 4
Primary 5

Jane Cadwallader

COLECCIÓN

9 788466 810692

-

STARTERS

Primary 3

18:58

9 78 8 466 81 10 3 3

ISBN: 978-84-668-1069-2

PRE-STARTERS

Primary 2

09/04/10

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedro’s Project
Aladdin and other stories
Mystery Island
The Chat Room
Footprints in the Forest
A Maori Story
Rubbish Rivals
The Rock Pool
Professor Wong and King Arthur

ISBN: 978-84-668-1103-3

Cian Magenta Amarillo Negro

PRE-MOVERS

Primary 1

1

11:55:34

PRIMARY READERS

Callum
the Caterpillar

m is lonely. He has
e to play with, so the
Fairy kindly waves her
to bring him some
s. Suddenly there are
pillars everywhere and
is no room for Callum
ore.

9/3/09

ISBN: 978-84-668-1041-8

121696_C.ai

READERS

Richmond Secondary
Readers
Richmond Secondary Readers are a multi-genre, four-level series of graded readers for older
learners. They feature adaptations of classic literature, new fiction, biographies and even
gamebooks, which allow the student to play an important role in the outcome of the story.

1

09/04/10

20:30

233486_C.ai

LEVEL 3 READERS
SECONDARY

SECONDARY
LEVEL 2 READERS

Level 1

Headwords
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600-800

A2

KET

1000-1200

B1

PET

B2

FCE

Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

1400-1800

ESOL

WORKSHEETS
AVAILABLE
FOR TEACHERS!

Each of
the courtyards in Craigen
Lester
Vaughan

Craigen Castle
Mystery
LEVEL

Level 1

Headwords

CEF

500-600

A1

600-800

A2

KET

1000-1200

B1

PET

B2

FCE

Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

1400-1800

ESOL

WORKSHEETS
AVAILABLE
FOR TEACHERS!

The city
of Rosca is preparing for
Rod
Smith

Level 1

Headwords

CEF

500-600

A1

600-800

A2

KET

1000-1200

B1

PET

B2

FCE

Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

1400-1800

Jane Eyre
Charlotte Brontë

FREE CD INSIDE

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

SECONDARY READERS

ISBN: 978-84-668-1259-7

Cold Feet

Rod Smith
www.richmondelt.com

Cian Magenta Amarillo Negro

Each reader includes an audio CD, a glossary
and extra comprehension activities and may
John
be used asDavage
either a supplement to any main
course or as a stand-alone resource.
Perfect for reading for pleasure!

WORKSHEETS
AVAILABLE
FOR TEACHERS!

9 78 8 466 81 25 9 7

SECONDARY READERS

LEVEL 2

9 78 8 466 81 25 0 4

FREE CD INSIDE

ISBN: 978-84-668-1250-4

LEVEL 1

SECONDARY READERS

ISBN: 978-84-668-1206-1

www.richmondelt.com

ESOL

Jane Eyre survives a lonely and
loveless childhood at her aunt’s
house. When she receives an
education, her existence is still a
cold and solitary one. She
dreams of living a more fulfilling
life, where she is treated with
dignity and respect. Then she
finds work as a governess, and
meets the enigmatic Mr
Rochester. Has Jane at last met
someone who can give her love
and treat her as an equal? Or
will Mr Rochester’s mysterious
past come back to darken their
love?

The Boy
from Yesterday

www.richmondelt.com

9 78 8 466 81 20 6 1

SECONDARY READERS

John Davage

ISBN: 978-84-668-1103-3

egro

FREE CD INSIDE

SECONDARY READERS

LEVEL

SECONDARY READERS

Jane Eyre

a presidential visit when the
body of a young man is found
near the American consulate. He
is very well dressed, but there is
something missing. Why isn’t he
wearing any shoes? It is Rymer’s
job to discover the man’s
identity. His investigation leads
him to a theatre group with
a very surprising final act.

Cold Feet

Craigen Castle Mystery

The Black Mountain

Castle tells a tragic story. When
Ed and Joan go to visit the
castle, they discover that they
cannot get out. As it gets darker,
the past begins to come alive.
Joan is terrified. It is all part of
the plan. But whose plan is it?

20:32

Charlotte Brontë

LEVEL

09/04/10

SECONDARY
READERS
LEVEL
4

Rod Smith

The Black
Mountain

Rod Smith

Lester Vaughan

EETS
LE
CHERS!

1

FREE CD INSIDE

233265_C.ai

Cian Magenta Amarillo Negro

Titles available in this series:
•
•
•
•

The Black Mountain
Jack’s Game
Maria’s Dilemma
Oscar

The Boy from Yesterday

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Boy from Yesterday
The Canterville Ghost and Other Stories
Cold Feet
Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde
Frankenstein
A Trip to the Stars
A Trip to London
Dracula
Jayne Eyre
Sense & Sensibility
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Where’s Mauriac?
The Road Through the Hills
Craigen Castle Mystery
Jason Causes Chaos
Saturday Storm
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The Literacy Environment
that helps transform
learning.

A global,
personalised
literacy platform
Richmond is proud to collaborate with Renaissance myON Reader®,
a student-centered, personalised literacy program that offers unlimited
access to thousands of enhanced digital books.

Unlimited
Access

Available 24/7
online and offline
�(),

Sofia Limon: 4th Grade: Horizon International School

Jul 1, 2017-Jan 19, 2018

Reading metrics

Worldwide
Readers

Over 7 million
students
worldwide

Reading minutes

Books

Words read

2,631

338

211,629

5,785 Since 2016

269 Completed

5,330 Pages read

Last 6 books read

Reading on myON since 2016!

□

When I read

Q In school

1,210 min

Q After 3pm

Q Weekend

502 min
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865 min
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myONNEWS

Personalise
Learning

Matches books
to students’
Lexile level and
interests

Lexile

Life on Jupiter's Moon?

A Million Penguins Found!

Olympic Legends

Stolen Degas Artwork Found!

Reading interests

Below

O min

The categories of books this student typically reads

12% : Non-fiction

Fiction : 88%

Favorite Characters

Access to over
5000 enhanced
digital books

On-Target
57 min

Above

2,573 min

------------------�-----------Super Adventure
Reading activity is considered On-Target when a book's Lexile is
within 100 below and 50 above the student's current Lexile
ability.

Quiz question from

Fairy Tales, Fables & Folklore

Adventure

©2018. All data provided by myON, LLC. See our privacy policy online at https://www.myon.com/privacy.html

Authentic
Texts

�

Current

BR 30L

Reading choices this year

Q: Which is an aircraft that floats and has no wings?
A: zeppelin

CLIL Readers
A brand-new series of 14 stunning readers, specifically
designed and adapted for the bilingual classroom to
encourage your students to love reading in English.
These large-format books all come with accompanying audio
and cover a range of topics from both the natural and social
science classrooms. Perfect for use in class or at home.

FOR THE CLASSROOM
The following extra activities
can be downloaded from
www.clil.santillana.es
• Photocopiable reading
comprehension tests (at
basic and advanced levels)
• Photocopiable vocabulary
worksheets
• Photocopiable Picture
Dictionary
• Photocopiable Graphic
Organisers
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• Our senses
• Wild animals
• At school
• Incredible landscapes

• Amazing insects
• Where do you live?
• The treasure hunt
• The healthy food
party
• The world of plants
• Planet Earth

• Antarctica: the world’s
wildest continent
• Microscopes: windows
to hidden worlds
• Health in ancient times
• The star party
• The power of energy
• A trip to Europe
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Helbling Readers
Our Graded Readers are written specifically for languages learners and all aspects of
the text-language, contents and context- have been developed in order to ensure
maximum readability. If chosen correctly, graded readers can give immediate confidence,
sense of achievement and satisfaction to language learners. Graded readers provide
valuable context and are an essential resource in any language-learning program.
THE THINKING TRAIN
A unique, brand new series of picture books which focus on the development of children’s thinking skills through the use of stories. The Thinking
Train stories will encourage a love of reading and promote thoughtful interaction with books while developing children’s thinking skills.

HELBLING YOUNG READERS
Helbling Young Readers is an exciting series of original and classic graded readers for primary schools in 5 levels. Engaging stories with
beautiful, full-colour illustrations, specially written to appeal to young learners of English introduce high-frequency words in order to promote
fluency from an early age.

HELBLING READERS RED SERIES
Helbling Readers Red Series is aimed at young teenagers. It includes a selection of adapted classics and original fiction to get your students
reading for pleasure right from beginner level.
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HELBLING READERS BLUE SERIES
Helbling Readers Blue Series is designed for young teenagers and young adults. Readers can choose
from sensitively adapted, teen-relevant classics and a gripping selection of original fiction.

BRINGING READING TO YOU!

READERS
BLOG
Our readers blog, a one stop
reading forum with a Book Club
Starter Kit, lesson plans and lots
of ideas for sharing.

blog.helblingreaders.com

e zone
A free dedicated interactive readers platform
with interactive exercises and teacher tools
for creating cyber homework.

www.helbling-ezone.com
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DICTIONARIES
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Español-Inglés
English –Spanish

Español-Inglés
English –Spanish

• 110,000 words, sentences and examples
• 170,000 translations
• Spanish from
Spain and Latin
America
• Up-todate vocabulary
including
internet, IT and
entertainment
terms
• Extended version
on CD-ROM

A bilingual dictionary designed as a practical,
portable and concise tool. An essential aid to the
comprehension and use of English and Spanish.
• 60,000 words,
phrases and
examples
• 70,000 translations
• Coloured headwords to make
finding the right
word easier
• Full-page colour
pictures and maps
• ‘False friends’
section
• Extended version
on CD-ROM
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ISBN/EAN
PRE-PRIMARY

LEARN WITH OLLIE 3 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300984608

LEARN WITH OLLIE 3 POSTERS+POSTER POP-OUTS

8431300966598

AMANDA & FRIENDS

LEARN WITH OLLIE 3 FLASHCARDS + FLASHCARD CUBE

8431300992443

LEARN WITH OLLIE 3 STORYCARDS

8431300991385

AMANDA & FRIENDS 1 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466829250

AMANDA & FRIENDS 1 TEACHER’S PACK

9788466828253

AMANDA & FRIENDS 1 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466829328

AMANDA & FRIENDS 1 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300292192

AMANDA & FRIENDS 1 FLASHCARDS+
FLASHCARD CUBE

8431300911277

AMANDA & FRIENDS 1 PHONICS BIG BOOK

9788466826983

AMANDA & FRIENDS 1 POSTERS+POSTER POP-OUTS

8431300288522

AMANDA & FRIENDS 1 STORYCARDS

8431300916210

AMANDA & FRIENDS 1 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS
AMANDA & FRIENDS 2 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466829274

AMANDA & FRIENDS 2 TEACHER’S PACK

9788466827737

AMANDA & FRIENDS 2 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466829076

AMANDA & FRIENDS 2 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300292796

AMANDA & FRIENDS 2 FLASHCARDS+
FLASHCARD CUBE

8431300911727

AMANDA & FRIENDS 2 PHONICS BIG BOOK

9788466827133

AMANDA & FRIENDS 2 POSTERS+POSTER POP-OUTS

8431300288591

AMANDA & FRIENDS 2 STORYCARDS

8431300916050

AMANDA & FRIENDS 2 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS
AMANDA & FRIENDS 3 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466829700

AMANDA & FRIENDS 3 TEACHER’S PACK

9788466828659

AMANDA & FRIENDS 3 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466829854

AMANDA & FRIENDS 3 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300285927

AMANDA & FRIENDS 3 FLASHCARDS+
FLASHCARD CUBE

8431300920699

AMANDA & FRIENDS 3 PHONICS BIG BOOK

9788466825757

AMANDA & FRIENDS 3 POSTERS+POSTER POP-OUTS

8431300288638

AMANDA & FRIENDS 3 STORYCARDS

8431300910324

AMANDA & FRIENDS 3 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

CRICKETS
CRICKETS 1 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466824453

CRICKETS 1 ACTIVITY PACK

9788466824477

CRICKETS 1 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466824484

CRICKETS 1 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466824491

CRICKETS 1 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300265844

CRICKETS 1 POSTERS+POSTER POP-OUTS

8431300265837

CRICKETS 1 STORYCARDS

8431300264694

CRICKETS 1 FLASHCARDS+FLASHCARD CUBE

8431300264700

CRICKETS 1 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS
CRICKETS 2 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466824507

CRICKETS 2 ACTIVITY PACK

9788466824521

CRICKETS 2 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466824538

CRICKETS 2 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466824545

CRICKETS 2 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300265875

CRICKETS 2 POSTERS+POSTER POP-OUTS

8431300265868

CRICKETS 2 STORYCARDS

8431300264793

CRICKETS 2 FLASHCARDS+FLASHCARD CUBE

8431300264809

CRICKETS 2 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS
CRICKETS 3 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466824552

CRICKETS 3 ACTIVITY PACK

9788466824576

CRICKETS 3 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466824583

CRICKETS 3 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466824590

CRICKETS 3 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300265905

CRICKETS 3 POSTERS+POSTER POP-OUTS

8431300265899

CRICKETS 3 STORYCARDS

8431300264915

CRICKETS 3 FLASHCARDS+FLASHCARD CUBE

8431300264892

CRICKETS 3 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

LEARN WITH OLLIE
LEARN WITH OLLIE 1 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466829632

LEARN WITH OLLIE 1 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466829021

LEARN WITH OLLIE 1 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300980440

LEARN WITH OLLIE 1 POSTERS+POSTER POP-OUTS

8431300993495

LEARN WITH OLLIE 1 FLASHCARDS+FLASHCARD CUBE

8431300992009

LEARN WITH OLLIE 1 STORYCARDS

8431300993655

LEARN WITH OLLIE 1 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

PRE-PRIMARY
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
PIP’S PHONICS
PIP’S PHONICS 1 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466815567

LEARN WITH OLLIE 2 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466829717

PIP’S PHONICS 1 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466815598

LEARN WITH OLLIE 2 ACTIVITY BOOK

9788466829939

PIP’S PHONICS 1 CLASS CD

8431300225480

LEARN WITH OLLIE 2 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466829595

PIP’S PHONICS 1 TEACHER’S I-BOOK

8431300225510

LEARN WITH OLLIE 2 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300984233

PIP’S PHONICS 2 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466815604

LEARN WITH OLLIE 2 POSTERS+POSTER POP-OUTS

8431300949676

PIP’S PHONICS 2 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466815642

LEARN WITH OLLIE 2 FLASHCARDS+FLASHCARD CUBE

8431300992917

PIP’S PHONICS 2 CLASS CD

8431300225497

LEARN WITH OLLIE 2 STORYCARDS

8431300979406

PIP’S PHONICS 2 TEACHER’S I-BOOK

8431300225527

PIP’S PHONICS 3 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466816816

LEARN WITH OLLIE 2 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS
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LEARN WITH OLLIE 3 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

LEARN WITH OLLIE 3 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466829502

PIP’S PHONICS 3 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466816823

LEARN WITH OLLIE 3 ACTIVITY BOOK

9788466830003

PIP’S PHONICS 3 CLASS CD

8431300225503

LEARN WITH OLLIE 3 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466829519

PIP’S PHONICS 3 TEACHER’S I-BOOK

8431300225534

WONDER 5 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466812689

WONDER 5 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300258198

MATH ADVENTURES 2 STUDENT’S PACK

7506009842816

WONDER 5 FLASHCARDS

8431300258495

MATH ADVENTURES 2 TEACHER’S PACK

7506009842359

MATH ADVENTURES 3 STUDENT’S PACK

7506009842823

WONDER 5 POSTERS

8431300259089

MATH ADVENTURES 3 TEACHER’S PACK

7506009842366

I CAN TRACE AND CUT
I CAN TRACE AND CUT - STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466824804

PRIMARY

ISBN/EAN

MATH ADVENTURES

WONDER 5 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS
WONDER 6 STUDENT’S BOOK+LANGUAGE REFERENCE

9788466824767

WONDER 6 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466820189

WONDER 6 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820530

WONDER 6 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466820240

WONDER 6 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300258204

WONDER 6 FLASHCARDS

8431300258501

WONDER 6 POSTERS

8431300259102

WONDER 6 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

WONDER
YOUNG ACHIEVERS
WONDER 1 STUDENT’S BOOK+POP-OUTS+STICKERS

9788466817189

WONDER 1 ACTIVITY BOOK+AUDIO CD

9788466812344

WONDER 1 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466818001

WONDER 1 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466817967

WONDER 1 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300258150

WONDER 1 FLASHCARDS

8431300230118

WONDER 1 POSTERS

8431300259003

WONDER 1 STORY CARDS

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 1 STUDENT’S BOOK+
POP-OUTS+STICKERS

9788466817356

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 1 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466818018

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 1 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466818025

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 1 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300257511

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 1 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466818032

8431300234352

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 1 FLASHCARDS

8431300234178

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 1 POSTERS

8431300259133

WONDER 2 STUDENT’S BOOK+POP-OUTS+STICKERS

9788466818094

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 1 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

WONDER 2 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466818087

WONDER 2 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820158

WONDER 2 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466818100

WONDER 2 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300258167

WONDER 2 FLASHCARDS

8431300234376

WONDER 2 POSTERS

8431300259027

WONDER 2 STORYCARDS

8431300256569

WONDER 1 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

WONDER 2 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS
WONDER 3 STUDENT’S BOOK+LANGUAGE REFERENCE

9788466824736

WONDER 3 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466812719

WONDER 3 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466812702

WONDER 3 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466820127

WONDER 3 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300258174

WONDER 3 FLASHCARDS

8431300234413

WONDER 3 POSTERS

8431300259041

WONDER 3 STORY CARDS

8431300234420

WONDER 3 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 2 STUDENT’S+
POP-OUTS+STICKERS

9788466818056

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 2 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466818049

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 2 TEACHER’S RESOURCES BOOK

9788466818063

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 2 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820219

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 2 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300257528

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 2 FLASHCARDS

8431300234307

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 2 POSTERS

8431300259140

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 2 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS
YOUNG ACHIEVERS 3 STUDENT’S BOOK+
LANGUAGE REFERENCE

9788466824699

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 3 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466815208

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 3 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466820400

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 3 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820448

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 3 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300257535

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 3 FLASHCARDS

8431300257900

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 3 POSTERS

8431300259164

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 3 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

WONDER 4 STUDENT’S BOOK+LANGUAGE REFERENCE

9788466825023

WONDER 4 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466820165

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 4 STUDENT’S BOOK+
LANGUAGE REFERENCE

9788466824705

WONDER 4 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820516

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 4 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466820486

WONDER 4 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466820196

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 4 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466820417

WONDER 4 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300258181

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 4 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820455

WONDER 4 FLASHCARDS

8431300258488

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 4 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300257542

WONDER 4 POSTERS

8431300259065

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 4 FLASHCARDS

8431300257917

WONDER 4 STORY CARDS

8431300258518

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 4 POSTERS

8431300259188

WONDER 4 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 4 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

WONDER 5 STUDENT’S BOOK+LANGUAGE REFERENCE

9788466824750

WONDER 5 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466820172

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 5 STUDENT’S BOOK+
LANGUAGE REFERENCE

9788466824712

WONDER 5 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820523

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 5 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466820493
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YOUNG ACHIEVERS 5 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466820424

LIGHTHOUSE 5 POSTER

8431300123519

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 5 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820462

LIGHTHOUSE 5 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466814768

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 5 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300257559

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 5 FLASHCARDS

8431300257924

LIGHTHOUSE 5 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK +
AUDIO CD

9788466814775

8431300259201

LIGHTHOUSE 6 STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

9788466814782

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 5 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

LIGHTHOUSE 6 ACTIVITY BOOK

9788466814799

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 6 STUDENT’S BOOK+
LANGUAGE REFERENCE

LIGHTHOUSE 6 CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300125018

9788466824729

LIGHTHOUSE 6 DVD

8431300125247

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 6 ACTIVITY + AUDIO CD

9788466820509

LIGHTHOUSE 6 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

8431300125032

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 6 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466820431

LIGHTHOUSE 6 POSTER

8431300123557

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 6 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820479

LIGHTHOUSE 6 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466814805

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 6 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300257566

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 6 FLASHCARDS

8431300257931

LIGHTHOUSE 6 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK +
AUDIO CD

9788466814812

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 6 POSTERS

8431300259225

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 5 POSTERS

YOUNG ACHIEVERS 6 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

SECONDARY

LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE 1 STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

9788466810203

LIGHTHOUSE 1 ACTIVITY BOOK

9788466813990

LIGHTHOUSE 1 CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300120853

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2 STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466823180

LIGHTHOUSE 1 DVD

8431300125193

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2 WORKBOOK

9788466823197

8431300124721

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300261839

LIGHTHOUSE 1 POSTER

8431300123359

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466823203

LIGHTHOUSE 1 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466813976

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466823210

LIGHTHOUSE 1 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2 TEACHER’S I-BOOK

LIGHTHOUSE 1 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK +
AUDIO CD

9788466814652

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2+ STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466816663

LIGHTHOUSE 2 STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

9788466814003

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2+ WORKBOOK

9788466816687

LIGHTHOUSE 2 ACTIVITY BOOK

9788466814010

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2+ TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300235502

LIGHTHOUSE 2 CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300120860

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2+ TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466816700

LIGHTHOUSE 2 DVD

8431300125209

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2+ TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466817202

LIGHTHOUSE 2 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

8431300124783

HIGH ACHIEVERS A2+ TEACHER’S I-BOOK

LIGHTHOUSE 2 POSTER

8431300123397

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1 STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466816724

LIGHTHOUSE 2 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466814614

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1 WORKBOOK

9788466816748

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466816762

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300235519

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466817219

LIGHTHOUSE 2 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK +
AUDIO CD

9788466814669

LIGHTHOUSE 3 STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

9788466814676

LIGHTHOUSE 3 ACTIVITY BOOK

9788466814683

LIGHTHOUSE 3 CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300124837

LIGHTHOUSE 3 DVD

8431300125216

LIGHTHOUSE 3 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

8431300124851

LIGHTHOUSE 3 POSTER

8431300123434

LIGHTHOUSE 3 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466814690

LIGHTHOUSE 3 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK +
AUDIO CD

9788466814706

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1+ TEACHER’S I-BOOK

LIGHTHOUSE 4 STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

9788466814713

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2 STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466818216

9788466812726

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2 WORKBOOK

9788466820202

LIGHTHOUSE 4 CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300124899

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2 TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300235533

LIGHTHOUSE 4 DVD

8431300125223

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820554

LIGHTHOUSE 4 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

8431300124912

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2 TEACHER’S I-BOOK

8431300255494

LIGHTHOUSE 4 POSTER

8431300123472

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466818148

LIGHTHOUSE 4 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466814720

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2 TEACHER’S I-BOOK

LIGHTHOUSE 4 TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK + AUDIO CD

9788466814737

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2+ STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466821643

LIGHTHOUSE 5 STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

9788466814744

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2+ WORKBOOK

9788466824774

LIGHTHOUSE 5 ACTIVITY BOOK

9788466814751

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2+ TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300265752

LIGHTHOUSE 5 CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300124950

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2+ TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466824781

LIGHTHOUSE 5 DVD

8431300125230

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2+ TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466824798

LIGHTHOUSE 5 TEACHER’S I-SOLUTIONS

8431300124974

HIGH ACHIEVERS B2+ TEACHER’S I-BOOK

LIGHTHOUSE 4 ACTIVITY BOOK
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HIGH ACHIEVERS

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1 TEACHER’S I-BOOK
HIGH ACHIEVERS B1+ STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466818117

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1+ WORKBOOK

9788466818131

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1+ TEACHER’S AUDIO MATERIAL

8431300235526

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1+ TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466820547

HIGH ACHIEVERS B1+ TEACHER’S RESOURCE BOOK

9788466818124

IDENTITIES 1 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466825726

IDENTITIES 1 AUDIO PACK

9788466826167

IDENTITIES 1 TEACHER’S I-BOOK

PERSONAL BEST
PERSONAL BEST A2 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466820929

PERSONAL BEST A2 WORKBOOK

9788466820936

PERSONAL BEST A2 TCH RESOURCE BOOK

9788466826341

PERSONAL BEST A2 TEACHER’S PACK

9788466820943

PERSONAL BEST A2 AUDIO VIDEO PACK

9788466828994

PERSONAL BEST A2 TEACHER’S I-BOOK

IDENTITIES 2 STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466827584

IDENTITIES 2 WORKBOOK

9788466827850

IDENTITIES 2 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466827805

IDENTITIES 2 AUDIO PACK

9788466827492

IDENTITIES 2 TEACHER’S I-BOOK
JETSTREAM
JETSTREAM BEGINNER A1 STUDENT’S BOOK + E-ZONE

9788466825092

PERSONAL BEST B1 STUDENT’S PACK

9788466820950

JETSTREAM BEGINNER A1 WORKBOOK + AUDIO + E-ZONE

9788466825047

PERSONAL BEST B1 WORKBOOK

9788466820967

JETSTREAM BEGINNER A1 TEACHER’S BOOK + E-ZONE

9783852729749

PERSONAL BEST B1 TCH RESOURCE BOOK

9788466827027

PERSONAL BEST B1 TEACHER’S PACK

9788466820974

JETSTREAM ELEMENTARY A1-A2 STUDENT’S BOOK +
E-ZONE

9788466825061

PERSONAL BEST B1 AUDIO VIDEO PACK

9788466825894

JETSTREAM ELEMENTARY A1-A2 WORKBOOK +
AUDIO + E-ZONE

9788466825146

PERSONAL BEST B1+ STUDENT’S PACK

9788466820981

PERSONAL BEST B1+ WORKBOOK

9788466820998

JETSTREAM ELEMENTARY A1-A2 TEACHER’S BOOK +
E-ZONE

9783852729770

PERSONAL BEST B1+ TCH RESOURCE BOOK

9788466825795

PERSONAL BEST B1+ TEACHER’S PACK

9788466821001

JETSTREAM PRE-INTERMEDIATE A2-B1 WORKBOOK +
AUDIO + E-ZONE

9788466825153

PERSONAL BEST B1+ AUDIO VIDEO PACK

9788466828147

JETSTREAM PRE-INTERMEDIATE A2-B1
STUDENT’S BOOK + E-ZONE

9788466825108

JETSTREAM PRE-INTERMEDIATE A2-B1
TEACHER’S BOOK + E-ZONE

9783852729824

PERSONAL BEST B1 TEACHER’S I-BOOK

PERSONAL BEST B1+ TEACHER’S I-BOOK

ISBN/EAN

YOUNG ADULTS
AND ADULTS

JETSTREAM INTERMEDIATE B1 STUDENT’S BOOK + E-ZONE 9788466825115

ENGLISH ID
ENGLISH ID STARTER CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300260733

ENGLISH ID STARTER DVD

8431300260740

ENGLISH ID STARTER STUDENT’S BOOK/
WORKBOOK COMBI

9788466821834

ENGLISH ID STARTER TEACHER’S BOOK

JETSTREAM INTERMEDIATE B1 WORKBOOK +
AUDIO + E-ZONE

9788466825160

JETSTREAM INTERMEDIATE B1 TEACHER’S BOOK + E-ZONE 9783852729879
JETSTREAM UPPER INTERMEDIATE B2 WORKBOOK +
AUDIO + E-ZONE

9788466825191

9788466821841

JETSTREAM UPPER INTERMEDIATE B2
STUDENT’S BOOK + E-ZONE

9788466825139

ENGLISH ID 1 STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466821858

JETSTREAM UPPER INTERMEDIATE B2
TEACHER’S BOOK + E-ZONE

9783852729923

ENGLISH ID 1 WORKBOOK

9788466821865

JETSTREAM ADVANCED C1 STUDENT’S BOOK + E-ZONE

9788466825177

ENGLISH ID 1 CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300260757

ENGLISH ID 1 DVD

8431300260764

JETSTREAM ADVANCED C1 WORKBOOK + AUDIO +
E-ZONE

9788466825122

ENGLISH ID 1 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466821896

JETSTREAM ADVANCED C1 TEACHER’S BOOK + E-ZONE

9783852729978

ENGLISH ID STARTER TEACHER’S I-BOOK

ENGLISH ID 1 TEACHER’S I-BOOK
ENGLISH ID 2 STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466821902

ENGLISH ID 2 WORKBOOK

9788466821919

ENGLISH ID 2 CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300260771

THE BIG PICTURE BEGINNER A1 STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466815673

ENGLISH ID 2 DVD

8431300260788

THE BIG PICTURE BEGINNER A1 WORKBOOK+CD

9788466815680

9788466821940

THE BIG PICTURE A1 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466815697

ENGLISH ID 2 TEACHER’S BOOK

THE BIG PICTURE

THE BIG PICTURE BEGINNER A1 CLASS CD

9788466815703

9788466821957

THE BIG PICTURE BEGINNER A1 DIGITAL BOOK

9788466815710

ENGLISH ID 3 WORKBOOK

9788466821964

ENGLISH ID 3 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466821995

THE BIG PICTURE ELEMENTARY A2
STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466820769

ENGLISH ID 3 CLASS AUDIO CD

8431300260795

ENGLISH ID 3 DVD

8431300260801

THE BIG PICTURE ELEMENTARY A2 WORKBOOK+
AUDIO CD

9788466810562

THE BIG PICTURE ELEMENTARY A2 TEACHER’S BOOK

9788466810579

THE BIG PICTURE ELEMENTARY A2 CLASS CD

9788466812801

THE BIG PICTURE ELEMENTARY A2 DIGITAL BOOK

9788466812818

THE BIG PICTURE PRE-INTERMEDIATE B1
STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466820776

THE BIG PICTURE PRE-INTERMEDIATE B1
WORKBOOK+CD

9788466810593

ENGLISH ID 2 TEACHER’S I-BOOK
ENGLISH ID 3 STUDENT’S BOOK

ENGLISH ID 3 TEACHER’S I-BOOK
IDENTITIES
IDENTITIES 1 STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466827676

IDENTITIES 1 WORKBOOK

9788466826990
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THE BIG PICTURE PRE-INTERMEDIATE B1 CLASS CD
THE BIG PICTURE PRE-INTERMEDIATE B1
DIGITAL BOOK
THE BIG PICTURE PRE-INTERMEDIATE B1 TCH’S BOOK
THE BIG PICTURE 3 INTERMEDIATE B1+
STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466812825

@WORK 3 TEACHER’S BOOK INTERM [B1+]

9788466814089

@WORK 3 CLASS AUDIO CD (2) INTERM [B1+]

8431300228467

9788466812832

@WORK 3 DIGITAL BOOK INTERMEDIATE [B1+]

9788466824385

9788466810609

@WORK 4 STUDENT’S BOOK UPPER INT [B2]

9788466814119

@WORK 4 WORKBOOK+CD UPPER INT [B2]

9788466814126

@WORK 4 TEACHER’S BOOK UPPER INT [B2]

9788466814157

@WORK 4 CLASS AUDIO CD(2) UPPER INT [B2]

8431300228498

@WORK 4 DIGITAL BOOK UPPER INT [B2]

9788466824392

9788466820783

THE BIG PICTURE 3 INTERMEDIATE B1+
WORKBOOK+CD

9788466810623

THE BIG PICTURE 3 INTERMEDIATE B1+
TCH’S BOOK

9788466810630

THE BIG PICTURE 3 INTERMEDIATE B1+
CLASS CD

9788466812849

THE BIG PICTURE 3 INTERMEDIATE B1+
DIGITAL BOOK

9788466812863

THE BIG PICTURE 4 UPPER INTERMEDIATE B2
STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466820790

THE BIG PICTURE 4 UPPER INTERMEDIATE B2
WORKBOOK+CD

9788466810654

THE BIG PICTURE 4 UPPER INTERMEDIATE B2
TCH’S BOOK

9788466810661

THE BIG PICTURE 4 UPPER INTERMEDIATE B2
CLASS CD

9788466812870

THE BIG PICTURE 4 UPPER INTERMEDIATE B2
DIGITAL BOOK

9788466813556

THE BIG PICTURE 5 ADVANCED C1 STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466815727

THE BIG PICTURE 5 ADVANCED C1 WORKBOOK+CD

9788466815734

THE BIG PICTURE 5 ADVANCED C1 TCH’S BOOK

9788466815741

THE BIG PICTURE 5 ADVANCED C1 CLASS CD

9788466815758

THE BIG PICTURE 5 ADVANCED C1 DIGITAL BOOK

9788466815765

EXAMS
RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS YOUNG LEARNERS
RICHMOND STARTERS NEW ED STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466830324

RICHMOND MOVERS NEW ED STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466830348

RICHMOND FLYERS NEW ED STUDENT’S BOOK

9788466830362

TARGET CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH: FIRST
TARGET CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH:
FIRST STUDENT’S PACK

9788466817493

TARGET CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH:
FIRST TEACHER’S BOOK + CLASS CD

9788466817509

TARGET CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH:
FIRST WORKBOOK + CD AUDIO

9788466817516

TARGET A2 KEY FOR SCHOOLS

ENGLISH
FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES
MATTERS SERIES

TARGET KEY STUDENT’S BOOK +
PLATFORM ACCESS CODE

9788466827645

TARGET KEY WORKBOOK

9788466827546

TARGET KEY TEACHER’S BOOK +
PLATFORM ACCESS CODE

9788466827621

TARGET B1 PRELIMINARY FOR SCHOOLS

MATTERS SERIES - BUSINESS B1/B2

9788466826709

MATTERS SERIES - ELECTRICITY B1/B2

9788466826495

MATTERS SERIES - INDUSTRY B1/B2

9788466826556

TARGET PRELIMINARY STUDENT’S BOOK +
PLATFORM ACCESS CODE

9788466827669

MATTERS SERIES - MONEY B2/C1

9788466826563

TARGET PRELIMINARY WORKBOOK

9788466827713

MATTERS SERIES - OFFICE B1/B2

9788466826761

MATTERS SERIES - TECHNICAL B1/B2

9788466826679

TARGET PRELIMINARY TEACHER’S BOOK +
PLATFORM ACCESS CODE

9788466827522

MATTERS SERIES - TRADE B1/B2

9788466826464
RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS A2 KEY

@WORK
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@WORK 1 STUDENT’S BOOK ELEMENTARY [A2]

9788466813570

@WORK 1 WORKBOOK+CD ELEMENTARY [A2]

9788466813587

@WORK 1 TEACHER’S BOOK ELEMENTARY [A2]

9788466813600

@WORK 1 CLASS AUDIO CD (2) ELEM [A2]

8431300228405

@WORK 1 DIGITAL BOOK ELEMENTARY [A2]

8431300228412

@WORK 2 STUDENT’S BOOK PRE-INT [B1]

9788466813631

@WORK 2 WORKBOOK+CD PRE-INTERM [B1]

9788466813716

@WORK 2 TEACHER’S BOOK PRE-INT [B1]

9788466814027

@WORK 2 CLASS AUDIO CD (2) PRE-INT [B1]

8431300228436

@WORK 2 DIGITAL BOOK PRE-INT [B1]

8431300228443

@WORK 3 STUDENT’S BOOK INTERM [B1+]

9788466814058

@WORK 3 WORKBOOK+CD INTERMEDIATE [B1+]

9788466814065

RICHMOND KEY PRACTICE TESTS STUDENT BOOK +
PLATFORM ACCESS CODE

9788466830355

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS B1 PRELIMINARY
RICHMOND PRELIMINARY PRACTICE TESTS
STUDENT BOOK + PLATFORM ACCESS CODE

9788466830393

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS FOR CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH
RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS FOR CAMBRIDGE
ENGLISH FIRST WITH ANSWERS

9788466820257

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS FOR CAMBRIDGE
ENGLISH ADVANCED WITH ANSWERS

9788466820714

LEVEL 4 JAM + CD

9783990452554

LEVEL 4 JANE EYRE + CD

9783852725765

LEVEL 4 THE KINGDOM OF THE SNOW LEOPARD + CD

9783852720067

LEVEL 4 THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS + CD

9783852720531

LEVEL 4 THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW + CD

9783852722306

LEVEL 4 OPERATION OSPREY + CD

9783852720074

LEVEL 4 THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY + CD

9783852727646

LEVEL 4 THE BOY WHO COULD FLY + CD

9783852721583

LEVEL 4 THE CALL OF THE WILD + CD

9783852721538

LEVEL 4 THE GARDEN PARTY + CD

9783852720111

THE GREEN ROOM+ACCESS CODE

9783990457931

LEVEL 4 THE MYSTERY OF THREE DOMES + CD

9783990453988

LEVEL 4 THE SECRET AGENT + CD

9783990456897

LEVEL 4 THE TURN OF THE SCREW + CD

9783990454169

LEVEL 4 WUTHERING HEIGHTS + CD

9783852725178

LEVEL 4 THE INVISIBLE MAN

9783990459409

LEVEL 5 A SINGLE SHOT + CD

9783990455111

LEVEL 5 DAISY MILLER + CD

9783852720104

LEVEL 5 DANGER IN THE SUN + CD

9783852721576

LEVEL 5 DR JEKYLL & MR HYDE + CD

9783852721521

LEVEL 5 FATHER AND SON + CD

9783990453995

LEVEL 5 FRANKENSTEIN + CD

9783990452868

LEVEL 5 HEART OF DARKNESS + CD

9783852727653

LEVEL 5 MYSTERY AT THE MILL + CD

9783852724706

LEVEL 5 PRIDE AND PREJUDICE + CD

9783990454183

LEVEL 5 RED WATER + CD

9783852720081

LEVEL 5 SENSE AND SENSIBILITY + CD

9783990456903

LEVEL 5 TALES OF MYSTERY + CD

9783852720548

LEVEL 5 THE ALBATROSS + CD

9783852727899

NEW ENG GRAMMAR IN STEPS PRACTICE WITH ANSWERS 9788466817523

LEVEL 5 THE CANTERVILLE GHOST + CD

9783852720098

NEW ENG GRAMMAR IN STEPS PRACTICE
WITHOUT ANSWERS

LEVEL 5 THE COCONUT SELLER + CD

9783852723037

LEVEL 5 THE GREAT GATSBY + CD

9783852722955

LEVEL 5 THE RIGHT THING + CD

9783990452561

LEVEL 5 TO THE LIGHTHOUSE + CD

9783852723044

RICHMOND PRACTICE TESTS FOR IELTS STUDENT’S BOOK
WITH ANSWERS

9788466817455

GRAMMAR
& VOCABULARY
TOP GRAMMAR PLUS
TOP GRAMMAR PLUS ELEMENTARY + ANSWER KEY
TOP GRAMMAR PLUS INTERM TO ADVANCED +
ANSWER KEY

9783852725666
9783852725680

TOP GRAMMAR PLUS PRE-INTERMEDIATE + ANSWER KEY 9783852725673
GRAMMAR PRACTICE
GRAMMAR PRACTICE BEGINNER A1/A2
STUDENT’S BOOK+EZONE
GRAMMAR PRACTICE ELEMENTARY A2
STUDENT’S BOOK+EZONE
GRAMMAR PRACTICE INTERMEDIATE B1
STUDENT’S BOOK+EZONE
GRAMMAR PRACTICE PRE INTERM A2/B1
STUDENT’S BOOK+EZONE

9788466826099
9788466826105
9788466826136
9788466826129

ENGLISH GRAMMAR IN STEPS
NEW ENG GRAMMAR IN STEPS BOOK WITHOUT ANSWERS 9788466817554
NEW ENG GRAMMAR IN STEPS BOOK WITH ANSWERS

9788466817530

9788466817547

VISUAL GRAMMAR

LEVEL 5 TWELVE YEARS A SLAVE + CD

9783852729510

VISUAL GRAMMAR 1 STUDENT’S WITH ANSWERS

9788466815291

LEVEL 5 THE AGE OF INNOCENCE

9783990459423

VISUAL GRAMMAR 1 STUDENT’S WITHOUT ANSWERS

9788466815215

READING MATTERS TEACHER’S BOOK

9783852720128

VISUAL GRAMMAR 2 STUDENT’S WITH ANSWERS

9788466815666

VISUAL GRAMMAR 2 STUDENT’S WITHOUT ANSWERS

9788466815246

VOCABULARY BUILDER

HELBLING READERS RED SERIES
LEVEL 1 A NEW HOME FOR SOCKS + CD

9783852722917

LEVEL 1 DAN & THE VILLAGE FETE + CD

9783852727875

VOCABULARY BUILDER 1 STUDENT’S WITH ANSWERS

9788466815277

LEVEL 1 DAN AND THE STOLEN BIKES + CD

9783990453971

VOCABULARY BUILDER 1 STUDENT’S WITHOUT ANSWERS

9788466815260

LEVEL 1 DAVID & THE GREAT DETECTIVE + CD

9783852720166

VOCABULARY BUILDER 2 STUDENT’S WITH ANSWERS

9788466815284

LEVEL 1 FIREBALL’S HEART + CD

9783852720036

LEVEL 1 THE FISHERMAN AND HIS SOUL + CD

9783852725581

LEVEL 1 FIVE CHILDREN AND IT + CD

9783990456866

LEVEL 1 HOLLY’S NEW FRIEND + CD

9783852723341

LEVEL 1 JACK’S ENDLESS SUMMER + CD

9783852725727

LEVEL 1 NEXT DOOR + CD

9783852721613

LEVEL 1 PETER PAN + CD

9783852722993

LEVEL 1 THE CLEVER WOMAN + CD

9783852720272

LEVEL 1 THE HAPPY PRINCE + CD

9783852720005

VOCABULARY BUILDER 2 STUDENT’S
WITHOUT ANSWERS

9788466815444

READERS
HELBLING READERS BLUE SERIES

ISBN/EAN

IELTS

LEVEL 4 DRACULA + CD

9783852723020

LEVEL 1 THE HAPPY PRINCE + CD + COD

9783990457221

LEVEL 4 EMMA + CD

9783852729497

LEVEL 1 THE HOUND OF BASKERVILLE+CD+COD

9783990457184

LEVEL 4 GREAT EXPECTATIONS + CD

9783990452844

LEVEL 1 THE HOUND OF BASKERVILLES + CD

9783852721569
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9783852727615

LEVEL 1 THE RAILWAY CHILDREN + CD

9783990452783

LEVEL 1 THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS + CD

9783852729435

LEVEL A AT THE ZOO

9783990453025

9783852722894

LEVEL A THE BULLY + ACCESS CODE

9783990454046

9783990457160

LEVEL A THE NEW CLASS

9483990458471

LEVEL 1 ZADIE’S BIG DAY + CD

9783852721187

LEVEL A I CAN’T SLEEP

9783990458464

LEVEL 1 THE ADVENTURES OF DOCTOR DOLITTLE

9783990459348

LEVEL B LET’S PLAY + ACCESS CODE

9783990454053

LEVEL 2 ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND + CD

9783852722320

LEVEL B WHAT ARE YOU DOING DANIEL?

9783990453032

9783852727622

LEVEL B A TEST FOR JESS

9783990458488

9783852721552

LEVEL B MONKEY ISLAND

9783990458495

LEVEL 2 DAN & THE MISSING DOGS + CD

9783852727660

LEVEL C ROBERTO’S BACKPACK

9783990453049

LEVEL 2 DAN IN LONDON + CD

9783990455104

LEVEL C THE THREE SEEDS + ACCESS CODE

9783990454060

9783852725741

LEVEL C THE INVENTORS

9783990458518

9783902504418

LEVEL C FOOTBALL FURY

9783990458501

9783852721194

LEVEL D A YEAR WITHOUT MUM + ACCESS COD

9783990454077

LEVEL 2 LITTLE WOMEN + CD

9783852725154

LEVEL D A PROBLEM FOR PRINCE PERCY

9783990453056

LEVEL 2 MOWGLI’S BROTHERS + CD

9783852720517

LEVEL D PAUL LEARNS TO PLAN

9783990458525

9783852721606

LEVEL D THE DESERT RACE

9783990458532

9783852723358

LEVEL E RUBY RUNS THE RACE + ACCESS CODE

9783990454084

9783990457917

LEVEL E THE JAGUAR AND THE COW

9783990453063

LEVEL 2 ROBINSON CRUSOE + CD

9783990454121

LEVEL E DEBORAH’S DREAMS

9783990458556

LEVEL 2 SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE STOLEN
JEWELS + CD

LEVEL E THE SICK DRAGON

9783990458549

9783990456873

LEVEL A BIG BOOK AT THE ZOO

9783990457078

LEVEL 2 THE AFRICAN MASK + CD

9783852720289

LEVEL A BIG BOOK THE BULLY

9783990457115

LEVEL 2 THE ANTI-BULLY SQUAD + CD

9783852724690

LEVEL C BIG BOOK THE THREE SEEDS

9783990457139

LEVEL 2 THE BOSCOMBE VALLEY MYSTERY + CD

9783990452806

LEVEL 2 THE RED HEADED LEAGUE + CD

9783852720012

LEVEL 2 THE SECRET GARDEN + CD

9783852723006

LEVEL 2 THE SURPRISE + CD

9783852720043

LEVEL A CAN I PLAY? + CD

9783852722436

LEVEL 2 THE TIME CAPSULE + CD

9783852722832

LEVEL A THE BEACH + CD

9783852725239

LEVEL 2 THE TIME CAPSULE + CD + COD

9783990457269

LEVEL A THE BIG FIRE + CD

9783852723112

LEVEL 2 UNCLE TOM’S CABIN + CD

9783990456880

LEVEL A THE BIG WAVE + CD

9783852729534

LEVEL A THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE + CD

9783852727783

LEVEL 1 THE WIZARD OF OZ + CD
LEVEL 1 THE WIZARD OF OZ + CD + COD

LEVEL 2 ANNE OF GREEN GABLES + CD
LEVEL 2 BLACK BEAUTY + CD

LEVEL 2 GRACE, ROMEO, JULIET & FRED + CD
LEVEL 2 HOLLY THE ECO WARRIOR + CD
LEVEL 2 JACK & THE WESTBOURNE FAIR + CD

LEVEL 2 PRINCESS ON THE RUN + CD
LEVEL 2 RICKY’S BIG IDEA + CD
LEVEL 2 ROBIN HOOD + ACCESS CODE
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HELBLING READERS “THINKING TRAIN”

LEVEL 1 THE PRINCE & THE PAUPER + CD

HELBLING YOUNG READERS

LEVEL 2 A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING
ARTHUR’S COURT

9783990459362

LEVEL A THE THREE GOATS + CD

9783990452615

LEVEL 3 A CHRISTMAS CAROL + CD

9783852720524

LEVEL 3 THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY
FINN + CD

LEVEL B A CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR BARNEY
BUNNY + CD

9783852722443

9783852722313

LEVEL B DAD FOR SALE + CD

9783852729541

LEVEL 3 THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER + CD

9783852721545

LEVEL B THE LEOPARD AND THE MONKEY + CD

9783852727813

LEVEL 3 ANNE OF GREEN GABLES GROWS UP + CD

9783990452820

LEVEL B LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD + CD

9783990452622

LEVEL 3 DAN AND THE ISLAND MYSTERY + CD

9783990452578

LEVEL B THE DARK IN THE BOX + CD

9783990455098

LEVEL 3 DAN AND THE HONG KONG MYSTERY +CD

9783990453964

LEVEL B THE KITE + CD

9783852723129

LEVEL 3 DAVID & THE BLACK CORSAIR + CD

9783852723365

LEVEL C THE FISHERMAN AND HIS WIFE + CD

9783852727837

LEVEL 3 GRACE AND THE DOUBLE LIFE + CD

9783852721200

LEVEL C FREDDY THE FROG PRINCE + CD

9783852729558

LEVEL 3 GULLIVER’S TRAVELS + CD

9783852729473

LEVEL C PEACH BOY + CD

9783990452639

LEVEL 3 THE LOST SMILE + CD

9783852720296

LEVEL C SAM AND THE SUNFLOWER SEEDS + CD

9783852723136

LEVEL 3 MR FOOTBALL + CD

9783852721590

LEVEL C THE SUN IS BROKEN + CD

9783852725253

LEVEL 3 OLIVER TWIST + CD

9783852727639

LEVEL C THE THIRSTY TREE + CD

9783852722450

LEVEL 3 RICKY AND THE AMERICAN GIRL + CD

9783902504203

LEVEL D FAT CAT’S BUSY DAY + CD

9783852723143

LEVEL 3 THE STOLEN WHITE ELEPHANT + CD

9783852720029

LEVEL D HENRY HARRIS HATES HAITCHES + CD

9783852722467

LEVEL 3 STUBS GROWS UP + CD

9783852723280

LEVEL D MOONEY GOES ON HOLIDAY + CD

9783852729565

LEVEL 3 THE SPRING CUP + CD

9783852720050

LEVEL D SKATER BOY + CD

9783852725260

LEVEL 3 WHITE FANG + CD

9783852723013

LEVEL D THE SELFISH GIANT + CD

9783990452653

LEVEL 3 TREASURE ISLAND + CD

9783852725161

LEVEL D THESEUS & THE MINOTAUR + CD

9783852727769

LEVEL 3 TWINS + CD

9783852722931

LEVEL E BEAUTY & THE BEAST + CD

9783852727851

LEVEL 3 WHAT KATY DID + CD

9783990454145

LEVEL E FOOD FOR THE WINTER + CD

9783852723310

LEVEL 3 ZADIE’S LAST RACE + CD

9783852725840

LEVEL E LOLA IN THE LAND OF FIRE + CD

9783852729572

LEVEL 3 KIM

9783990459386

LEVEL E LOST ON THE COAST + CD

9783852722474

9783990452646

LEVEL 4 SENSE & SENSIBILITY + CD

9788466812603

LEVEL E UPSIDE DOWN + CD

9783852725277

LEVEL 4 TOM SAWYER + CD

9788466812610

LEVEL A BIG BOOK CAN I PLAY?

9783852727226

LEVEL A BIG BOOK THE BIG FIRE

9783852727219

LEVEL A BIG BOOK THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE

9783990452738

LEVEL B BIG BOOK A CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR
BARNEY BUNNY

LEVEL 1 OUR SENSES

9788414111239

9783852727240

LEVEL 1 WILD ANIMALS

9788414111307

LEVEL B BIG BOOK THE KITE

9783852727233

LEVEL 1 AT SCHOOL

9788414112038

LEVEL C BIG BOOK SAM AND THE SUNFLOWER
SEEDS

9783852727257

LEVEL 2 THE HEALTHY FOOD PARTY

9788414102688

LEVEL C BIG BOOK THE THIRSTY TREE

9783852727264

LEVEL 2 THE TREASURE HUNT

9788414111338

LEVEL D BIG BOOK FAT CAT’S BUSY DAY

9783852727288

LEVEL 2 AMAZING INSECTS

9788414111345

LEVEL D BIG BOOK HENRY HARRIS HATES...

9783852727271

LEVEL 2 THE WORLD OF PLANTS

9788468043135

LEVEL E BIG BOOK FOOD FOR THE WINTER

9783852727301

LEVEL 2 WHERE DO YOU LIVE?

9788414111123

LEVEL E BIG BOOK LOST ON THE COAST

9783852727295

LEVEL 3 ANTARCTICA

9788414111185

LEVEL 3 THE STAR PARTY

9788414111420

LEVEL 3 HEALTH IN ANCIENT TIMES

9788414111444

LEVEL 3 MICROSCOPES

9788414111475

LEVEL 3 THE POWER OF ENERGY

9788468043142

LEVEL 3 OUR SOLAR SYSTEM

9788414111390

LEVEL 1 INCREDIBLE LANDSCAPES

9788468051741

LEVEL 2 PLANET EARTH

9788468051734

LEVEL 3 A TRIP TO EUROPE

9788468051710

RICHMOND PRIMARY READERS

CLIL PRIMARY READERS

LEVEL 1 CALLUM THE CATERPILLAR + CD

9788466810692

LEVEL 1 MOLE AT THE SEASIDE + CD

9788466810388

LEVEL 2 SMELLYBEAR + CD

9788466810401

LEVEL 2 THE MAGIC CARPET + CD

9788466810708

LEVEL 3 OZZIE AND THE SUMMER SUN + CD

9788466810418

LEVEL 3 TEAMWORK + CD

9788466810722

LEVEL 3 WHO’S COMING FOR TEA? + CD

9788466811507

LEVEL 4 CC GOES TO INDIA + CD

9788466810166

LEVEL 4 THE CHRISTMAS MOUSE + CD

9788466810524

LEVEL 4 PEDRO’S PROJECT + CD

9788466810449

RICHMOND COMPACT DICTIONARY

9788466820752

LEVEL 5 ALADDIN + CD

9788466811538

NEW RICHMOND POCKET DICTIONARY

9788466814164

LEVEL 5 MYSTERY ISLAND + CD

9788466810463

LEVEL 5 PROFESSOR WONG AND KING ARTHUR + CD

9788466811514

LEVEL 5 THE CHAT ROOM + CD

9788466810456

LEVEL 6 FOOTPRINTS IN THE FOREST + CD

9788466811521

LEVEL 6 A MAORI STORY + CD

9788466811545

LEVEL 6 RUBBISH RIVALS + CD

9788466810494

LEVEL6 THE ROCK POOL + CD

9788466810470

ISBN/EAN

LEVEL E LUSMORE AND THE FAIRIES + CD

DICTIONARIES

RICHMOND SECONDARY READERS
LEVEL 1 THE BLACK MOUNTAIN + CD

9788466811033

LEVEL 1 JACK’S GAME + CD

9788466811095

LEVEL 1 MARIA’S DILEMMA + CD

9788466811125

LEVEL 1 OSCAR + CD

9788466811453

LEVEL 1 THE BOY FROM YESTERDAY + CD

9788466811064

LEVEL 2 CRAIGEN CASTLE MYSTERY + CD

9788466812061

LEVEL 2 JASON CAUSES CHAOS + CD

9788466812085

LEVEL 2 SATURDAY STORM + CD

9788466812146

LEVEL 2 THE ROAD THROUGH THE HILLS + CD

9788466812160

LEVEL 2 WHERE’S MAURIAC? + CD

9788466812481

LEVEL 3 THE CANTERVILLE GHOST + CD

9788466812498

LEVEL 3 COLD FEET + CD

9788466812504

LEVEL 3 DR JEKYLL AND MR HYDE + CD

9788466812511

LEVEL 3 FRANKENSTEIN + CD

9788466812542

LEVEL 3 A TRIP TO THE STARS + CD

9788466812559

LEVEL 4 A TRIP TO LONDON + CD

9788466812573

LEVEL 4 DRACULA + CD

9788466812580

LEVEL 4 JANE EYRE + CD

9788466812597
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OFFICES
ANDALUCÍA OCCIDENTAL

CASTILLA Y LEÓN

GALICIA

Sevilla

León

A Coruña

Polígono Industrial Carretera Amarilla
C/ Rafael Beca Mateos, 3. Local 2
41007 Sevilla
Tel.: 95 499 97 33

C/ Maestro Nicolás, 41
24005 León
Tel.: 987 87 60 17

Cádiz

Tels.: 947 21 00 69 / 947 21 21 31

Centro de Negocios «Mans»
Polígono Pocomaco – Parcela D-22 –
Local 55
15190 Mesoiro. (A Coruña)
Tel.: 981 08 17 66

Tel.: 956 56 96 24

Córdoba

Burgos
Salamanca
Tel.: 923 19 36 51

Tel.: 957 43 60 62

Valladolid

ANDALUCÍA ORIENTAL

Tel.: 983 34 57 20

Málaga

CASTILLA-LA MANCHA

Carmen Martín Gaite 2. Local 4
Polígono Industrial Trévenez
29196 Málaga
Tels.: 95 224 45 87 / 95 224 45 88

Ciudad Real

Granada
Tel.: 958 43 00 09

Jaén

Pasaje San Vicente Ferrer, 1
13004 Ciudad Real
Tel.: 926 22 89 87

Albacete
Tels.: 967 24 90 74 / 967 21 07 85

Tels.: 953 28 11 14 / 953 28 08 70

CATALUNYA

Almería

Barcelona

Tel.: 950 30 64 60

Carrer de les Ciències, 73
(Distrite econòmic plaça d’Europa)
08908 L’Hospitalet de Llobregat
Tel.: 93 230 36 00.

ARAGÓN-LA RIOJA
Zaragoza
Parque Industrial El Polígono
Avda. Santa Ana, 14
50410 Cuarte de Huerva (Zaragoza)
Tel.: 976 46 30 60

Bizkaia
Legizamon poligonoa. Gipuzkoa Kalea, 31
48450 Etxebarri (Bizkaia)
Tel.: 94 426 90 22

Gipuzkoa
Tels.: 943 26 11 84 / 943 26 07 99

Navarra
Tels.: 948 13 23 11

CANARIAS

EXTREMADURA

Las Palmas

Cáceres

C/ El procesador, 7
Urbanización Industrial Ajimar. Jinámar.
35220 Telde. (Las Palmas)
Tel.: 928 70 90 55

C/ Amberes, 12-14
10005 Cáceres
Tels.: 927 23 65 87 / 927 23 65 96

Badajoz

Tenerife

Tel.: 924 24 77 24

Tel.: 615 03 60 25

MADRID
Avenida del Majuelo, 34
Polígono Industrial “La Postura”
28343 Valdemoro (Madrid)
Tel.: 902 40 20 12

MURCIA
C/ Juan de la Cierva, Parcela 20/7
Edificio Magalia. Juan de la Cierva
2ª Planta. Oficina 2A
Polígono Industrial Oeste
30169 San Ginés (Murcia)
Tel.: 968379939

C/ Valencia, 44
46210 Picanya. (Valencia)
Tels.: 96 159 43 90 / 96 159 43 91

Tel.: 973 21 27 50

EUSKADI-NAVARRA

Fuerteventura

Tel.: 986 41 48 22

Valencia

Polígono de Asipo
Travesía 3. Parcela 50. Nave 10
33428 Cayés (Llanera)
Tel.: 985 20 75 13

Polígono El Mayorazgo
Parcela 14 A, N 2, 17 B. (Frente
a UNELCO)
38010 Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Tel.: 922 21 05 83

Vigo

Lleida
Tarragona

C/ Gremi de Teixidors, 26
Local 11. 1.º 07009 Palma
Tel.: 971 76 08 82

Tel.: 988 22 74 73

COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA

Tel.: 977 33 34 40

ILLES BALEARS

Ourense

Tel.: 972 40 17 33

Asturias

Tel.: 942 22 32 95

Tel.: 982 21 91 20

Girona

ASTURIAS-CANTABRIA

Cantabria

Lugo

Alicante
Avd. del Euro, 31
Polígono Industrial “Las Atalayas”
03114 Alicante
Tel.: 965101590

1470976

www.richmondelt.es

